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Summary of Information for Buyers

Registering to Bid
It is strongly recommended that you contact us as early as possible if you wish to bid in one of our 
auctions and have never previously registered with us. This may be done via our website (www.dnw.
co.uk > Your Account > Account Authorisation), by email to auctions@dnw.co.uk or by telephone to 
020 7016 1700. The period directly before our auctions is extremely busy and we cannot guarantee 
that the registration process, which may include security checks, can be carried out in time for you 
to bid if your request is received by us at a late stage.

Bidding Priority
Please note that we prioritise executing commission bids as early as possible in order to secure the 
lot for you at the cheapest possible price. It is therefore entirely possible that a lot can sell at your 
top bid to another bidder. To avoid this happening we offer an optional ‘Plus 1’ bidding increment 
facility, whereby if the bidding is against you at your maximum bid the auctioneer will execute one 
further bid on your behalf. Please note that in the event of identical top bids priority is given to the 
first bid received.

Placing Bids
Live Bidding via www.dnw.co.uk
You may bid in real time from your computer or mobile device. We provide an optional live video 
and audio feed of the auctioneer, allowing you to participate in much the same way as attending the 
auction. You may see your invoice and pay online directly after you’ve finished bidding. There is no  
additional charge for this facility.

Advance Bidding via www.dnw.co.uk
We strongly advise this method if you wish to leave bids in advance as it is the easiest, most accurate 
and flexible way to leave your bids and gives you total control over them right up to the point that the 
lot is offered for sale. Bids made online cannot be seen by others and only become live at this point 
the lot is being sold. Up until this time your bids can be easily altered or cancelled. An automated 
email is sent to confirm any changes made. There is no additional charge for online bidding and it 
is not necessary to pre-register a payment card in order to do so.

Postal and Telephone Bids
Whilst we are still happy to execute all bids submitted to us using post or telephone, it should be 

noted that all bids left with us in these ways will be entered at our offices using exactly the same 

bidding facility to which all our clients have access. There is, therefore, no better way of ensuring 
the accuracy of your advance bids than to place them yourself online.
If you are registered with DNW you may bid by email to auctions@dnw.co.uk or by telephone to 
020 7016 1700. All bids placed by email or telephone must be received before 16:00 on the day 
preceding the sale.
A bidding form is included in the back of this catalogue. If you wish to use this please fill it in care-
fully, to include all relevant information. Please ensure that you post this form so that it arrives, at the 
latest, the day before the sale. 

Bidding in the Auction Room
You are very welcome to attend the auction and bid in person if you are registered with DNW. Please 
note thet the auction room is situated on the third floor of a Georgian building which doesn’t have a 
lift. You may pay for and clear your lots during the auction.



Saleroom Notices
Should the description of a lot need to be amended after the publication of this catalogue, the 
amendments will appear automatically on the DNW website, www.dnw.co.uk. All such amend-
ments are also incorporated in the List of Saleroom Notices pertaining to this auction which are 
posted separately on the website. The auctioneer will refer to any notices at the time any affected lot 
is offered for sale.

Catalogue Illustrations and the Internet
Prospective bidders are reminded that the DNW website features high-resolution colour illustrations 
of every lot in this auction. There may also be additional illustrations of any lot.

Buyers’ Premium
The rate for this sale is 24% of the Hammer Price (+ VAT where applicable)

Importation Duty
Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% on the Hammer Price unless re-exported out-
side the EU.

Bullion Lots
Lots marked ‘G’ will have the VAT element shown on your invoice.

Multiple Lots
All multiple lots (lots containing two or more items) with the exception of designated sets of coins 
are sold as viewed and not subject to return. Buyers are recommended to view such lots.

Prices Realised
The hammer prices of lots sold at DNW auctions are posted at www.dnw.co.uk in real time and 
telephone enquiries are welcome from 09:00 on the day after the auction.

Payment
You may access your invoice shortly after the hammer has fallen on your last lot. As we weigh lots 
at the time of cataloguing most shipping is already calculated, enabling you to settle your account, 
clear and receive your lots in a timely fashion. As noted above, auction attendees may pay and clear 
during the course of the auction as soon as they have bid on their last lot.

Full Terms and Conditions of Business are available to read
 in the back of this catalogue and on our website.

Contacts
General Support Enquiries
auctions@dnw.co.uk
020 7016 1700 or from overseas (+44) 20 7016 1700

Website and Live Bidding Support Enquiries
Ian Anderson ian@dnw.co.uk
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World Tokens, the Property of a North Country Collector

Angola

Provenance: Bt N.B. Todd 2001

LUANDA, Charles Aston, brass, bust left, from the die in its original state, rev. elephant standing by palm-tree, 23mm (R.
J. Ford II, 391; cf. DNW 142, 1969). Small piercing near top edge, otherwise about extremely fine, rare  £80-£100

1

Antigua

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1972

ST JOHN’S, Hornal & Coltart, copper Farthing, 1836, palm tree, rev. value in wreath, 22mm (Lyall 1; Prid. 1). Very fine,
somewhat dull surface  £30-£50

2

Provenance: Bt E. Roehrs 1983.

The purpose of the countermark (specimens are known countermarked 1, 3, and 4) remains uncertain, but it is thought that they might
have been used as communion tokens. The general worn condition of countermarked examples would suggest usage over a
considerable period of time

ST JOHN’S, Hornal & Coltart, copper Farthing, 1836, similar, obv. countermarked with incuse 1, 22mm (Lyall 3; cf.
Prid. 1). Coin worn with slight surface pitting, countermark very fine, rare  £80-£100

3

Provenance: R.A. Byrne Collection, Jess Peters Auction 78 (Los Angeles), 13-14 June 1975, lot 6; bt 1978

ST JOHN’S, Hornal & Coltart, copper Farthing, 1836, similar, obv. countermarked with incuse 4, 22mm (Lyall 5; cf.
Prid. 1). Coin worn with slight surface pitting, countermark very fine, rare  £80-£100

4

Provenance: Norweb Collection; bt Spink 1994

ST JOHN’S, Presbyterian Church, 1842, rectangular white metal with bevelled corners, legend both sides, 26 x 19mm
(Lyall 6; Burz. 398). Extremely fine and extremely rare  £200-£260

5

Aruba

Provenance: Bt 1996.

At one time the Victoria Bottling Co held the licence to bottle Coca-Cola on the island. The tokens were apparently used into the
1960s

SAN NICOLAS, Victoria Bottling Co, cupro-nickel, VBC ARUBA, rev. GOOD FOR ONE DRINK, 20mm (Lyall –). Extremely fine,
scarce  £40-£60

6

Bahamas

ABACO, Abaco Big Bird Poultry Farm Ltd, yellow plastic, legend around chicken, rev. blank, 41mm (Lyall –);
FREEPORT, Flamingo Beach Resort, pink plastic Dollar, 41mm (Lyall –), Bahama Coin & Stamp Ltd, wooden nickel,
39mm (Lyall –) [3]. As issued  £10-£15

7

Provenance: Bt 2003

ABACO, Albury’s Ferry Service, coloured plastic (8), legend, revs. SAME DAY ROUND TRIP (4), all 32mm; legend, revs. blank
(4), possibly for a one way trip, all 32mm (Lyall –) [8]. As issued  £20-£30

8

Provenance: W. Tankersley Collection, Baldwin Auction 18, 12-13 October 1998, lot 177; E. Roehrs Collection, DNW Auction XXX,
14 February 2012, lot 1006.

The company succeeded the Bahamas Timber Co. in 1916

ABACO, The Bahamas-Cuban Co Ltd, aluminium One Dollar 20 Cents, legend, rev. value, 35mm (Lyall –; Prid. –). Edge
nicks and unofficially pierced, otherwise about very fine, extremely rare; the only recorded specimen  £400-£500

9
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Provenance; Bt R. Moffatt 2004.

The Bahamas Timber Co was established in 1906 and ceased operations in 1916 when it was taken over by the Bahamas-Cuban Co

ABACO, The Bahamas Timber Co, aluminium 6 Cents, c. 1910, legend, rev. value, 23mm (Lyall 8; Prid.–). Nearly very
fine with some slight staining on reverse, extremely rare; only one other specimen recorded  £300-£400

10

Provenance: Bt K.V. Eckardt 1979.

Cat Cay is a small islet approximately 15 miles south of Bimini, purchased by Louis Rice Wasey in 1931 and developed into an
exclusive resort. The tokens, introduced in 1946, were designed by the owner’s daughter, Jane

CAT CAY, Cat Key Club, One Key, white metal piédfort, cat standing on key, rev. old water tower above value, 38mm
(Lyall 14). Very fine but dull finish, very rare  £50-£80

11

Provenance: Bt Spink 1977
CAT CAY, Cat Key Club, Half-a-Key, aluminium-bronze, similar, 30mm (Lyall 15). Extremely fine, scarce  £100-£15012

CAT CAY, Cat Key Club, gilt restrike One Key, Half-a-Key, Quarter-Key, all c. 1967, 38, 30 and 24mm (Lyall 12, 16, 19)
[3]. As issued  £240-£300

13

Provenance: Found on the site of the issuer’s house, 1968; bt R. Rudolph 1983.

Edwin Rahming (†1925), salt raker, dry goods merchant, bar and plantation owner

CLARENCE TOWN, Edwin Rahming, brass, legend, rev. LONG ISLAND, 22mm (Lyall 54). Surface lightly pitted, otherwise
fine, extremely rare  £200-£260

14

Provenance: Bt R. Rudolph 1979

CLARENCE TOWN, Edwin Rahming, brass, similar, 17mm (Lyall 55). Lightly pitted surface, otherwise fine, extremely
rare  £240-£300

15

Provenance: Bt P. Bosco 1982.

The British Colonial Hotel, formerly the New Colonial Hotel, which had opened in 1923, was acquired by Sir Henry Oake in 1934

NASSAU, The British Colonial Hotel, brass, c. 1935, legend around a palm- tree with B C on the side, rev. crown over a
panel, stamped 1699, 32mm (Lyall 10). Surface stains, otherwise very fine, scarce  £80-£100

16
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Provenance: Bt 1985.

Dirty Dick’s, a hotel bar on Bay Street, Nassau in the 1920s and 1930s, was later converted into a night club

NASSAU, Dirty Dick’s, octagonal brass, c. 1920, legend over cornucopiæ, rev. legend around sun, 36mm (Lyall 30).
Obverse fine with some light pitting and dark toning, reverse nearly extremely fine with some original colour  £60-£80

17

Provenance: Bt 1977.

The Paradise Island Bridge Co owns the toll bridge between Nassau and Paradise Island. These pre-purchase tokens, first introduced in
1967, cover a round trip

NASSAU, Paradise Island Bridge Co, First issue, toll tokens (4), legend around B (for employees), valued at 25 Cents,
brass, 25mm; legend around C (for commercial vehicles), valued at 50 Cents, cupro-nickel, 27mm; legend around D (for
residents of Paradise Island), valued at 50 Cents, copper, 28mm; legend around palm-tree set in blue enamel (for
Public/Tourist use), valued at 2 Dollars, cupro-nickel, 29mm (Lyall 41-4) [4]. About very fine  £30-£40

18

Provenance: Bt 1977.

This second issue without the legend was authorised in order to make the tokens less attractive as souvenirs

NASSAU, Paradise Island Bridge Co, Second issue, toll tokens (4), B (for employees), valued at 25 cents, brass, 25mm; C
(for commercial vehicles), valued at 50 cents, cupro-nickel, 27mm; D (for residents of Paradise Island), valued at 50
cents, copper, 28mm; palm-tree set in blue enamel (for Public/Tourist use), valued at 2 Dollars, cupro-nickel, 29mm
(Lyall 45-8) [4]. About very fine or better  £30-£40

19

Provenance: Bt. J. Genualdi 1985

NASSAU, Pilot House Club, aluminium, legend on ship’s wheel around a sail boat, rev. GOOD FOR A DRINK ON THE HOUSE, c.
1950, 35mm (Lyall 53). Virtually as struck  £15-£20

20

Provenance: Bt Lyford Cay Co 1985

NEW PROVIDENCE, Lyford Cay Co Ltd, brass One Fare (2), legend around a cut-out L, rev. value, 23mm; similar, but
legend around a cut-out W (Lyall 35, 36); Western Transportation, brass One Fare, legend around a cut-out W, rev. value,
23mm (Lyall 56) [3]. Extremely fine or better, all with original colour  £20-£30

21

Provenance: First two bt E. Roehrs 1976; third and fourth bt 1975

WEST END, Grand Bahama Club, cupro-nickel Three Shillings and Sixpence (equivalent to U.S. 50 Cents), One Shilling
and Ninepence (U.S. 25 Cents), Ninepence (U.S. 10 Cents) and Fourpence-Halfpenny (U.S. 5 Cents), 30, 24, 18 and
21mm (Lyall 31-4); together with a brass enamelled pin by Fattorini, GRAND BAHAMA CLUB around fish, 23mm (Lyall –) [5].
First four extremely fine, last as made  £60-£80

22

Barbados

Provenance: Bt Spink 1974.
Thomas Lawlor & Co, general merchants, first established in Cork, Ireland, 1841; the branch in Bridgetown opened in 1847

BRIDGETOWN, Thomas Lawlor & Co, copper, legend both sides, 22mm (Lyall 88; Prid. 29; Roehrs 1024). Very fine
£80-£100

23

Provenance: Second bt Genualdi 2007

BRIDGETOWN, Sharkey’s Boatyard, yellow plastic $1.00 US, c. 2000, 38mm (Lyall –); ST PETER, Heywood’s Hotel,
aluminium, REDEEMABLE FOR A RUM PUNCH, c. 1983, 39mm (Lyall –) [2]. Mint state  £20-£40

24

Provenance: Second W. Raymond Collection.

Moses Tolano, Jewish merchant trading at 33 Swan street, Bridgetown; the tokens would seem to date to c. 1835

BRIDGETOWN, Moses Tolan(t)o, copper Halfpenny and Farthing, legend around bale, revs. legend around cask, 29 and
22mm (Lyall 93, 95; Prid. 27- 8; Roehrs 1025-6) [2]. Good very fine, Farthing with a small dig on obverse, this rare

£100-£150

25

Provenance: First bt J.D. King 1977; second H.D. Gibbs Collection XXX

BRIDGETOWN, Moses Tolan(t)o, copper Halfpenny and Farthing, similar, but both with incuse cancellation marks, 29
and 22mm (Lyall 94, 96; cf. Prid. 27-8; Roehrs 1025-6) [2]. Halfpenny about fine, Farthing very fine and rare £100-£150

26
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Provenance: First bt 1986; others bt 1983

BRIDGETOWN, Transport Board, brass Bus Fare, 22mm (Lyall 58); Island Inn Hotel, black plastic Air conditioning token
for BDS $5.00, 29mm (Lyall 87); Sunset Crest Resort, orange plastic Air Conditioning token for BDS $6.00, 26mm (Lyall
92) [3]. Extremely fine  £60-£80

27

Provenance: Bt Marsh 1977.

The Y.M.C.A. was located on the corner of Trafalgar square and Ricket street. Issue and use of these tokens would seem to pre-date
1932 and are perhaps as early as c. 1914-18

BRIDGETOWN, Young Men’s Christian Association, brass Penny, legend, rev. value, 32mm (Lyall 97; Prid. –; Roehrs
1027). Extremely fine but tarnished, rare  £80-£100

28

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1983

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, First issue, copper Penny, 1788, by J. Milton, African head left, wearing Prince of Wales
coronet, rev. pineapple, edge plain, 32mm (Trudgen 1+A; Lyall 61, cf. Prid. 10).  Good very fine, rare  £200-£260

29

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1983

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, First issue, copper Penny, 1788, by J. Milton, similar, edge plain, 33mm (Trudgen 1+B;
Lyall 62, cf. Prid. 11). Very fine, rare  £100-£150

30

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1983

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, First issue, copper Penny, 1788, by J. Milton, similar, edge plain, 33mm (Trudgen 2+B;
Lyall 63; Prid. –). About extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

31

Provenance: Bt J.Shaw 1992

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, Second issue, copper Penny, 1788, perhaps by J.G. Hancock, similar, edge plain, on a
small flan, 30mm (Trudgen 3+D; Lyall –, Prid. –). Good extremely fine, rare  £150-£200

32
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Provenance: Bt Format 1967

Uncertain issuer, Second issue, copper Penny, 1788, by J.G. Hancock, similar, edge plain, 32mm (Trudgen 4+E; Lyall
72; Prid. 14). Small clip on edge, otherwise about fine  £90-£120

33

Provenance: Bt 1978

Uncertain issuer, Second issue, copper Penny, 1788, by J.G. Hancock, similar, edge plain, 32mm (Trudgen 5+H; Lyall
72; Prid. 14). About very fine  £100-£150

34

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1980

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, copper Penny, 1792, by J. Milton, African head left,wearing Prince of Wales coronet,
incuse M on truncation, rev. George III as Neptune in marine car left, no stop in legend, edge plain, 30mm (Lyall 66;
Prid. 15). About extremely fine, very rare  £300-£360

35

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1983

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, copper Penny, 1792, by J. Milton, similar, but obv. from a different die, no stop in rev.
legend, edge plain, 30mm (cf. Lyall 66; cf. Prid 15). Good very fine, very rare  £240-£300

36

Provenance: Bt Baldwin 1983

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, copper Penny, 1792, by J. Milton, similar, edge plain, 32mm (Lyall 67; Prid. 16). About
very fine, rare  £100-£150

37
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Provenance: Bt J. Whitmore 1978

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, copper Penny, 1792, similar, edge plain, obv. countermarked 1825 twice and MOORE,
LIVERPOOL (?) raised within a rectangular indent, rev. countermarked with random numbers, 31mm (Lyall –; Prid. –).About
fine  £80-£100

38

Provenance: Bt 1975

ST JAMES, Sir Philip Gibbes, copper Halfpenny, 1792, similar, edge plain, 24mm (Lyall 70; Prid. 17). Struck slightly off-
centre, otherwise about very fine  £100-£150

39

Provenance: First three acquired at Rockley Resort, 1984; fourth bt R. Brandon 1999; last bt R. Brandon 2001.

The tokens were first issued in 1977

WORTHING and CHRIST CHURCH, Rockley Resort and Beach Club, Good Fors (5), bronze 1 Dinner, 39mm (Lyall 89),
brass 1 Rum Punch and Lunch, 32mm (Lyall 90); brass 1 Cocktail of Your Choice, 25mm (Lyall 91); bronze 1 Breakfast,
31mm (Lyall –); bronze $5.00 At The Bar, 25mm (Lyall –) [5]. About as issued, but last lightly tarnished  £80-£100

40

Belize

Provenance: bt. 1982

BELIZE CITY, Belikin Brewery, celebrating Belize Independence, 21 September 198, advertising tokens (2), obv. legend,
rev. Beer & Stout, Coca-Cola Fanta, aluminium, 40mm (Lyall 127 and 128) [2]. Uncirculated  £10-£15

41

Provenance: One token give to employees for each 5 kilogrammes of shrimps processed

STANN CREEK, Belize Aquaculture Ltd., obv. BAL and a shrimp, rev. NO/CASH/VALUE, brass, 29mm (Lyall - ).
Uncirculated  £10-£15

42

At the time this was the only Veterinary Clinic in the country using Rabies Tags

COROZAL, Corozal Veterinary Clinic, Rabies Vaccination, 1996, red anodised aluminium (Lyall - ). Uncirculated
£10-£15

43

Advertising token (2) by Freestay Caribbean, REDEEMABLE FOR EXCLUSIVE OFFER; Religious token, JOHN 3:16 / 3:36
(which maybe connected with Freestay, aluminium, reeded edge, 38/39mm (Lyall -) [2]. Uncirculated  £10-£15

44

Bermuda

Provenance: Bt. Larry Swain, 1994

Ireland Island was the Royal Navy base in Bermuda and these tokens were issued by the Co-Op storn near the navy base. It is believed
they were used for small change purposes when the Royal Navy ratings were paid to the nearest shilling to minimise the effort of
handling small value coins by the R.N. pay section

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 11 Pence, legend around 11d, brass, 29mm (Lyall
105). Very fine, some spots of staining, very rare  £200-£300
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Provenance: Bt. J. Schimmel, 1983

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 8 Pence, legend around 8d, brass, 29mm (Lyall
106). Very fine, very rare  £150-£200

46

Provenance: Bt. Larry Swain, 1994

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 7 Pence, legend around 7d, brass, 29mm (Lyall
107). Good very fine, very rare  £200-£300

47

Provenance: Bt. 2006

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 5 Pence, legend around 5d, brass, 29mm (Lyall
108). Nearly fine, with some staining and corrosion, very rare  £150-£200

48

Provenance: Bt. Larry Swain, 1986

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 3 Pence, legend around 3d, brass, 29mm (Lyall
109). Nearly very fine, very rare  £150-£200

49

IRELAND ISLAND, Ireland Island Co-Operative Society Ltd., uniface, 1 Penny, legend around 1d, brass, 29mm (cf. Lyall
105-109). Extremely fine, with original colour, very rare  £150-£200

50

Sold with a Hog Penny Restaurant & Pub promotional business card

HAMILTON, Hog Penny Pub, drink and promotional tokens (2), legend around XII over ‘hog’, rev. legend, copper,
33mm (Lyall 102); legend around I over ‘hog’, rev. legend around Maltese cross, brass, 32mm (Lyall 103); imitation of
Hog Money 6 pence, legend around VI over ‘hog’, rev. sailing ship, white metal, 20mm (Lyall - ); England, advertising
token to promote Whole Hog Rum (imported from Bermuda), legend around XII over ‘hog’, rev. sailing ship (Lyall - ) [4].
First good very fine, others extremely fine  £40-£60

51

BERMUDA PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD (2), both sides, Bermuda 3 Zones around a cut out 3, brass, 23mm (Lyall
99); both sides, Bermuda 14 Zone around front view of a bus, brass, 25mm (Lyall 100) [2]. Both extremely fine with
original colour  £15-£20
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Provenance: ex. Wm. Tankersley

It is believed these were first issued in 1987

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE & PORTS, Ferry tokens (4), PAGET-WARWICK ROUTE around ship, rev. legend around
arms of Bermuda, copper, 23mm; similar but with two official oblong piercings; similar but cupro nickel; similar but
with two official oblong piercings (Lyall - ) [4]. All better than very fine with some original colour  £20-£30

53

Provenance: ex. Wm. Tankersley

It is believed these were first issued in 1987

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE & PORTS, Ferry tokens (4), SOMERSET ROUTE around ship, rev. legend around arms of
Bermuda, copper, 25mm; similar but with two official oblong piercings; similar but cupro nickel; similar but with two
official oblong piercings (Lyall - ) [4]. All better than very fine with some original colour  £20-£30

54

It is believed these were issued c. 1992

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE & PORTS, Moped Ferry tokens (2), SOMERSET ROUTE, legend, brass, 28mm (for one
rider); similar but with official central piercing (for two riders) (Lyall - ) [2]. Both very fine or better with some original
colour  £15-£25

55

It has been noted that at the time the licence fee was 4 shillings for a male and 10 shillings for a female

DOG LICENCE, 1928, uniface, legend and incuse number 2311, octagonal, brass, 25mm, (Lyall - ). Good very fine, rare
 £20-£30

56

The base was opened in 1941

CINEMA TOKEN, U.S. Naval Air Station, legend around eagle, rev. U.S. NAVAL AIR STATION BERMUDA, brass,
23mm (Lyall - ). Very fine  £15-£25

57

These tokens were used from 1932 to 1945

BERMUDA TELEPHONE CO LTD., 3 Pence, both sides legend with a groove to guard against washers being used,
cupro-nickel, 21mm (Lyall 101). Good very fine  £15-£25

58

GOLF ASSOCIATION, Putting Marker, legend around map and gold clubs, rev. PUTTING MARKER around golfer,
Sterling Silver, nonagonal, 18mm (Lyall - ); Drink/Advertising tokens (2), Somerset Bridge Recreation Club drink token;
Fantasea Bermuda, both blue plastic, 32mm (Lyall - ) [3].  First very fine, others as issued  £15-£20

59

British Guiana

Provenance:  The first three c. 1840’s; the last pre 1880

GEORGETOWN, Balgarnie & Co, One Stiver, 1838, (3), the last one obv. countermarked E. WILLIAMS incuse, (Lyall
111; Prid. 60); unknown issuer, no denomination, but presumed to be One Stiver (Lyall -; Prid. 61) [4]. First very fine,
second fine, third poor with some digs on the reverse, last very fine  £80-£100

60

Provenance: Obtained from Bookers, 1975

Bookers Shipping (Demerara) Ltd., Stevedore Token, incuse SPW / 947, and would appear to be a employee
identification or labour tally, it is thought the letters refer to tasks such as Ship or Shore, to Pier or Port, to Warehouse or
Wharf, aluminium, 40mm (Lyall 113; Prid. -). Very fine, pierced near edge (presumably as issued), extremely rare, the
only recorded example  £80-£120

61

Provenance:  second bt. Spink & Son Ltd., 1975

Middlemass Brothers & Co., Georgetown, possibly a clothier and apparently ceased trading prior to 1872, copper,
24mm (Lyall 116; Prid. 63); Middlemass, 18 South Bridge St., Edinburgh, (perhaps the parent company which opened a
business in British Guiana`0 copper, 24mm (Lyall -; Prid. -) [2]. First nearly very fine, second about fine with a pitted
surface  £60-£80

62

One Stuiver, 1813, Colonies of Essequebo & Demarary Token (5) with various countermarks; rev. incuse Broad Arrow /
BO / A (the broad arrow is a property mark used by the British Military)(Lyall 112); rev. incuse ST ANDREWS/CHAPTER
(Masonic Lodge) (Lyall 122); obv. incuse crude BR (Lyall - ), obv. incuse J.S D (Lyall -); obv. incuse A. I --- YDEN (Lyall
-) [5].  Fair to nearly very fine  £60-£80
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Provenance:  bt. Brian Dawson, 1985

Dog Tax Disk for the period 1876/1877; incuse 100, the number of the licence, copper, 26mm (Lyall 115; Prid. -). Very
fine, pierced as issued, very rare  £80-£120

64

Provenance:  bt. 1990

Half Stiver, 1813, both sides countermarked incuse J. DAVIS within an incuse circular ring (Lyall - ; Prid. -). Coin fine,
much of the countermark is weak  £10-£15

65

Provenance:  bt. R. J. Ford, 1977

Pickersgill Saw Mills Ltd., timber merchants and government contractors, with headquarters at 93 Regent Street, Georgetown

PICKERSGILL, Pickersgill Saw Mills Ltd, brass, Dollar c. 1900, obv. legend, rev. value, 38mm (Lyall 117; Prid. -). Very
fine, rare  £90-£120

66

Provenance: Bt. 1978

PICKERSGILL, Pickersgill Saw Mills Ltd, brass, 50 Cents c. 1900, obv. legend, rev. value, 30mm (Lyall 118; Prid. -).
Nearly very fine, rare  £100-£150

67

Provenance: Bt. 1978

PICKERSGILL, Pickersgill Saw Mills Ltd, brass, 25 Cents c. 1900, obv. legend, rev. value, 27mm (Lyall 119; Prid. -).
Nearly fine, rare  £100-£150

68

Provenance: Bt. 1978

PICKERSGILL, Pickersgill Saw Mills Ltd, brass, 5 Cents c. 1900, obv. legend, rev. value, 21mm (Lyall 121; Prid. -). Fair
with dark rough surface (probably having been buried), extremely rare, the only recorded example  £200-£260
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A similar example was sold St. James’s Auction, 30 November 2016, Lot 318

Communion Token, St. Saviour’s, BERBICE, c. 1856, white metal, legend both sides, 27 x 19mm (Lyall -). Some tin pest
on both sides, otherwise very fine or better, extremely rare  £300-£400

70

British Honduras

Provenance: bt. Henry Christensen, 1975

BELIZE, John Jex, Quarter-Rial, 1871, obv. Indian Head, similar in design to some of the American Civil War tokens and
to the regular issued small cents (1859-1909), rev. value in wreath, brass, 19mm (Lyall 130; Prid. 75). Very fine £60-£80

71

Provenance: Bt. K. V. Eckardt, 1980

Henry Gansz, proprietor of a general store and multifaceted business opened in 1853 and located on Queen Street

BELIZE, Henry Gansz, Three-Halfpence, 1885, legend both sides, copper, 20.5mm (Lyall 129, Prid. 76). Extremely fine
with much some original colour, very rare  £300-£360

72

Provenance: Bt. 1984

Jones & Young, retail merchants, proprietors William John Jones and David Alexander Young, both owners of sugar plantations

COROZAL, Jones & Young, Three-Halfpence, 1875, obv. legend, rev. value, tall numbers in fraction, copper, 20mm
(Lyall 131; Prid. -). Extremely fine with some original colour, very rare  £100-£150

73

Provenance: Bt. 1983

A months supply of water at 2 gallons per day was 25 cents.  Upon payment tokens for the number of days in the month were issued

BELIZE, Government Water Token, 2 GALLONS WATER SUPPLY, uniface, zinc, milled edge, 26mm (Lyall 132; Prid. -).
Better than very fine, with a slight crease and a central square hole, as issued, of the highest rarity, the only recorded
example  £340-£400

74

Provenance: Bt. J. Schimmel, 2001

George Emery’s business was exporting mahogany and his office was located on Front Street, Belize City

BELIZE, George D. Emery, One Real (6 Pence), obv. legend, rev. value, brass, octagonal, brass, 25/27mm (Lyall -; Prid.
-; see TAMS Journal, April 2004).  Good very fine, rare  £100-£120
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Provenance: Bt. 2011

BELIZE, George D. Emery, Half Real (3 Pence), obv. legend, rev. value, brass, octagonal, brass, 25/27mm (Lyall -; Prid. -;
see TAMS Journal, April 2004).  Fine, rare  £100-£150

76

Provenance: Bt. 1996

BELIZE, George D. Emery, Half Real (3 Pence), obv. legend, rev. value, brass, octagonal, brass, 18/19mm (Lyall -; Prid. -;
see TAMS Journal, April 2004).  Fine, rare  £100-£150

77

Provenance: bt. J. Schimmel, 1985
Estate tally ?, 1914 British Honduras One Cent, rev. countermarked incuse 25 (Lyall -).  Fair  £10-£1578

British North Borneo

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

This Estate was located at Two Rivers, British North Borneo.

Borneo Labuk Tobacco Co. Ltd. (4), One Dollar, obv. BORNEO LABUK TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED * around 1 /
DOLLAR with a beaded circle, rev. Chinese characters, copper, edge grained, 29mm; similar, 50 CENT; similar, 20
CENT, 19mm; similar, 10 CENT (Prid. 35, 36, 37, 38; W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1421) [4]. Complete set all good extremely
fine - uncirculated, toned  £100-£150
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Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Labuk British North Borneo (3); One Dollar, obv. LABUK BRITISH NORTH BORNEO * around 1 / DOLLAR within a
beaded circle, rev. Chinese charcaters, copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, minute KB on rev. (only on the 50 cent
tokens) 27mm; similar, 20 CENTS, 25mm (Prid. 39, 40, 41; W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1423) [3]. Set good extremely fine
with much original colour, a few small spots present  £80-£120

80

bt. various sources, 1988-2005

Labuk British North Borneo (3); One Dollar, obv. LABUK BRITISH NORTH BORNEO * around 1 / DOLLAR within a
beaded circle, rev. Chinese charcaters, copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, minute KB on rev. (only on the 50 cent
tokens) 27mm; similar, 20 CENTS, 25mm (Prid. 39, 40, 41; W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1423/4) [3]. Set good very fine
perhaps better, some stains  £80-£100

81

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Labuk Planting Co. Ltd. (3), One Dollar, obv. THE LABUK PLANTING COMPANY LIMITED * around 1 / DOLLAR
within a beaded boarder, rev. Chinese characters, copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, with minute KB on rev., 27mm;
similar, 20 CENTS, with minute KB on rev., 25.5mm (Prid. 43, 45, 48; W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1425) [3]. Set good
extremely fine, toned  £80-£120

82

Provenance:  ex A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1974

Labuk Planting Co. Ltd., 10 cent, obv. THE LABUK PLANTING COMPANY LIMITED * around 10 / CENTS within a
beaded circle, rev. Chinese characters and minute KB near the edge, copper, 16mm (cf. Prid. 52). A brilliant proof with
hairlines, extremely rare  £200-£300
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Provenance:  first and last bt. D. Vorley, 1987, second bt. K. C. Lim, 2005

Labuk Planting Co. Ltd. (3), 50 Cents, THE LABUK PLANTING COMPANY LIMITED *, rev. Chinese characters, minute
KB near the edge, nickel, thick flan, 27mm (Prid. 46); similar, appears to be nickel plated brass (Prid. - ); similar, minute
KB on obv., 25.5mm (Prid. 48) [3]. All nearly extremely fine or better, rare  £100-£150

84

Provenance:  Second ex A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1974; third bt. K. C. Lim, 2005

Labuk Planting Co. Ltd. (4), One Dollar, obv. THE LABUK PLANTING COMPANY LIMITED * around 1 DOLLAR within
a beaded circle, rev. Chinese characters, copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, minute KB near the edge on both sides,
25.5mm; similar, 20 CENTS, minute KB on rev., 25.5mm; similar, 20 CENTS, Chinese character legend ‘error’, no KB,
25.5mm (Prid. 43, 48, 50, last with rev. as Prid. 41) [4].  Near very fine, third better  £80-£100

85

Provenance:  ex A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1974

Labuk Planting Co. Ltd., 10 cent, obv. THE LABUK PLANTING COMPANY LIMITED * around 10 / CENTS within a
beaded circle, rev. Chinese characters and minute KB near the edge, copper, 16mm (cf. Prid. 52). Good very fine,
extremely rare  £150-£200

86

Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1987

London Borneo Tobacco Co. (2), One Dollar, obv. LONDON BORNEO TOBACCO CY + around an ornate design, rev.
+ PAYS / 1 / DOLLAR + (thick letter variety), brass, 31mm; similar, 50 Cents, rev. PAYS / 1/2 / DOLLAR, 25mm (Prid.
58, 59; cf. W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1428) [2].  Nearly very fine, rare  £80-£100

87

Provenance:  Baldwin - Tsia, 1999

Cadei = Shop; the tokens were used in the Estate Shop

Pitas Estate, 20 cents, obv. PITAS ESTATE, BRIT. NORTH BORNEO * around CADEI, rev. GOOD FOR / * 20 * / CENTS,
bronze, 25mm (Prid. 60).  Nearly very fine, extremely rare   £200-£300

88

Provenance:  Baldwin - Tsai, 1995

Pitas Estate, 10 cents, obv. PITAS ESTATE, BRIT. NORTH BORNEO * around CADEI, rev. GOOD FOR / * 10 * / CENTS,
bronze, 21mm (Prid. 61).  Nearly  fine, rough surface, extremely rare   £100-£150
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bt. 2000

Pitas Estate, 5 cents, obv. PITAS ESTATE, BRIT. NORTH BORNEO * around CADEI, rev. GOOD FOR / * 5 * / CENTS,
bronze, 16.5mm (Prid. - ).  Nearly very  fine, extremely rare   £150-£200

90

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Sandakan Tobacco Co. (4), One Dollar, obv. SANDAKAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED * around 1 / Dollar within
a beaded boarder, rev. Chinese characters, copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, 29mm; similar, 20 CENTS, 19mm;
similar, 10 CENTS, 19mm (Prid. 64 - 67;, W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1430) [4]. Good extremely fine, lightly toned, a few
small spots  £100-£150

91

First bt. 1994; second bt. 2001

Sandakan Tobacco Co. (2), One Dollar, obv. SANDAKAN TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED * around 1 / Dollar within
a beaded boarder, rev. Chinese characters, appears to be nickel plated copper, 29mm; similar, 50 CENTS, copper,
29mm (cf. Prid. 64, Prid. 65) [2].  First good very fine and rare, second  nearly extremely fine £100-£150

92

bt. 1993, 94

Tenom Rubber Co. (4), One Dollar, uniface, TENOM RUBBER CO. LD. * around 1 / DOLLAR / M (M = Menggatal
Estate), octagonal, cupro-nickel, 30mm; similar, 50 CENTS, 26mm; similar, 50 CENTS, no M (Padas Valley Estate),
25mm; 5 CENTS, round, brass, 25mm (Prid. lists only the 5 Cent, 71, others unlisted; cf. W. J. Noble coll., Lot 1434) [4].
Generally good fine £100-£150

93

Provenance:  ex R. J. Ford collection

Tenom Rubber Co., One Cent, uniface, TENOM RUBBER CO. LD. * around 1 / CENT, brass, 20mm (unpublished in
Pridmore, not in W. J. Noble coll.)  Good fine, extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded specimen  £300-£400

94

bt. 2007

Tenom Rubber Co. (2), 50 Cents, obv. TENOM RUBBER CO. LD. + around 50 / CENTS / M (M = Menggatal Estate), rev.
stamped J 9 / 50, cupro-nickel, octagonal, 26mm; 50 cents, obv. TENOM RUBBER CO. LD. + around 50 / CENTS
(Padas Valley Estate), rev. stamped J 6 / 50 cupro-nickel, octagonal, 25mm (Prid. - ; Noble - ) [2]. Fine or better, both
pierced near top edge  £60-£80

95

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

New London (or Labuan) Borneo Tobaco Co. Ltd, One Cent, obv. N. L. B. T. C. L. ESTATE SHOP * around one cent and
a central hole, rev. Chinese characters, brass, 25mm (Prid. 72; cf. W. J. Noble coll., Lots 1434, 1435 where described as
Tenom Rubber Co.).  Fine with a rough surface, rare  £80-£100
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bt. 1995, 1998

Owngd Tandik & Benkoka Tobacco Estates (2), c. 1888-1892, One Dollar, obv. ROTTERDAM - BORNEO * around
MAAt- / SCHAP- / PIJ, rev. GOED VOOR / * 1 * / DOLLAR, cupro-nickel, 28.5mm; similar, GOED VOOR / * 1/2 * /
DOLLAR, 23mm (Prid. - ; Noble - ) [2].  Nearly very fine, rare  £150-£200

97

bt. 1997, 1987

Pitas & Nicolina Estates (2), One Dollar, obv. ESTATES PITAS AND NICOLINA * around H.C. / EDUARD / MEYER, rev.
GOOD FOR / * 1 * / DOLLAR, cupro-nickel, 28mm; similar, GOOD FOR / * 1/2 * / DOLLAR, 22mm (Prid. - ; Noble - )
[2].  Very fine, rare  £150-£200

98

Provenance:  Spink - Tsai, 1993

Borneo Labuk Tobacco Co. Ltd., 20 Cents, obv. BORNEO LABUK TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED * around 20 CENTS
within a beaded circle, rev. Chinese characters (different to those on Prid. 37), tin, 19mm (cf. Prid. 37). Nearly very
fine, some surface corrosion, very rare  £100-£150

99

Provenance:  ex K. C. Lim 2005

Amsterdam-Borneo Tabak MIJ, Marienberg Estate, One Dollar, obv. AMSTERDAM-BORNEO TABAK MAATSCHAPPIJ *
around Chinese characters within a beaded boarder, rev. GOOD / * FOR * / ONE / DOLLAR, brass, 29mm (Prid. - ;
Noble - ).  Nearly extremely fine, extremely rare  £200-£300

100

bt. various sources, 1994 - 2009

Amsterdam-Borneo Tabak MIJ, Marienberg Estate (4), 50 Cents, obv. AMSTERDAM-BORNEO TABAK MAATSCHAPPIJ *
around Chinese characters within a beaded boarder, rev. GOOD / * FOR * / FIFTY / CENTS, copper, 227mm; similar,
TWENTY / CENTS, 25.5mm; similar, TEN / CENTS, 22mm; similar, FIVE / CENTS, 16mm (Prid. - ; Noble - ) [4]. First
extremely fine,  others very fine, last very rare  £150-£200
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Provenance:  bt. Don Philips, 2002

Ramie Fibre Co. Ltd., One Dollar, Padas Valley Estate, c. 1898 - 1900, obv. RAMIE FIBRE CO. LD. BORNEO, around 1 /
DOLLAR within a plain circle, rev. Peacock with tail feathers in full display, copper, 34.5mm (Prid . - ; Noble - ). About
fine, extremely rare  £200-£300

102

Provenance:  ex K. C. Lim, 2005

Ramie Fibre Co. Ltd., Half Dollar, Padas Valley Estate, c. 1898 - 1900, obv. RAMIE FIBRE CO. LD. BORNEO, around
1/2 / DOLLAR within a plain circle, rev. Peacock with tail feathers in full display, copper, 31mm (Prid . - ; Noble - ).
Extremely fine, extremely rare £400-£500

103

China Borneo Co. Ltd., One Dollar, c. late 19th Century, obv. THE CHINA BORNEO CO. LTD. around a central hole
and plain circle, rev. $1.00 / $1.00, black vulcanite, 33mm (Prid. - ; Noble - ).  Fine, small edge chip, very rare

£100-£150

104

bt. various sources 1887 - 1992

New Darvel Bay (Borneo) Tobacco Plantations Ltd. (3), One Dollar, obv. THE NEW DARVEL BAY (BORNEO)
TOBACCO PLANTATIONS LTD * around a central hole, incuse stamped 3348 within a plain circle, rev. ONE /
DOLLAR, aluminium, 32mm; obv. legend similar, rev. $ 1, black bakalite, 32mm; no stated value, uniface, DAVEL
TOBACCO PLANTATIONS LTD * around DTP monogram over tabacco leaves and NORTH BORNEO, brass, 31mm
(Prid. - ; Noble - ) [3].  First nearly very fine, stained, second fair, last very fine, first rare  £100-£150

105

Provenance:  bt. Howard Simmons

The Borneo Proprietary Estates Ltd., 50 Cents, obv. THE BORNEO PROPRIETRY ESTATES LTD. around 50 cts, rev.
similar and stamped incuse 18 / 41, pink celluloid, 28mm (Prid. - ; Noble - ). Extremely fine, seemingly extremely rare
as no other specimens known  £200-£300
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Provenance:  First bt. D. Vorley, 1987; second ex K. C. Lin collection

Borneo Tobacco Estates Syndicate (2), Koyan Estate, 25 Cents, obv. . THE BORNEO TABACCO ESTATES SYNDICATE .,
around, KOYAH within a plain circle, rev. 25cts, Chinese characters above, Aribic characters below, brown vulcanite,
32mm; Lamag Estate, 10 Cents, obv. similar but LAMAG, rev. similar but 10 cts, green vulcanite, 32mm (both
unpublished) [2].  First nearly extremely fine, very rare; second poor, extremely rare  £200-£300

107

Provenance: Noble Numismatics Pty Ltd, 25 July 2007, Lot 2364, The Robert A. Climpson collection; Noble Numismatics Sale 54,
LOT 3413

Cowie Harbour Coal Co. Ltd., One Dollar, obv. THE COWIE HARBOUR COAL COMPANY . LIMITED . around
SILIMPOPON within a plain circle, rev. $1 surrounded by Chinese and Aribic characters, black vulcanite, 32mm.
Nearly very fine, some damage to small part of edge, extremely rare and possibly the only recorded specimen

£150-£200

108

Provenance: Noble Numismatics Pty Ltd, 25 July 2007, Lot 2365, The Robert A. Climpson collection; Noble Numismatics Sale 54,
LOT 3412

Cowie Harbour Coal Co. Ltd., 50 CENTS, obv. THE COWIE HARBOUR COAL COMPANY . LIMITED . around
SILIMPOPON within a plain circle, rev. 50 cts surrounded by Chinese and Aribic characters, brown vulcanite, 32mm.
Nearly very fine, some damage to small part of edge, extremely rare and possibly the only recorded specimen£150-£200

109

Provenance: Noble Numismatics Pty Ltd, 25 July 2007, Lot 2366, The Robert A. Climpson collection; Noble Numismatics Sale 54,
LOT 3411

Cowie Harbour Coal Co. Ltd., 25 CENTS, obv. THE COWIE HARBOUR COAL COMPANY . LIMITED . around
SILIMPOPON within a plain circle, rev. 25 cts surrounded by Chinese and Aribic characters, red vulcanite, 32mm.
Fine, obv. centre weak, some damage in several places to small parts of edge, extremely rare and possibly the only
recorded specimen   £150-£200
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Provenance:  bt. Craig Whitford, 1995

Cowie Harbour Coal Co. Ltd., 10 Cents, obv. THE COWIE HARBOUR COAL COMPANY . LIMITED . around
SILIMPOPON within a plain circle, rev. 25 cts surrounded by Chinese and Aribic characters, green vulcanite, 32mm.
Nearly fine, obv. centre weak, some damage to small part of edge, extremely rare and possibly the only recorded
specimen   £150-£200

111

Provenance:  Found in Kuala Lumpur, 2001

Steamship ticket c. 1910 (?), obv. B ..?.. LTD / 2 ND CLASS / NO. 22 / B.N.B, rev, incuse retrograde 22, brass,
octagonal, 38mm.  Fair with several knocks and dents and 2 later piercings  £20-£30

112

British Virgin Islands

Provenance:  first bt. Steve Eyer; others ex. K. V. Eckardt, 1977

The island was purchased in 1946 by William W. Bailey. He formed a partnership with Captain Robertson Smith and they built a
harbour and air strip with the intention of promoting Buck Island as a tourist destination. Capt. Smith had the tokens made in 1958
and 1961 as promotional items, but they could also be redeemed for Coca-Cola on the island (One Buck = $1.00, Half-a-Buck = 50
cents).  Capt. Smith stated that Eirene is Greek for Peace.  It was claimed the British government took exception to this ‘private coinage’

BUCK ISLAND, One Buck [1958] (2), EIRENE above a goats head and value, rev. legend around map of the island;
similar but dated 1961, cupro-nickel, 36mm (Lyall 134 and 135); Half-a-Buck [1958], similar, bronze, 29mm (Lyall 136)
[3].  Extremely fine or better  £40-£60

113

Burma

Office of Accountant General, employee identification or pay checks (3), obv. ACCOUNTANT GENERAL * BURMA *,
around incuse 820, pierced, rev. blank, but some design has been machined off, brass, 37mm; Account General of the
Union of Burma in Burmese script around arms of Burma, rev. 6153 in Burmese script, brass, holed as issued, 39mm;
obv. Office of Account General, in Burmese script and arms of Burma, rev. S in a plain circle /A C / 668 in a rectangular
boarder, centrally pierced as issued, brass, 32mm; obv. PORT OF RANGOON (employee identification or pay check)
around a crown on a decorative field, holed near edge as issued, rev. stamped 71, brass, 31mm. First two near fine,
others better [4]  £60-£80

114

bt. various sources 1996 to 2006

The Automatic Machine Co. was formed in 1940 and had ceased trading before 1976

Rangoon Golf Club, Prize Medal, obv. golfer in swing, rev. RANGOON GOLF CLUB / 1910 / A. A. URE, hallmark, 9ct
gold with suspension loop, 25mm; The Novelties Co, tourist item for a visit to SHWE DAGONE PAGODA, aluminium
32mm; J. H. Somerville, machine operating tokens (2), obv. AUTOMATIC MACHINE CO. (INDIA) around a temple, rev.
INDIA BURMA & CEYLON / J. H. SOMERVILLE around 25 in a decorative diamond boarder, cupro-nickel, 24mm; obv.
same legend around an elephant, rev. same legend around 1 in a decorative diamond boarder, cupro-nickel, 19mm;
Tea pickers employee pay or identification tag (?), obv. Burmese design and script, rev. stamped 2 / 602, brass pierced
near edge, 40mm (this token found in Burma in 1962) [5]. First near very fine, but appears that a name or award title
has been removed from the reverse, next three fine or better, last fair with some corrosion  £120-£150

115

Cameroon

Provenance:  first bt. Howard Simmons, 2004

Societe Nationale du Cameroun (Timber exporter), 50 C, obv. SOCIETE NATIONALE DU CAMEROUN within a beaded
circle around a central ornament, rev. 50c within a beaded circle, brass, 25mm; Bamenda Estate, Hut Tax token,
uniface, L. S. A. / BAMENDA / No 2876 / 1932, possibly zinc, pierced as issued, 48mm [2]. First nearly extremely fine
with some original colour, rare, second heavily corroded  £80-£100

116

Cayenne (French Guiana)

Provenance: Bt. C. B. Fox, 1992

F. Tanon established his shipping and steamboat business, La Compagnie Commerciales des Antilles Francasises, in 1898. Later
renamed as Frederic Tanon et Cie, it had branches in 5 towns in Cayenne

ST LAURNET, Frederic Tanon & Cie, 10 Centimes, first series, legend, rev. value, zinc, 24 x 18mm (Gadoury-Elie 1.5).
Fine with considerable surface corrosion, extremely rare  £80-£120
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Provenance: Bt. 2004

Penitentiary token, uniface, incuse stamped BRUN OF 25 (25 Francs ?), c. 1936-46, copper, 28mm (Lyall-). Crudely
made, very rare  £80-£120

118

Cayman Islands

Cayman Islander Hotel Doubloon ($1.00 drinks token), obv. Cayman Islander, rev. imitation of cob doubloon, cast base
metal, irregular shape, 35-40mm (Lyall - ); similar (50 cents drink token), approx 26mm (Lyall - ); Pirates Week
Doubloon, cast base metal with gold coloured plate, approx. 29mm (Lyall - ) [3]. All generally as issued  £20-£30

119

GRAND CAYMAN, Cayman National Bank & Trust Co. Ltd., PIRATES WEEK, advertising tokens for 1979, 1981, 1982,
1983, 1984, 1987, 1990, various designs featuring cross bones, palm trees, sail boats, map of Grand Cayman, pirate
head and cross swords, aluminum (3 with natural finish, 4 gold anodized), 38mm (Lyall - ) [7]. All essentially as issued

£30-£50

120

GRAND CAYMAN, Pirates Week tokens (3), legend around logo, rev. 1980 around arms of Cayman Islands, brass,
32mm (Lyall 145); Cayman National Corporation 1991, legend around Sailing Ship, rev. legend around shield, gold
anodized aluminium, 38mm (Lyall - ); similar 1992, legend around Pirates Head, rev. similar, aluminium, 38mm (Lyall
- ); St. Lucia, Freestay Caribbean.com, tourist discount token, legend around mountain outline, rev. legend, aluminium,
38mm (Lyall - ) [4]. Extremely fine or better  £20-£30

121

Ceylon

Provenance: all bt. D. Vorley, 1987

No details traced of the issuer Allemakkoon. The value indicates it was issued after the change in the currency system in 1869 and
represents the customary paymnet for picking half a cwt of clean coffee.

Alston and Scott was founded in 1848 by J. B. Alston and Alex Scott.  In 1853 George Alston joined.  The firm closed down in 1891.
No details of the issuer A.A. have been traced. The value 3 Annas was equal to 4 1/2d which was the price paid for picking half a cwt
of clean coffee.  It is the only issue inscribed in Indian currency

Colombo, J. Allemakkoon, coffee estate tokens, 18 1/2 cents, obv. J. ALLEMAKKOON / COLOMBO / CEYLON, rev. 18
1/2 / CENTS, brass, edge grained, 24mm (Prid. 1); Columbo, Alstons, Scott & Co., value 4 1/2d, c. 1853-54 for the
Hunupitiya Mills, uniface, . ALSTONS, SCOTT & CO. COLUMBO around an ornate design, lead, oval 29.5 x 20.5mm
(Prid. 2); A.A., 3Annas, obv. A.A.underlined, rev. 3 / ANNAS. copper, edge grained, 23mm (Prid. 3; [cf. R. J. Ford, Lot
260 for all three tokens) [3].  All nearly very fine  £80-£100

122

Provenance:  first bt. A. H. Baldwin, 1992; second bt. R. J. Ford, 1995

No details traced of the issuer.  The values indicates a period after 1869

AKB’DA, coffee estate tokens (2), uniface, incuse AKH’DA / 25 / CENTS, zinc, 32 x 39mm (Prid. 4); similar but 10
CENTS, 33 x 39mm (Prid. 5 [ cf. Ford 261 for both pieces] ) [2].  Both fine or better, but heavily corroded, rare 

£150-£200

123

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

No details are available for A.P., but the size suggests the usual task value of 4 1/2d. Baker & Hall are the issuers for the Polwatty
token.  See the detailed note in Pridmore, pg 115

Coffee estate tokens (2); A.P, c. 1866, obv. A.P, rev. P / 1866, copper, 23mm (Prid. 6); Polwatty Mills, uniface,
POLWATTY / MILLS, pewter, 33mm (Prid. 8; cf. Ford 264) [2]. First obv. fine, rev. fair; second near fine  £40-£60

124

Provenance:  first two bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1992; last bt. D. Vorley, 1987

The task values of the Borron tokens is not known. Carey Strachan & Co. was established in 1869. The tokens date from about 1873
and had a value of 17 cents. The Union Mills formerly belonged to Messrs Maclachlan Mackenzie & Co. who became insolvent in
1869

Archibald Glen Kidson Borron, coffee estate tokens (2), obv. A.G.K. BORRON *, rev. similar, tin, edge grained, 19mm;
obv. BORRON .*., rev. similar, tin, edge grained, 16mm (Prid. 12, 13; cf. Ford 264); Colombo, Carey Strachan & Co.,
obv. CAREY STRACHAN & CO. * COLOMBO * around UNION MILLS, rev. 1, copper, 32mm (Prid. 14; cf. Ford 264)
[3]. First fair with heavy corrosion, second about fine, light corrosion, last near extremely fine with some original colour

 £100-£150

125

Provenance:  first two bt. D. Vorley, 1987; last bt. Format of Birmingham, 1987

The company was established in 1863 to take over the extremely successful enterprises of G. and M. Wormes of 19 Baillie Street,
Colombo (1842-1862).  The tokens date to about 1866

Ceylon Company Ltd., coffee grinding and sales tokens (3), obv. CEYLON COMPANT LIMITED *, around an elephant,
rev. ST SEBASTIAN MILLS * around C, task value 9d, copper, 31mm; similar but rev. B, task value 4 1/2d, 27mm;
similar but rev. A, task value 2 1/4d, 19mm (Prid. 17, 18, 19; Ford 265) [3]. All good very fine or better, the first two
cleaned in the past  £60-£80
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Provenance:  first bt. D. Vorley, 1987; second bt. R. J. Ford, 1995; last bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1987

Ceylon Plantations Ltd. was one of the earliest companys floated in Ceylon for the cultivation of coffee, cinchona and later tea.
Colombo Commercial Co. was founded in London and Ceylon by John Burn in 1876. During the early years Slave Island Mills
handled coffee, tea and artificial manures.  Reportedly only 500 tokens struck

Ceylon Company Limited, coffee estate tokens (2), obv. CPC monogram, rev. beaded circle at the edge, task value 9d,
brass, 28mm; similar, task value 4 1/2d, brass, 23mm (Prid. 20, 21; Ford 266; Colombo, The Colombo Commercial Co.,
obv. *THE COLOMBO COMMERCIAL CO LIMITED 1876 * around a tea bush; rev. SLAVE ISLAND MILLS, around a
laurel wreath and a coffee bean (?), brass. edge grained, 30mm (Prid. 22; Ford 266) [3]. The first two near fine, the last
good extremely fine with some slight staining  £100-£150

127

Provenance:  first 4 and last bt. D. Vorley 1987; fifth bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1987

Darley & Butler joined together in 1848-9 and formed a successful company. They had a mill called New Maddema (Slave Island) for
coffee, oil and plumbago. The tokens were possibly issued for service in this mill. Dent & Brothers Great Western Estate grew coffee
on 487 acres and a further 200 acres was given over to tea. The estate was located at Dimbula, Central Provenance. The Pilo
Fernando mills were at Slave Island, Colombo and were pulled down about 1872 The tokens were issued prior to 1869. In 1883 J. P.
Green & Co. owned a coffee mill at Konupitiya with a labour force of about 450 people.  The tokens were perhaps issued in 1858

Colombo, coffee estate tokens, Darley Butler & Co. (2), obv. DARLEY.BUTLER & CO * around a radiate sun, rev.
COLOMBO / 1860 / CEYLON, task value 9d, brass, 36mm; similar, task value 4 1/2d, 29mm (Prid. 27,28; cf. Ford 268);
Dent Brothers & Co., uniface, GREAT / WESTERN / ESTATE, task value 9d, brass, 31mm (Prid. 29; cf. R. J. Ford, Lot
269); Pilo Fernando, 4 1/2d, obv. COFFEE PICKERS CHIT over Queen Victoria young head, rev. *PILO FERNANDO
COLOMBO* around 4 1/2, copper, edge grained, 25mm; similar but rectangular, rev. 2 1/4, copper, 20 x 24mm (Prid.
33, 34; cf. Ford 269); J. P. Green & Co., obv. JPG, rev. 4 1/2d, copper, 22mm (Prid. 38; cf. Ford 269) [6]. First 3 very
fine or better, last 3 near extremely fine  £100-£150

128

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Issued between 1866 and 1875 for the Jampetty coffee fills employing about 500 people

Fowlie, Richmond & Co., coffee token, obv. F R & Co. / 1866, rev. JAMPETTY / MILLS, brass, 33mm, (Prid. 35; cf. Ford
270).  Fine with some minor stains and very light corrosion, pierced near the edge, rare  £80-£100

129

Provenance:  forth bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1998 (ex. R. J. Ford coll.); others bt. D. Vorley 1987

D. V. Gunaratne was a native coffee dealer of Dam Street, Colombo. G.R.P. & Co. was issued prior to 1879, but no details have been
traced of the issuer. GA has not been traced, but the tokens are of local manufacture and would seem to represent two values. J. P.
Jayatilleka had a store in Dam Street, Colombo and the value represented the usual price for picking half a bag (56 lbs) of clean coffee.
The tokens were struck in 1876. The issuer of J.H. & G.S. has not been traced. Gona Adika is an estate of over 1000 acres situated in
Kadugannawa District.  It appears for the first time in the Ceylon Almanac for the year 1860

Coffee tokens (8), D. V. Gunaratne, obv. D. V. G, rev. 4 1/2d, copper, edge grained, 24mm (Prid. 41; cf. Ford 271); obv.
G.R.P & Co, rev. 4 1/2d (Prid. 42; cf. R. J. Ford, Lot 272); GA (2), uniface incuse GA, copper, 26mm; obv. incuse GA,
rev. incuse S, copper, 24mm (Prid. 43, 44; cf. Ford 272); J. P. Jayatilleka, obv. COLOMBO within a beaded and plain
circles, JPJ within a plain circle, rev. CENTS within a beaded and plain circles, 19 within a plain circle, copper, 24mm
(Prid. 46; cf. Ford 272); J. H. & G.S. (3), obv. JH & GS, rev. GONA / ADIKA, take value probably 9d, white metal,
28mm, similar but obv. stamped incuse AO; similar, task value probably 4 1/2d, 22mm (Prid. 48, 49, AO stamped piece
listed as a variety of 48, but mis-identified as OV; cf. Ford 274) [8]. Second and fifth extremely fine, others fair to very
fine, some rare  £150-£180

130

Provenance:  all bt. D. Vorley, 1987

The firm was established in Kandy in 1854 as estate agents, general merchants and forwarding agents. The company owned a large
number of coffee estates and acted as agents for other properties. The company went through financial difficulties in 1869-1872 and in
1873 it went into liquidation.

Kandy; Keir Dunas & Co. (3), task value 4 1/2d, obv. KD & Co monogram, rev. full rig sailing ship, brass, 27mm; obv.
similar, rev. a elephant facing left; obv. similar, rev. a tortoise facing left (Prid. 52, 53, 54; cf. Ford 277) [3]. First and
last good extremely fine with some original colour, second nearly extremely fine, all with some minor stains, the last two
pierced near the edge as issued  £100-£150

131

Provenance:  first bt. R. J. Ford, 1995, second bt. Format of Birmingham, 1987; last bt. D. Vorley, 1987

The Lee Hdedges & Co. was established in 1857. They soon built up a successful estage agency business and they also had a large
coffee curing business The Colpetty Mills, near Colombo employed about 1000 people. The Demattagodde Mills were situated in
Dean’s Road, Maradana

Estate tokens, Keir Swan & Co., 4 1/2d, obv. K. S. & Co., rev. 4 1/2d, copper, edge grained, 24mm (Prid. 60; Ford 278);
Lee Hedges & Co (2), task value 4 1/2d, obv. * LEE . HEDGES & Co. * 1867 around a tea bush, rev. COETTY / MILLS,
brass, edge grained, 28mm; task value 18 1/2 cents, obv. similar, but 1876, rev. DEMATTAGODDE MILLS around a
foliate star within a wreath of tea leaves, brass, edge grained, 29mm (Prid. 61, 62; Ford 278) [3]. First very fine, but a
clip out of the edge, the other nearly very fine with some staining  £100-£120
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Provenance: first and last bt D. Vorley 1987; second and third bt A.H. Baldwin & Sons, 1987 1995; forth ex. R. J. Ford collection 1995

The first Leechman token was issued about 1865 for the Hultsdorf Mills, the vulcanite tokens replaced these in 1872 (the green one
being unpublished). The use of the tokens was discontinued in 1891. The firm of Mackwoods & Co. was founded in 1841.
MacLachlan, MacKenzie & Co.  went out of business about 1870

Estate tokens, G. & W. Leechman (3), task value 9d, uniface, incuse L / 885 / 9, tin, 32mm (Prid. 63; cf. Ford 279); obv.
G & W L monogram, rev. HULTSDORF MILLS COLOMBO CEYLON around an outrigger canoe, black vulcanite,
35mm; similar but green vulcanite (Prid. 63, 64, last not listed in Pridmore; cf. Ford 280); Mackwoods & Co., uniface
MAKDWOODS & CO, tin, 35mm (Prid. 67; cf. Ford 279); MacLachlan, MacKenzie & Co., obv. stamped incuse M.M,
rev. stamped incuse an eight spoked wheel, brass, 30.5mm (Prid. 68; cf. Ford 279) [5]. First crude and pierced in
stamping, second and third good extremely fine, forth nearly fine, last fair, first rare and third extremely rare £120-£150

133

Provenance:  second ex R. J. Ford collection, 1995, others bt. D. Vorley 1987

Issuer for M.D.D. not identified, but tokens date to before 1869. MG issuer not identified. Full probably equates to 9d and Half
equates to 4 1/2d.  D.P.l Perera probably dates to no earlier than 1865 as the value is expressed in cents

Estate tokens, M.D.D. & Co, 4 1/2d, obv. M.D.D.&Co., rev. 41/2d, copper, 24mm (Prid. 72; cf. Ford 282); obv. MG, rev.
FULL, brass, 34mm; obv. MG, rev. HALF and stamped incuse O, 28mm (Prid. 73, 74; cf. Ford 282); D. P. Perera, 19
cents, obv. D.P.P. & Co., rev. 19 / CENTS, brass, 23mm (Prid. 78; cf. Ford 282) [4]. First and last very fine, others nearly
fine, with surface corrosion  £100-£150

134

Provenance:  First 3 bt. D. Vorley, 1987; last ex R.J. Ford collection,1995

J. M. Robertson were a coffee planting enterprise and at its zenith in 1845-48. The OYYO token was for the Oil Yard Mill where coffee
curing and oil business was conducted. The VMMV token was used at the Vauxhall Mills (Slave Island). William Rudd took up coffee
planting sometime after his arrival in Ceylon in 1832.  In 1876 the Rudd Brothers owned the Ibanwala Mills.

Estate tokens, P.M.T, issuer not traced, brass, 20mm, pierced as issued (Prid. 79; cf. Ford 284); Colombo, J. M.
Robertson & Co (2), task value 4 1/2d obv. * J. M. ROBERTSON & CO * COLOMBO around OYYO and a central hole,
rev. elaborate scroll work, copper, 31mm (Prid. 80; cf. Ford 284); obv. similar but VMMV around a central hole, rev.
similar, copper, 31mm (Prid. 82; cf. Ford 284); Rudd Brothers, task value probably 4 1/2d, uniface, RUDD BROS., tin,
26mm (Prid. 83; cf. Ford 284) [4].  Fine, last rare  £120-£150

135

Provenance:  All bt. D. Vorley 1987

Sabonadiere & Co. was founded in 1869. The company imployed over 600 people at each of their mills at Ambawatte and Maddema,
situated at Slave Island, Colombo. A. & B. Scott & Co. was founded in 1854, but the firm did not prosper very well and after a few
years the name was changed to Alex and Binny Scott. The firm closed down in 1871. From 1845 to 1849 the Shand’s appear as
planters.  The firm appears to have gone bankrupt in 1875.  It is likely that P.S refers to an different estate

Estate tokens, Sabonadiere & Co. (2), task value 18 3/4 cents, obv. S & Co. between scroll work, rev. AMBEWATTE /
MILLS / 1877, brass, 29mm; similar but rev. MADDEMA / MILLS / 1877, tin, 30mm (Prid. 86, 87; cf. Ford 285); A. & B.
Scott & Co., task value 6d, obv. A. & B. SCOTT & Co. around a stags head, rev. COFFEE STORE 1859 around an
elephant facing left, brass, edge grained, 29mm (Prid. 88; cf. Ford 285); C. S. & Co. (2), task value 4 1/2d, obv. C. Shand
& Co, rev. GALLE; obv. similar, rev. P.S, brass, 23mm (Prid. 89, 90; cf Ford 286) [5]. Fine to very fine, second rev. very
corroded, the last two rare  £150-£180

136

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

C. H. Soysa was a coffee grower and amassed great wealth much of which was donated philanthropically for the benefit of Ceylon.
George Steuart & Co. were merchants, bankers estate and commission agents and were founded in 1835. The minted token was used
at the Wekande Mills (Slave Island) which employed over 1000 people engaged in curing coffee, cinchona, etc. James Swan was a
planter in 1845. In 1848 he joined the firm Swan, Keir & Co. and from 1856 he seems to have carried on business under his own
name. The St. Sebastian Mills token is associated with the first coconut oil mills established in Colombo in 1832. The Suduwelle Mills
were the stores of Mackwoods & Co and the tokens appear to have been issued after 1861

Estate tokens, C. H. de Soysa, obv. C.H. de S between decoration, rev. a beaded circle within a plain circle, brass,
24mm (Prid. 93; cf. Ford 288); George Steuart & Co. (2), British Half-Farthing, 1851, rev. incuse countermark GS&CO,
task value 4 1/2d; task value 19 cents, obv. GEORGE STEUART & Co * CEYLON * around 1843 within 4 plain circles,
rev. WEKANDE - MILLS around two women filling a sack inscribed GS&C within a rope and plain circle, copper, edge
grained, 29mm (Prid. 95, 96; cf. Ford 288); James Swan & Co, task value perhaps 19 cents, obv. JAMES SWAN & Co.
ST-SEBASTION . MILLS . COLOMBO . CEYLON around a mill building over the date 1856, rev. ST. SEBASTION MILLS
+ COLOMBO CEYLON + around JAMES / 1856 / SWAN & Co, bass, 32mm (Prid. 97; cf. Ford 289); Tatham & Co., task
value perhaps 19 cents, obv. COLOMBO / TATHAM & Co. / CEYLON each line separated by a scroll device, rev.
SUDDUWELLE / MILLS between two scroll devices, copper, edge grained, 29mm (Prid. 102; cf. Ford 291) [5]. Third
extremely fine, last good very fine, others nearly fine, the fourth rare  £120-£150

137

Provenance:  first, second and forth bt. D. Vorley, 1987; other bt. Howard Simmons, 1990

The firm Volkart Brothers was formed in 1851 at Winterthur, Switzerland and Bombay, India. In 1857 a branch office was opened in
Colombo. The business activity embraced the export of coconut oil, coffee, cinnamon, cotton and pearls. Later this was expanded to
all forms of Ceylon produce and a large agency for shipping and insurance. John Walker commenced business in 1854 as a
manufacturer of coffee machinery at Kandy. George Wall was one of the greatest Englishmen in Ceylon public life. He opened offices
in Colombo in 1850 and by 1863 the business had grown into an important concern.

Volkart Brothers, Oil Mill token, task value 18 3/4 cents, uniface, VOLKART BROTHERS * around MARADABA / MILLS
within a plain circle, pierced as issued, brass, 45mm (Prid. 105; cf. Ford 291); J. Walker & Co, uniface, 74 (a control
number) / J.WALKER & CO / KANDY, crudely pierced, brass, 33mm (Prid. 106; cf. Ford 291); G. Wall & Co. (4), task
value 4 1/2d, obv. GW&Co monogram, rev. script C; similar, rev. script M, brass, 28mm (Prid. 107, 108; cf. Ford 292);
similar, task value 2 1/4d, uniface; similar, rev. stamped incuse 3, brass 23.5mm (Prid. 110, 110 variety; cf. Ford 292)
[6].  Very fine with some staining, second crudely manufactured  £100-£150
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Provenance:  bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1992

Issued about 1868 the mills in which the tokens were used was situated in Dam Street, Colombo

Colombo, Mathes Williams & Co., 4 1/2d, obv. M.W & Co., rev. 4 1/2d, copper, edge grained, 24.5mm (Prid. 111; Ford
293).  Very fine, rare  £80-£100

139

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Countermarked Estate Tokens (2), East India Company Hlaf-Anna, 1835, obv. countermarked incuse TC; worn copper
coin countermarked incuse TC and STAINTON, 27mm (cf. Prid. 115 varieties) [2].  First very fine  £40-£60

140

Provenance:  bt. D. Vorley, 1987

Countermarked Estate Tokens (2); U.S.A. cent, 1821, obv. countermarked incuse TC; Penang cent countermarked incuse
TC (Prid. 115 varieties) [2]. First about fine, second poor  £40-£60

141

Provenance:  second bt. Format of Birmingham, 1998

G.P.O. Telephone Tokens (2), GPO stamped incuse on both sides of Ceylon 10 cent, 1941; OBV. * G.P.O. * CEYLON,
rev. a crown, cupro-nickel, 15mm (Prid. - ; cf. Ford 297) [2].  Fine  £10-£15

142

Provenance:  Various sources, 1985 to 1987

Various tokens (6); obv. PANAWATTEE ESTATES around SHOP, rev. 50 CTS, brass, 29mm; Ceylon Co. Ltd. (Prid. 17)
pierced and rev. countermarked incuse 142; Ceylon Co. Ltd. (Prid. 18) pierced and rev. countermarked incuse 90; M.A.
M.Co. both sides, brass, 21mm; Ceylon Geo. VI, 1 cent. rev. plained smooth and engraved ornate 2, pierced [5]. First
extremely fine, forth about fine and rare, others generally very fine  £60-£80

143

bt. 1995

Boyd & Co. coffee estate token, c. 1865, obv. PERENDATYE No. 1, rev. 1 BUSHEL, brass, edge grained, 24.5mm (Prid.
--).  About fine, rare  £40-£60

144

Christmas Island

Christmas Island, Employee pay or I.D. ticket, c.1948 - 83, obv. BRITISH / PHOSPHATE / COMMISSION, rev 8323,
brass, pierced as issued, 35mm; Tag to identify a Diabetic patient, obv. DIABETIC / IF UNWELL / TAKE TO HOSPITAL,
rev. KENCHING MANIS / HANTAR DI / HOSPITAL JIKA / TIDAK SEHAT, aluminium, oval, pierced at both ends, 30 x
15mm [2].  £10-£20

145

Cocos-Keeling Islands

bt. 1988

The date, 1910 refers to the year John Sidney Clunies Ross succeded to the ownership of the islands. the date 1913 is the year of the
introduction of these tokens. Each token has an individual serial number. Clunies Ross engaged in coconut palm products. The
tokens could only be used in the clunies Ross stores or office and was carefully controlled. The tokens continued to be used until 1956
when Australian currency was introduced

J. S. Clunies Ross, plastic ‘ivory’ tokens (4), obv. KEELING COCOS ISLANDS . 1910 . around arms of the colony, rev.
340 / R.5 (for 5 rupees) / J.S. CLUNIES ROSS / 1913, octagonal, 31mm; similar, but 845 R.2 (for 2 repees), round,
30mm; similar, but 718 / R.1 (for 1 rupee), square, 30mm; similar, but 2659 C.25 (for 25 cents), square, 24mm (Prid. 1,
2, 3, 5; Ford 480); card tokens for 1/10 rupee and 1/4 rupee (2) [6].  Fine to very fine  £100-£150

146

bt. 1988

J. S. Clunies Ross, plastic ‘ivory’ token, obv, KEELING COCOS ISLANDS . 1910 ., rev. 1975 C.50 / J. S. CLUNIES ROSS /
1913, octagonal 24.5mm (Prid. 4; Ford 481).  Extremely fine, rare  £100-£120
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bt. 2001

J. S. Clunies Ross, plastic ‘ivory’ token, obv, KEELING COCOS ISLANDS . 1910 ., rev. 2463 C.10 / J. S. CLUNIES ROSS /
1913, round, 25mm (Prid. 6; Ford 482).  Extremely fine, rare £100-£120

148

bt. 1988

J. S. Clunies Ross, plastic ‘ivory’ token, obv, KEELING COCOS ISLANDS . 1910 ., rev. 4906 C.5 / J. S. CLUNIES ROSS /
1913, oval, 32 x 26mm (Prid. 7; Ford 483).  Extremely fine, rare  £100-£120

149

Provenance:  bt. Clunies Ross 1991

Plastic tokens, c. 1968 (9), obv. KEELING COCOS Is next to a palm tree with the sea in the back ground, rev. the value
within a decorative boarder, red plastic; 10R (rupees), 35mm; 5R, 30mm; 2R, 28mm; 1R, 25mm; green plastic; 50C
(cents), 31mm; 25C, 28mm; 10C, 25mm; 5C, 22mm; 1C, 19mm [9]. Set generally very fine, the 1R and 10C a bit weak

 £80-£100

150

Congo

Head Tax Tags (16), Years: 1922, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, aluminium, various shapes
and sizes all with a serial number, rev. various animals or objects; Head Tax Tag for second wife, 1935 (cost 2 Francs),
aluminium, triangular; Congo, 10 Franc, obv, WEST CONGOLESE CORP LTD. around 10 Fc, rev. VALEUR / 10 Fc,
brass, 21mm [18].  Generally fine, last two better  £100-£120

151

Curaçao

Provenance: first Baldwin Auctions, 12-13 October 1998, Lot 244, The Wm. Tankersley collection, fifth bt. C. B. Fox, 1984, others bt.
1976 and 2001

Jesurun & Co, proprietor Jacob Abraham Jesurun issued his tokens in 1874 and they were redeemed in November 1875; Samuel Elias
Levy Maduro was in business in Willemstad from 1837; Jacob Jeosuah Naar owned several plantations and ran a snuff factory. His
tokens also issued in 1874 were redeemed in December 1875 (Leonard, p.228)

WILLEMSTAD, Curacao Trading Co, uniface coaling token, c. 1900, incuse initials, zinc, 19mm (Scholten 1412);
Jesurun & Co, 1 Stuiver [1874], JxCo, rev. value, German-Silver, 15mm (Scholten 1408); Leyba & Co. c.1880, LxC, rev.
value, German-Silver, 15mm (Scholten 1410); J.J. Naar, 1 Stuiver [1874], J.J.N, rev. value, German-Silver, 15mm
(Scholten 1409); S.E.L. Maduro & Sons, coaling token, a Lebya & Co 1 Stuiver, obv. countermarked incuse C, German-
Silver, 15mm (Scholten 1410b); Parking token [1987], arms of Curacao, rev. P, copper, 13mm [6]. First and fifth fine
with some corrosion, last as issued, others very fine  £120-£150

152

Cyprus

The attribution to Cyprus has not been proven, but tokens have been found there and some scrapped by being dumped at sea off
Cyprus

British Armed Forces (2), obv. BRITISH ARMED FORCES over a shamrock, thistle, rose and leek, rev. ONE UNIT and
same symbols, brass with central hole, 25mm; similar, HALF UNIT, 20mm [2].  Nearly very fine  £40-£60

153

Gaming tokens (6), Hotel Liman, Casino, Kyrenia, both sides, CASINO RESAISSANCE around CR monogram, cupro-
nickel, 25mm; Dome Hotel, obv. Admiral / FOR AMUSEMENT / ONLY within a laurel wreath, rev. novomatic
international around N within a circle of stars, cupro-nickel, 26mm; both sides, SEGA * FOR AMUSEMENT ONLY,
cupro-nickel, 24mm; Dome Casino, Kyrenia, uniface, DOME CASINO around 1000, brass, 24mm; PANCYPRIA CLUB
around A. TJIOUBAS, rev. map of Cyprus, aluminium, 29mm; Nocosia Race Club, obv. N.R.C. / TOKEN FOR / 3
PIASTRES, rev. Horse Head, fibre, 31mm. [6].  Generally nearly very fine  £40-£60

154

KYPROS . MARK MASTER MASONS LODGE NO. 1835 around Masonic symbols, rev. . ADVANCED . SON OF MAN
MARK WELL around Masonic symbols, bronze, 31mm; Telephone token, obv. P T T , rev. TFLEFON / JETONU, brass,
26mm; 20 cents, 1983, paper sticker on obv.: OLEANDER / TAVERNA around Ayia / Napa; Dog Licence disc, uniface,
7871 / F / DOGS LAW / 1920, zinc, holed near edge, 32mm; Cyprus (?), British Half-Farthing, 1844, both sides stamped
RV; U. S. Service Club (3), card chits, Bitter End Lounge, Nicosia Cyprus, 100 Mils, 50 Mils, 25 Mils [8]. Varied
condition  £40-£60
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Dahomey

Provenance:  ex R. J. Ford and Wm. Tankersley collections, 1995

Charles Ungebauer, Three Pence, both sides * CHARLES UNGEBAUER * PORTO NOVO, around GOOD FOR / 3d,
nickel plated zinc, 25mm (R. J. Ford, lot 129).  Extremely fine with slight traces of corrosion, extremely rare  £200-£300

156

Provenance:  First two bt. C. B. Fox, 1987, last gift from K. V. Eckardt, 1989

John Holt & Co., Palm Oil/Kernel tallies (2), uniface, JOHN HOLT & CO. / PORTO NOVO / (LIVERPOOL) LTD, brass,
32mm; similar but 25mm; G. L. Gaiser, Palm Oil/Kernel tally (?), obv. G. L. GAISER * PORTO NOVO *, rev. *
HAMBURGER * FACTOREI, copper, central marking for piercing, but perhaps this is an un-issued piece, 24mm [3].
First two fine perhaps better, last good extremely fine with some original colour  £150-£200

157

Djibouti

bt. various sources, 1996 to 2011

Chambre de Commerce 1921 (3), obv. * CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE * DJIBOUTI around antalope and palm tree over
1921, rev. 50 / CMES within a wheat wreath, brass, 21mm; similar, 25 centimes, aluminium, octagonal, 24mm; similar,
5 centimes, aluminium, 19mm; *A. REPICI* DJIBOUTI around cross design, rev. similar, scalloped edge, brass, 20mm
[4].  Last extremely fine and rare, others fair to nearly very fine  £80-£100

158

East Africa

German East Africa Half Rupee, rev. plained off and hand engraved, EAST AFRICA over a heart with BETSY / ELLEN on a
banner over 1918, pierced for suspension; Iran, 2000 Dinars, obv. plained off and hand engraved, DVR R.ATKINSON .
931369 / C. BTY 336 BDG around palm trees and building R.F.A on a panel (Royal Field Artillery 336 Brigade); George
V, East Africa Uganda Protectorate, 10 cents, 1911, obv. machined off and stamped 1 . A . M . B / 5, holed near the
edge [3].  All fine or better, rare and interesting  £80-£120

159

Eritrea

Provenance:  bt. Wm. Tankersley, 1995

Societa Tiro a Volo, 8 Lire (Bird Shooting Society?), obv. SOCIETA / TIRO A VOLO / ASMARA. rev. L.8. brass, 28mm
(unpublished).  Fine or better with some surface stains, rare  £50-£80

160

Ethiopia

bt. various sources 1992 to 2005

L’American Club, (2), 10 cents, obv. arabic legend / L’ AMERICAN CLUB, around crowned lion of Ethiopia, rev. 10c,
cupro-nickel, 18mm; 5 cents, similar, brass, 21mm; SYNDICAT / DES ‘ COMMERCANTS / ET / INDUSTRIELS / DE
DIRE-DAOUA, rev. BON POUR / 1 PIASTRE / 16 AU / THALER / 1922, aluminium, 21mm; * CONCESSIONS * EN
ABYSSINIE around PRASSO within a beaded circle, rev. BON POUR 1/16E / THALER / EN MARCHANDDISES,
aluminium, 21mm; CAMPO DI TIRO A VOLO . around ADDIS / ABEBA, rev. standing bird, aluminium, 28mm [5].
Fine to nearly very fine, the first two with stains, scarce, some rare  £80-£120

161

Provenance:  first bt. Allyn  Jacobs, 2002; others various sources.

The Dashen Bank was founded in Addis Abasa in 1996

1st Grp. Colonial Calvary Squad, c. 1936-41, 50 cent., (also operated in Eritrea), obv. GRUPPO SQUADRONI
CAVALLERA, COLONIALE around the Company arms, rev. 50, brass, 28.5mm; DASHEN BANK, logo / S/A-20, rev.
AFRICA ANDENET, aluminium with central hole as issued, 40mm; Ethiopia, Somalia or Eritrea (3), Anonymous, obv. 1
PIASTRE, rev. 1/16 THALER, brass, 24mm; CAFFE CARMAGNOLA around S. AGOSTINO, rev. 70 within a laurel
wreath, cupro-nickel, 24mm; CEC, rev. LRE.2 within a designed boarder, aluminium, 25mm [5]. First very fine, but
numerous punch marks on rev., others fine to very fine, some rare  £80-£100

162

Falkland Islands

Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1986

Globe Hotel, Three Pence, obv. GLOBE HOTEL STANLEY, rev. 3D within a laurel wreath, copper, 27mm (Relau EF 2).
Nearly very fine, extremely rare, perhaps only 3 or 4 specimens known  £200-£300
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Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1986

Globe Hotel, Four Pence, obv. GLOBE HOTEL STANLEY, around 4D rev. beaded boarder, copper, 27mm (Relau EF 1).
Nearly very fine, extremely rare, perhaps the only specimen in private hands  £200-£300

164

Germany

Provenance:  bt. A. H.

The two islands which form Heligoland, 45km off the German coast, were at various times owned by Denmark, the Duchy of
Schleswig and Hamburg. In 1807 the islands were captured by the British, an annexation ratified under the Treaty of Paris in 1814. The
islands were a popular tourist resort in the 19th century but, prior to the construction of the Kiel Canal, were ceded to Germany in
1890 as part of the Heligoland-Zanzibar Treaty

GERMANY, Heligoland, oval cast brass Pilot’s badge, Victoria, pilot standing, holding plumb line, rev. crowned VR I

stamped 262, 30 x 18mm, (cf. Ford I, 162 [= Noble 61, 1237]). Very fine, rare; with loops for suspension  £150-£200
165

Ghana

bt. 2003

Royal Engineers (2), issued during Independence period, 1 Penny, GHANA / 1D / RE JT, all hand stamped incuse letters,
uniface, steel, 25mm; GHANA / RE JT / 1/2D, uniface, steel with central hole, 20mm [2]. Fine or better with some
surface stains (cleaned corrosion)  £20-£30

166

Gibraltar

Provenance:  bt. J. Schimmel, 1986

The company was formed by Richard and John Abrines in 1855. They were wholesale and retail grocers, wine & spirit dealers, bakers
and contractors to the Admiralty

R & J Abrines, advertising check, name and TRADE MARK on a garter around man seated on a camel with an umbrella
smoking a pipe, rev. legend in six lines, c. pre 1889, brass, milled edge, 29mm (Lyall 1201; Prid. 554; R.J. Ford 89).
Good very fine with some surface staining, rare  £80-£100

167

Provenance:  bt. Chris Butt, 2007

Found in Gibraltar this is thought to be from the Anchor Bar in Queensway Quay, opposite Edinburgh, the Royal Navy base, but this
cannot be proven as Gibraltar Directoies do not list bars.  The bar was thought to have been closed in the 1970’s

Anchor Bar (?), uniface, incuse anchor (twice) between MS, usage unknown, brass, 27mm (Lyall 1202; Prid. - ; R.J. Ford
- ).  Good fine, but crudely made, rare  £40-£60

168

Provenance: All from the Bristol Hotel from 1989 to 2001. The 4/- and 10/- of a necklace made for the Great-Great-Granddaughter of
the Founder

The hotel opened for business in 1890 and was located in Cathedral Square. It was founded by Felix J. Piccone and was recognised as
the best hotel in Gibraltar until the early 1920’s

Bristol Hotel, prepayment checks for goods or services (7), obv. BRISTOL HOTEL-GIBRALTAR around value, rev.
similar, all holed near edge as issued, c. pre 1930, 10 Shillings, green plastic, 30mm (Lyall 1203); 4 Shillings, orange
plastic, 30mm (Lyall 1204); 2 Shillings, red plastic, 30mm (Lyall 1205); 1 Shilling, mauve plastic, 30mm (Lyall 1206); 6
Pence, red translucent plastic, 24mm (Lyall 1207); 3 Pence, cream plastic, 24mm (Lyall 1208; 1 pence, amber
translucent plastic, 24mm (Lyall 1209), none recorded in Prid. or R.J. Ford) [7]. Good very fine or better, the 10 Shilling
with some wear, rare  £120-£150
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bt. 1987

An advertisement in 1910 shows the Cafe Victoria to be on Waterport Street and from 1915 to 1928 to be at 28 Main Street. In 1929
the business was incorporated in the Victoria Hotel and Restaurant and the business was enlarged to take in 26 to 32 Main Street

Cafe Victoria, advertising check (?), c. 1910-1928, obv. CAFE VICTORIA GIBRALTAR, rev. CH monogram, brass, milled
edge, 23.5mm (Lyall 1211).  Good fine, rare   £80-£100

170

bt. 2010

The business was located at 262 Main Street in 1915 at the corner of Cathedral Square. When a customer left a watch for repair or
cleaning they would be given one of these checks as a receipt. It was handed back when the watch was collected, thus identifying the
correct watch for the customer

G. H. Cartwright, identification check, obv. G. H. CARTWRIGHT around WATCHMAKER & JEWELLER, rev. PRODUCE
WHEN CALLING FOR REPAIR around incuse 97, holed near edge as issued, copper, 32mm (Lyall 1212). Good very
fine or better with some original colour, but some corrosion on obv. near the edge, rare  £60-£80

171

Provenance: First bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1986; second ex. Wm. Tankersley, 1995

Richard Catton issued these tokens in 1813 whicy describe him as a goldsmith, although it is not clear if he was a manufacturer or just
a retailer of gold and silver items. As detailed on the token, he was an agent of Duddell in Holborn, London a manufacturer of fine
quality paste imitation diamonds

Richard Catton, currency tokens (2); 2 Quartos, obv. PAYABLE AT RICHARD CATTONS GOLDSMITH around a lion
holding a key, under which is GIBRALTAR / 1813, rev. legend around a crowned wreath and 2 / QUARTOS and
underneath is LONDRES, copper, edge grained left, 28mm; 1 Quarto, obv. similar, rev. a crowned wreath arond 1 /
QUARTO, copper, edge grained left, 20mm (Lyall 1213, 1214; Prid. 12, 13 [cf. Prid. sale Lot 551]; R. J. Ford 83) [2].
First good very fine, second good fine  £100-£120

172

bt. in Gibraltar, 1989, This specimen was found in a box of ‘foreign’ coins culled over many years from the till of a retail chemist shop
in Gibraltar

The Circulo el Progreso was described as ‘an amateur recreative lyric society’ who met on Main Street from at least 1889 to 1892

Circulo El Progreso, presumed a currency token valued at 4 Pence, CIRCULO EL PROGRESO around 4, rev. similar,
cupro-nickel, edge grained, 20mm (Lyall 1215). Good fine, perhaps better, extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded
specimen  £100-£150

173

bt. 1991

It is thought the token was issued and sold or given away for a ride on a swing at the annual Gibraltar fair. The Anglo-Hispano
Company commenced trading in Gibraltar in 1892 dealing in the wines of La Palma del Condado area of Huelva

Columpios Anglo-Hispano, amusement ride token, c. 1920’s 1930’s (?); obv. COLUMPIOS ANGLO-HISPANO around
1D, rev. 1D, brass, 22mm (Lyall 1217). Very fine, some minor surface staining  £60-£80
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Provenance:  second ex R. J. Ford, 1990; others bt. between 1985 and 2003

Various bars and nightclubs employed girls who came over from Spain to sing and dance and entertain British servicemen and other
customers. The customers would buy the girls expensive drinks, often non alcoholic, but appearing to be cocktails. When the girls
collected the drinks from the bar they would receive a tally and at the end of the evening they could redeem these tallies for cash

Tallies for bar girls (4); Crown Bar (?), obv. GIBRALTAR under a view of the Rock, RP (probably the mater Richard
Parody), rev. an ornate B within an oak wreath, aluminium, 19mm (Lyall 1219); similar, copper, 19mm (Lyall 1220); R...
B..., obv. GIBRALTAR under a view of the Rock, RP, rev. champagne glass between R B, aluminium, octagonal, 21mm
(Lyall 1243); Winter Gardens Night Club, obv. W inside G (the G sprouting oak leaves, the maker’s initials RP in small
letters near the edge, rev. a dancing lady, aluminium, 21mm (Lyall 1259) [4]. Generally fine, all rare  £150-£200

175

Provenance:  first bt. Paul Withers, 1889; second bt. eBay, 2007; last bt. Format 1992

The use of these tokens or checks is unknown, but the depiction of mining tools suggest it was a miners recreation club from the days
the tunnels were cut in the rock

Cruzada Independiente San Jorge, Circulo Recreativo, recreation club tokens or checks (3), obv. CIRCULO
RECREATIVO GIBRALTAR around mining tools, rev. CRUZADA INDEPENDIENTE SAN JORGE around a wreath in
which is a cross with a smaller cross in each angle; cupro-nickel, 31mm (Lyall 1221; R. J. Ford 91); similar, brass, 31mm
(Lyall 1222); similar, cupro-nickel, 24mm (Lyall 1223) [3]. First good very fine, second fine, but an unofficial central
hole, last nearly very fine, rare  £150-£200

176

bt. 2002

L. Fava was on Waterport Street by 1879 and up to at least 1915 (by which time it was renamed Main Street. Information as to the
nature of the business have not been traced

L. Fava, Sixpence currency token, c. early 20th Century (?), uniface, L. FAVA / 6 / GIBRALTAR, brass, 26mm (Lyall
1224).  Nearly very fine, rare  £80-£100

177

The actual issuer has not been traced. It is likely that the token was given as a receipt for a deposit on a fruit or vegetable ‘case’.
When the case was returned the deposit would be redeemed if the token was returned, thus to prevent the theft of cases. Two
examples of this token were found in Gibraltar and the combining of English and Spanish is a very strong indicator that this is a
Gibraltar issue

Frutera Anglo Espanola, probable deposit token, uniface, FRUTERA ANGLO ESPANOLA around 2 / PTAS / a monogram
GP or PG, octagonal, brass, 28mm (Lyall 1225). Good fine, rare  £60-£80

178

Provenance:  first two bt. Schwer, 1985; last bt. A.H. Baldwin & Sons, 1986

Robert Keeliing was described as an ironmonger in the 1791 census. In 1813 he owned a wine house. The tokens were seemingly
issued as there was a shortage of small value coins in the early 19th Century

Robert Keeling, currency tokens (4), Two Quarts, obv. PAYABLE AT R KEELINGS / GIBRALTER around a depiction of the
Rock, rev. VALUE TWO QUARTS 1802 around castle gateway under which is a suspended key, copper, 31mm (Lyall
1230; Prid. 17); One Quart, similar but VALUE ONE QUART, copper, 22mm (Lyall 1231; Prid. 20); Two Quartos, obv.
PAYABLE AT ROBERT KEELING & SON’S GIBRALTAR around a lion holding a key, rev. VALUE TWO QUARTOS
around castle gateway over 1810, copper, 28mm (Lyall 1232; Prid. 18); One Quarto, similar but VALUE ONE
QUARTO, copper, 21mm (Lyall 1233; Prid. 21; R.J. Ford 85) [4]. Fine to very fine, rare  £150-£200

179

Provenance:  bt. 1993, all previously owned by Miss Hepper

Miss Hepper was the Headmistress and having a school at Scud Hill in 1894. By 1910 she had moved to Prince Edwards Road where
she was still listed in 1915.  Calpe in the title is the old Roman name of Gibraltar.  The meaning of the 3 R.L.S. is currently unknown

Liceo Calpense (Gibraltar Secondary School), reward check (?), c. 1895-1910 (3), obv. LICEO*CALPENSE* around
musical instruments, rev. 3 / R>L>S> within a laurel and oak wreath, cupro-nickel, 24mm (Lyall 1234); similar, 22mm
(Lyall 1235); similar, 14mm (Lyall 1237) [3]. Fine or better, rare  £80-£100
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bt. J. Schimmel, 1989

In 1882 an order of nuns opened a Convent opposite the Governor’s House and opened a day school there as well as a residence for a
community of nuns.  In 1884 a day and boarding school was opened at the Convent of our Lady of Europa in the district of Europa

Liceo Europa, currency token, Sixpence, obv. LICEO EUROPA around FUNDADO / EN / *1882*, rev. 6D, cupro-nickel,
edge missed, 20mm (Lyall 1238). Nearly very fine, rare  £40-£60

181

Provenance:  first bt. Gavin Scott, 1994; second ex R.J. Ford then Wm. Tankersely collections, 1995

The Lodge was formed in 1877 and survived until about 1988.  The number 6241 was the Lodge number.

Indenpendent Order of Odd Fellows, Lodge checks (2), obv. O.I.D.O.F.U.D.M. / 6241, around an upright hand on
which is a heart, rev. SECCION RECREATIVA / .LOGIA “CALPELEAL” around GIBRALTAR, cupro-nickel, 28mm (Lyall
1241); similar, brass, 28mm (Lyall 1242; cf. R.J. Ford 90) [2]. Good fine, the first with some staining on obv. at the
edge; the second unofficially holed, rare, only two specimens of the second recorded  £80-£100

182

bt. 1990

The Royal Bar was listed from 1904 to 1938 on Main Street, but was probably founded before 1904. They sold the “Finest wines,
spirits, ales, iced drinks, tea and coffee all hours”. They also offered furnished apartments to let. The token appears to be for small
change, having a value of Half-pence or perhaps a half-pint

Royal Bar, currency token, obv. ROYAL BAR GIBRALTAR around 1/2, rev. similar, cupro-nickel, 19mm (Lyall 1244).
Obverse nearly very fine, reverse fine with many scratches to obliterate the value, rare  £40-£60

183

Provenance:  bt. Spink & Son, 1994; ex Mrs Norweb collection

This Scottish Presbyterian Church is situated on Governor’s Parade. The foundation stone was laid on the 6th October 1852 and the
church was formerly opened on the 28th May 1854.  the tower, which was a later addition, has a date stone of 1864

St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, communion token, obv. ST. ANDREW’S / PRESBYTERIAN / CHURCH / GIBRALTAR,
rev. “THIS DO IN/REMEMBRANCE/OF ME”1 COR XI.24, white metal, rectangular with bevelled corners, 27 x 20mm
(Lyall 1245). Good very fine, very rare  £150-£200

184

Provenance:  first bt. eBay, 2005; others bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1986

No trace of anyone called Spittle has been found in the 1791 census nor as a property owner in the property survey in 1813. It is
thought that James Spittle had a wine house in which these tokens would have been used to provide small change.

James Spittle, currency tokens, Two Quartos (2), obv. PAYABLE AT JAMES SPITTLES / GIBRALTAR around a lion holding
a key, rev. VALUE TWO QUARTOS / 1818 around a castle copper, 28mm; obv. similar, rev. VALE DOS QUARTOS /
1820; One Quarto, obv. similar, rev. VALE UN QUARTO / 1820, copper, 20mm (Lyall 1255, 1256, 1257; Prid. 24, 25,
26; R.J. Ford 86) [3]. First and last good fine, second very fine, the 1818 rare  £100-£150

185

As the countermark states ‘Payable at’ this is certainly a currency token, but it is not known what value it would have carried

James Spittle, currency token (?), Spanish 2 Reale, 1823, obv. countermarked PAYABLE AT J. SPITTLE around
GIBRALTAR, (Lyall - ). Coin fair, pierced near the edge, countermark very fine slightly double struck, the only recorded
specimen  £150-£200

186

bt. 1990

The lyre on the reverse would seem to indicate the Victoria was a musical society, however, no club or society has been identified with
this name. It might well be that it pre-dates 1881

Victoria, presumably a currency token, obv. VICTORIA / 8 / GIB, rev. a Lyre, the value of ‘8’ was presumably for 8
Centimos (nearly 1 Penny) thus indicating the token pre-dates 1898, white metal, 18mm (Lyall 1258). Slightly corroded
otherwise nearly very fine, rare  £30-£50
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Provenance: Acquired from the Bristol Hotel, Gibraltar, 1999

These two tokens were found in a storeroom at the Bristol Hotel. No issuer has been identified. As the denominations are in Centimos
these tokens would appear to be pre 1898 before Sterling was adopted. Their equivalent value in Sterling was about 2 1/2 Pence and 5
Pence

Novelty value tokens (2), 25 Centimos, obv. Novelty 25c, rev. value, cupro-nickel, oval, 25 x 20mm (Lyall 1239); 50
Centimos, obv. name and 50c, rev. value, cupro-nickel, square with rounded corners, 25mm (Lyall 1240) [2]. Good
very fine, rare  £20-£30

188

Provenance: The first two and last ex The Gibrlatar Museum, 1988, the others from various dealers between 1996 and 2007

These pre-payment checks were used for the purchase of water. The first two date from between 1865 and 1898 when British currency
officially replaced centimos ratings and were used beginning in 1898 to at least 1930. The Sanitary Commissioners were appointed in
1865 after an epidemic killed 572 people in a three month period. The function of the Commissioners was to keep Gibraltar clean and
safe from plugue and pestilence

Sanitary Commissioners, pre-payment checks (9), obv. Castle over S.C.G. / 1 / GAL., rev. 01 / CT., black vulcanite,
26mm; obv. similar but 100 / Gals., rev. 65 / CTS., hardened red wax, 25mm; obv. castle over S.C.G. / R. 10 W. / GALS,
rev. 2 PENCE / STG., octagonal, cream vulcanite, 25mm; similar but obv. 25 GALS., rev. 4 PENCE, octagonal, orange
vulcanite, 25mm; similar but obv. 50 GALS., rev. 7 1/2 PENCE, octagonla, brown vulcanite, 25mm; similar but obv. 100
GALS., rev. 15 PENCE, octagonal, red vulcanite, 25mm; obv. castle over S.C.G., rev. 5/-, octagonal, yellow plastic,
25mm; obv. similar, rev. 10/-, octagonal, red plastic, 25mm; obv. castle over S.C.G. / ONE DAY, rev. CARRIAGE /
STAND / W. P. ARMS, dark blue hardened wax, 28mm (Lyall 1246 to 1254) [9]. Very fine or better, rare  £150-£200

189

Provenance:  First bt. C. B. Fox, 1993

Anonymous issuer, 2 Pesetas, obv. GIBRALTAR over a depiction of The Rock and possibly two sailing boats, makers
initials RP underneath, rev. 2 / PESETAS in oak leaf wreath with RP under the 2, aluminium, 31mm (Lyall 1260);
Unknown Issuer (appears to be a 10 year anniversary piece) uniface, GIBRALTAR TALAVERA around XLVIII castle LVIII,
copper, 33mm; Unknown Issuer, half-penny size token, uniface, GLBR. over crown, Lion and Unicorn head over floral
design, all incuse, copper, 28mm; Tourist item, uniface, elongated penny with depiction of The Rock and two dolphins
GIBRALTAR, oval, copper 33 x 20mm (the last three items not listed in Lyall) [2]. Varied condition, first item rare

£50-£80

190

Casino Tokens (3), 10 Shillings, obv. CASINO GIBRALTAR 1964 TEN SHILLINGS around castle and key, rev. CASINO
GIBRALTAR around sailing ship superimposed 10S, cupro-nickel, 37mm; 5 Shillings, obv. CASINO GIBRALTAR around
5/- and serial number 0013, rev. similar but no serial number; 50 Pence, obv. THE INTERNATIONAL SPORTING CLUB
OF GIBRALTAR around 50p / VALUE, rev. stylised rising phenix, brass, 30mm (all unlisted in Lyall) [3]. Extra fine, the
last with some light staining  £20-£30

191

Dog Tax Disks (2), for 1987, both sides incuse 539 on white plastic disc, 30mm; for 1988, both sides incuse 1368 on
gold coloured plastic disc, both holed as issued (Lyall - ) [2]. Apparently unused  £10-£15

192

Guadeloupe

Provenance: ex K. V. Eckardt, 1984

POINTE-A-PITRE, Cercle de Commerce, 1 Gourde jeton, c. 1825, palm tree, barrel, bale and caduceus, rev. legend
around CC monogram, white metal, 38mm. (Gadoury-Cousinie 37 var; cf. Zay 28). Good very fine, rare  £200-£300

193

Provenance: ex. Edward Roehrs, 1984

POINTE-A-PITRE, Cercle de Commerce, octagonal Quarter-Gourde jeton, c. 1825, palm tree, barrel, bale and caduceus,
rev. legend around CC monogram, copper alloy, 30mm (Gadoury-Cousinie 35 var; cf. Zay 29).  Nearly very fine, rare

£300-£400

194

Shell Card Token, c. 1910, Native American male head with feather head dress, REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE
GUADELOUPE ET DEPENDENCES, rev. NEW COINS and stars around globe, traces of enameling details, 20mm (cf.
Ralau 42). About fine, but pierced near edge above head  £20-£30
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Marie Galante is a small sugar island located 16 miles south-east of Guadeloupe. These tallies were used by sugar factories close to
the small town of Saint Louis, locally called Anse Canot to account for cart loads of sugar cane delivered to the factory for processing c.
1850

MARIE GALANTE, Anse Canot, 20 (cart loads), ANSE CANOT, rev. 20, copper 28mm (Roehrs 1163; Byrne 1052;
Tankersley 385).  Very fine, edge bump, very rare  £300-£400

196

BASSE TERRE, coaling tokens (?) (2), Cie Generale Transatlantique around Controle and central hole, rev. company
monogram, brass, 30mm; similar, no hole, aluminium, 30mm [2]. Extremely fine and apparently rare  £80-£120

197

Hong Kong

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1985

Society for Protection of Children, 4 cents, c. 1920’s, obv. SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF CHILDREN around SOUP /
KITCHEN, rev. 4 / CENTS / MEAL, brass, octagonal, 28.5mm.  Fine or better, but corroded surface, rare  £60-£80

198

bt. various sources, 1987 to 1996

Hong Kong Hotel, drink token, obv. HONG KONG HOTEL in a garter, around a crown, rev. HONG KONG HOTEL
around ONE / DRINK, brass, milled edge, 20mm; Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club, One HK Dollar (for video machine at
the club), obv. * RHKJC * and Chinese characters around a Horse Shoe, rev. similar, brass, 24mm; Hirxst Company,
advertising ticket c. 19th Century, obv. Goats head over Chinese characters, rev. Chinese characters around an 8
pointed star, cupro-nickel, grained edge, 16mm; Shaw Brothers (film makers), Chinese characters both sides, brass,
grained edge, 18mm; An & Chou Family Associaton c. 1959, obv. wise man head over Chinese characters, rev. Chinese
characters, brass, grained edge, 18mm [5].  Generally very fine  £80-£100

199

bt. various sources, 1993 to 2001

Hong Kong Telephone Co., uniface, HONG KONG TELEPHONE COMPNAY LIMITED * around TOKEN, brass, 20mm;
Jumbo Restaurant, obv. Chinese characters JUMBO FLOATING RESTAURANT HONG KONG around a dragon, rev.
view of the floating restaurant, plated brass, 31mm; Readers Digest advertising token, obv. Chinese characters Readers
Digest around a female head with winged horse head-dress, rev. similar, aluminium, 23mm; R.T.V advertising token for
a Soap Opera, obv. RTV and Chinese characters, rev. Chinese characters, steel, central hole as issued, 27mm; LUNA
PARK LSEMAY around HONG KONG, both sides, plated brass, 28mm [5]. Generally nearly very fine, RTV with some
corrosion  £60-£80

200

bt. various sources, 1988 to 2008

Chiyu Banking Corp, Queuing token, uniface, * CHIYU BANNKING CORP. LTD. * NORTH POINT BRANCH, around a
bell, Chinese characters, 47, steel with orange enamel, central hole as issued, 36mm; Masonic token, obv. ST.
ANDREWS ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER 218 S.C around Masonic symbols, rev. THEY RECEIVED EVERY MAN A PENNY
around Masonic corner stone with KSHTWSST, brass, 28mm; Beer token, obv. BIERDORF CHINATOWN WERTMARKE
around snake and beer mug, rev. HONG KONG DOLLAR around Chinese characters, brass, 30mm; Lamma Island
Royal Pavilion Management Society, uniface, Chinese characters within a laurel wreath, design highlighted with red and
blue enamel, brass, with suspension loop, 33mm [4].  Generally very fine, last with much of the enamelling missing

£30-£50

201

Star Ferry (4), uniface, ADULT / UPPER DECK over Chinese characters, green plastic, 30mm; similar LOWER DECK,
blue plastic; similar CONCESSION / UPPER DECK, red plastic; similar, LOWER DECK, grey plastic [4]. £10-£20

202

Italian Somaliland

Provenance:  First bt. Spink & Son Ltd, 1989; others bt. Allyn Jacobs, 2003

Cesare Maria de Vecchi (2), 50 Bese, obv. AZIEDNA / CESARE MARIA DE VECCHI / +KAITOI+ / SOMALIA ITALIANA /
BUONO PER / 50 / BESE, rev. 50 within a laurel wreath and centrally stamped incuse 4, white metal, 35mm; similar,
40 Bese, 33mm; Azienda Genale (2), 50 Bese, obv. AZIENDA GENALE - * - around 50 / BESE, rev. SLMIALIA ITALIANA
within 3 plain circles, stamped C40, brass, pierced near edge as issued, 31mm; 40 Bese, obv. similar, 40 / BESE,
stamped C 3 S, rev. similar, stamped MO, 29mm [4]. First two nearly very fine with some surface corrosion, second two
nearly fine, all rare  £100-£120

203

Provenance:  First ex Allyn Jacobs, 2011; others bt. 2006 & 2012

Bar Nazionale (3), 5 Lira, obv. BAR NAZIONALE MOGADISCIO, in small letters, C.VILLARBOITO / retrograde
TORINO, rev. ornate 5.00 within a laurel wreath, brass, 31mm; 1 Lira, similar, 28mm; 50 Bese, similar, 25mm [3]. Fine
or better, very rare  £100-£150

204

Provenance:  first two bt. Allyn Jacobs, 2002-3 (found in South Africa with other Somalia tokens, last bt. 2010

Azienda Agricola Vodice (2), 4 Bese, obv. AZIENDA AGRICOLA “VODICE” 4, rev. AAV in stylised letters, brass, with
central hole as issued, 37mm; 1 Besa, similar incuse F stamped on obv. 22mm; Azienda da Bazzanie E Fasani, obv.
AZIENDA DA BAZZANIE E FASANI-SOMALIA-MISCIANI*, stamped F, rev. stamped C, brass with a central hole as
issued, 24mm [3].  First good very fine others fine, rare  £80-£100
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Ivory Coast

bt. various sources 1987 to 2011

Cavally Rubber Estate was formed in 1909 but went bankrupt in 1911

1 Franc, c. 1920, obv. EUG. SCHNIEDER / 1FR, rev. 1F, zinc, octagonal, 23mm; Society d’ Import de Boise Exdtiques,
obv. S.I.B.E within a beaded circle, rev. ASSINIE / 1924 within a beaded circle, brass, 25mm; River Cavally, work ticket
(Rubber Estate), obv. I.C.R.E. / CAVALLY / COTE D’IVOIRE, rev. JETON / DE / TRAVAIL, brass, pierced as issued, 31mm;
obv. COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE L’AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE aroundFAO within a beaded circle, rev. Beaded star
with F.A.O. in the centre, brass, pierced as issued, 22mm [4]. First poor and heavily corroded, second good very fine,
others fine with some surface staining, all rare, first extremely rare  £150-£200

206

Jamaica

Provenance:  ex. Wm. Pheatt, 1977

A general token possibly used in several colonies, likely to be valued at One Penny in local colonial currency, BRITISH
COLONIES around a gentlemen’s head, rev. TO FACILITATE TRADE 1825 around ‘Commerce’ sitting on a bale of
goods, copper, 28.5mm (Lyall 147; Prid. 130). Nearly fine  £30-£40

207

Provenance: Bt. Spink & Son, 1975; ex Ray Byrne coll.

KINGSTON, Mark Howard, Penny (?), c. 1795, legend around coach and pair, rev. legend around groom with saddled
house, edge grained right, 29mm (Lyall 153; Prid. 131). Good very fine with a hint of original luster  £60-£80

208

Provenance:  First ex. Spink & Son, 1971; second ex. H. Christensen, 1975

KINGSTON, William Smith, Penny [1829], legend, rev. arms and supporters, copper, 29mm (Lyall 162; Prid. 132); Half-
Penny [1829], legend, rev. value, copper, 22mm (Lyall 163; Prid. 133) [2].  Both very fine  £80-£120

209

Provenance: Glendining Auction, 21-22 September 1981, Lot 130, The Pridmore collection.

Howe Peter Browne, 2nd Marquis of Sligo, KP, PC (1788-1845), formerly styled Viscount Westport and Earl of Altamont, acquired
Kelly’s Estate, a sugar plantation, some time before his appointment as the Governor-general and Vice-Admiral of Jamaica in 1834. It
would seem that the tokens were used to pay the newly-emancipated slaves on a weekly basis (Lyall p.62)

ST. DOROTHY, Kelly’s Estate, Marquis of Sligo, Six Pence, name abve value, rev. PAYABLE ... EACH FRIDAY EVENG 6
O’CLOCK, white metal, 30.5mm (Lyall 160; Prid. 148; Roehrs 1230). About extremely fine, central hole as issued,
extremely rare  £800-£1,000

210

Provenance: Bt. 1976

Ivanhoe Joselph Mordecai (1855-1923), b. Kingston, founded his business in Morant Bay about 1880. The business dealt in dry goods
and hardware until about 1915 when Mr Mordecai retired and the business closed. The tokens were struck by Ralph Heaton and Sons
Lt. Birmingham in July 1880 and again in Jan/Feb 1882 (this latter issue was 5000 pieces). It is presumed that the tokens were
withdrawn in 1883 when Law 2 of 1883, dated 12 April, was passed which forbad the use of tokens

MORANT BAY, I. J. Mordecai & Co, Three-Halfpence, c. 1880, name around value, rev. legend, cupro-nickel, 19mm
(Lyall 156; Pridmore. 146). Very fine with some light surface staining, rare  £200-£300

211

Provenance:  ex. R. J. Ford, 1976

Robert Kirkland owned and operated a general store in 1878 and possibly earlier. He was also a Church Warden and a J.P. in the
parish of St. Thomas.  It is likely to comply with Law 2 of 1883 the tokens were cancelled with a cross cancellation stamp.

GOLDEN GROVE, Robert Kirkland, Three-Halfpence, c. 1880, name around value, rev. legend, cancellation cross,
cupro-nickel, 19.5mm (Lyall 155; Prid. 142).  Very fine  £80-£100

212
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Provenance: Bt. 1977

Louis Winkler (1849-1929) arrived in Jamaica in 1881 and earned a living repairing and tuning keyboards. In 1884 he opened the
islands first music shop. In 1908 he was joined in the business by his son Lewis B. Winkler (1889-1955). The checks were
manufactured by Quints &* Sons, Philadelphia, PA and were used between 1908 and 1920.

KINGSTON, Louis Winkler & Son, Threepence, c. 1912, name and address, rev. value, octagonal, aluminium, 22mm
(Lyall 215; cf. Prid. 156; Roehrs 1223). As struck, extremely rare  £200-£300

213

Provenance:  Bt. 1977

KINGSTON, Louis Winkler & Son, Penny, c. 1912, name and address, rev. value, octagonal, aluminium, 22mm (Lyall
214; cf. Prid. 156; Roehrs 1224).  As struck, extremely rare  £150-£200

214

Provenance: Bt. 1977

KINGSTON, Louis Winkler & Son, Half-Penny, c. 1912, name and address, rev. value, aluminium, 19mm (Lyall 213; cf.
Prid. 156; Roehrs 1225). As struck, extremely rare  £150-£200

215

Provenance: Bt. 1977

KINGSTON, Louis Winkler & Son, Farthing, c. 1912, name and address, rev. value, aluminium, 19mm (Lyall 212; cf.
Prid. 156; Roehrs 1226). As struck, extremely rare  £150-£200

216

Provenance: Bt. R. A. Brandon, 1979

KINGSTON, John M Crosswell & Company, Good for One Glass Soda Water, c. late 19th Century/early 20th Century,
obv. name, rev. legend, aluminium, 24mm (Lyall 18; Prid. - ; Roehrs -; DNW, Catalogue 122, Lot 911, The Ray Brandon
collection). Very fine with some staining on both sides, extremely rare, it is thought only one other specimen known

£200-£300

217

Provenance: Bt. 1976-2006

Burce’s Club was founded in 1939 and was a wholesaler dealing with restaurants and hotels, but also ran a retail business where the
tokens were used

KINGSTON, Bruce’s Club, MEALS (5), obv. name, rev. value (2/6, 1/-, 7d, 6d, 3d), c. 1946-1970 aluminium, 22mm
(Lyall 172-175, 177) [5]. Extremely fine or better  £40-£60

218

Provenance: Bt. 1976

KINGSTON, Bruce’s Club, PATTIES (4), obv. name, rev. value (1, 2, 3, 4 PATTIES), c. 1946-1970, aluminium, 22mm
(Lyall 168-71) [4]. First three Extremely fine or better, last very fine  £30-£40
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Provenance: Bt. R. A. Brandon, 1984

George Manassah Brandon (1823-1872), a Jewish merchant who owned a business at 54 Harbour Street dealing in crockery.

KINGSTON, George Brandon, advertising token, legend around location, rev. OBSERVE BRANDON’S SIGN, c. pre-date
1872, nickel, 23.5mm (Lyall 164; Prid. 134; Roehrs 1206). Nearly very fine, surface pitted, very rare  £400-£500

220

Provenance: Bt. Edward Roehrs

The Jamaica Waggonette & Express Co. Ltd., 15 Duke Street, was registered in December 1888 and operated a horse-drawn coach
service between 1889 and 1894.  The company was superseded by the Jamaica Street Car Company

KINGSTON, Jamaica Waggonette & Express Co. Ltd, ONE FARE, legend, rev. value, oval dark blue rubber, 22 x 17mm
(Lyall 192; Prid. 141; Roehrs 1212).  Fine with some encrustation on obverse, extremely rare  £200-£300

221

Provenance: Bt. 1975

The Jamaica Street Car Co. was formed to provide a tramcar service in Kingston. the first tramway lines consisted of 4 miles and 51
chains of track was completed in 1876 and was mule drawn. The mules were provided by Louis Verley (of Verley and Robinson) and
were stabled at Waggonette Crescent. Each tramcar required eleven mules (5 pairs and a spare). The company was sold to the West
Indies Electric Company in 1897 who electrified the system between 1897 and 1899 and service commenced on 31 March 1899. This
compnay was superseded by the Jamaica Public Service Company in 1923 and the last tram ceased running in May 1948. All
surviving tramcars were sold for scrap in 1949

KINGSTON, Jamaica Street Car Co., One Fare, legend, rev. value, red celluloid, 23.5mm (Lyall 189; Prid. - ; Roehrs
1211); Jamaica Street Car Co Ltd., One Fare, legend, rev. value, octagonal cupro-nickel, 19mm (Lyall 190; Prid. 140;
Roehrs 1211); Jamaica Public Service Co. Ltd., Employee One Fare (Ticket 85), legend, rev. value, yellow card, 38 x
22mm [3].  All very fine or better  £40-£50

222

Provenance: Bt. 1982

A. L. Malabre & Co. Ltd, shipping agent and coal contractor, a company formed by Arnold Malabre in 1856 out of the remnants of
William Titley & Co., shipping agents, established in 1826. The tallies were used for the loading of coal into the bunkers of coal fired
ships.

KINGSTON, A.L. Malabre & Co., coaling tallies (2), uniface, stamped A.L.M.C., second also stamped F, zinc, 25mm,
(Lyall 348, 349; Prid. - ; Roehrs 1218) [2]. Both fine or better with some minor surface corrosion  £50-£60

223

Provenance: Bt. R. A. Brandon, 1982

James Gall of Edinburgh (b.1834-d.1899) went to Jamaica in 1855 or 1856. He founded, owned and edited several newspapers; he
ran a private detective agency, a printers, a telegraph agency, a circulating library; he sold stationery, fine groceries and hardware. He
built the original Myrtle Bank Hotel in 1870 and operated it as a sanitarium hotel with sea and shower baths. His bazaar at Myrtle
Bank sold valentines, fans and other flirtatious items.  The value of ‘one gill’ is a local Jamaican unit of currency with a value of 3/4d.

KINGSTON, Gall’s Bazaar, Myrtle Bank, One Gill, uniface, incuse legend around value, copper, 23.5mm (Lyall 151; cf.
Prid. 136; cf. Roehrs 1219).  Good very fine, extremely rare, perhaps only one other specimen known  £500-£600

224

Provenance: Bt. 1977

Verley & Robinson, bakers, flour and saw miller; were established before 1847 and became a limited liability company in 1906, but
had ceased trading by c. 1920.  Three other specimens are known stamped 205, 3226 and 4040

KINGSTON, Verley & Robinson Ltd, Three-Halfpence Loaf, c. 1908, legend and stamped 7702, rev. value, aluminium,
square 24 x 24mm (Lyall 211; cf. Prid. 155; Roehrs 1221). Extremely fine with some light surface corrosion, very rare 

£100-£150
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Provenance: Bt. 1977

Two other specimens known stamped 2912 and 2955

KINGSTON, Verley & Robinson Ltd, One Penny Loaf, c. 1908, legend and stamped 9485, rev. value, aluminium, shield
shaped 26 x 24mm (Lyall 210; cf. Prid. 155; Roehrs 1222). Extremely fine with some light surface corrosion, very rare

£200-£300

226

Provenance: Bt. 1985

The Kingston & Liguanea Water Works Co., incorporated in 1842, negotiated a lease part of the Hope Estate from the Duke of
Buckingham and Chandos in 1848. The negotiations were concluded in 1850 resulted in the company acquiring over 600 acres of
land, with buildings, for £6215. Within a short space of time pipes had been laid from the Hope River to supply running water to the
population of Kingston. The Jamaican government bought out the company in 1871 and Edmund Levy is recorded as the collector in
1878

KINGSTON, Kingston & Liguanea Water Works Co., Three-Halfpence, legend around FOUNDED 1848, rev. RETAIL
SALES 8 PAIRS 1 1/2d E. LEVY COLLECTOR, brass, 34mm (Lyall 194; Prid. 143; Roehrs 1216). Fine and very rare

£150-£200

227

Provenance: Bt. Spink & Son, 1975

Thomas Lundie & Co., were located at 3 Water and Peter Lanes operating at ironmongers and manufacturers from 1837. The vessel
Earl of Elgin, built by Lairds in Birkenhead and launched in June 1844 arrived in Jamaica on 19 August 1844 and employed in carrying
passengers and freight around the island.  The vessel was sold to the Haitian government in 1847

KINGSTON, Thomas Lundie & Co., advertising or fare token, legend THOMAS LUNDAY & Co. WATER STREET 1844
around IRONMONGERS, rev. EARL OF ELGIN JAMAICA around a three masted paddle steamer, brass, plain edge,
23mm (Lyall 195; cf. Prid. 144; cf. Roehrs 1217). Extremely fine and extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded
specimen  £300-£400

228

Provenance:  Bt. Spink & Son, 1975 and 1977

KINGSTON, Thomas Lundie & Co., advertising or fare tokens (2), legend THOMAS LUNDAY & Co. WATER STREET
1844 around IRONMONGERS, rev. EARL OF ELGIN JAMAICA around a three masted paddle steamer, different die to
the previous lot, brass, left grained edge, 23mm (Lyall 196; Prid. 144; Roehrs 1217); THOMAS LUNDIE & Co.
KINGSTON around 1844, rev. EARL OF ELGIN JAMAICA around a two masted paddle steamer, brass, left gained edge,
23mm (Lyall 197; Prid. 145; Roehrs 1217) [2]. First good very fine with a few small stains, second very fine  £80-£100

229

Bt. 1979

The initials R.B.B. may be those of R. B. Braham, provision merchant, 37 Port Royal Street, Kingston

Uncertain location, V.F.D. R.B.B. Three-Halfpence (value cancelled with central hole by the Standard Fruit Co. c.
1930), uniface, brass, 20mm (cf. Lyall 149 and notation on p. 54; Prid. - ; Roehrs 1232). Very fine and very rare

£80-£100
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Provenance: Bt. 1979

Uncertain location, V.F.D. R.B.B., One Shilling (rev. stamped with the die for Three-Halfpence and the reason for this
cannot be determined), brass, 26mm (Lyall 150; Prid. - ; Roehrs -). Very fine and the highest rarity, this being the only
recorded specimen  £300-£400

231

Provenance: Bt. 1986

Revd James Paterson emigrated from Auchtergaven, Scotland in 1834 and after working in Montego Bay for a few months preached his
first sermon at Broughton Place, Jamaica in 1835. The church was completed in 1842, the same year that Paterson was killed when he
was thrown from his horse. Revd Paterson was succeeded by Revd Andrew Gordon Hogg, ordained in Broughton Place, Edinburgh in
1844.  Revd Hogg was minister from 1845 until his retirement in 1882

NEW BROUGHTON, Broughton Place Church, Communion Token, legend around JP monogram 1835, rev. Revd. A.
G. Hogg 1845, white metal, rectangular with bevelled corners 26 x 21mm (Lyall 167; Burzinski 1036; Roehrs 1236).
Good fine, very rare  £150-£200

232

Provenance: Bt. 1986

Revd. John Cowan (1806-78) from New Luce, Wigtownshire, Soctland, was ordained in October 1831 and emigrated to Jamaica with
his bride, Margaret Marshall, at the end of that year, when the island was under a state of martial law. He arrivced at Petersfield (the
old name for Carron Hall) in February 1832, founding a mission and establishing the church in 1834. Cowan and his family returned
to Scotland in 1854, retiring to the United Presbyterian Manse at Stow. The original church was destroyed in the 1907 earthquake and
subsequently rebuilt.  Revd. Cowan’s only son, Sir John Cowan (1844-1929) was ADC to Kitchener and Roberts in the Bore War

CARRON HALL, Carron Hall Church, Communion Token, legend around 1832, rev. Revd JNO. COWAN 1836, white
metal, rectangular with bevelled corners 27 x 21mm (Lyall 178; Burzinski 1325; Roehrs 1233). Good fine, very rare

£200-£300

233

Provenace: Norweb coll, bt. Spink & Son, 1996

It is believed that the church was formed in the 1840’s, but all historical records were destroyed when the manse was renovated

CHRISTIANA, Mount Olivet Presbyterian Church, Communion Token, legend both sides, white metal, rectangular with
bevelled corners, 26 x 19mm (Lyall 199; Burzinski 5003; Roehrs 1234). Fine, with overall light surface corrosion,
extremely rare  £200-£300

234

Provenance: ex. Norweb coll.; bt. Spink & Son, 1994

The minister of the chapel in the 1920’s recalled the communion tokens and when they passed out of usage were stored in the vestry,
but no trace of them could be found, nor could he supply any additional details regarding the usage of these tokens

Uncertain location, Mount Zion Chapel, Communion token, legend both sides, oval, white metal, 43 x 25mm (Lyall
200; Burzinski 5001; Roehrs 1237).  Very fine with a few small digs and stains, of the highest rarity  £300-£400
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Provenance: Bt. 1991

The Scottish Missionary Society was founded in Jamaica in 1823, when a number of estate owners asked for a minister to be
established in the island to instruct their slaves. In 1847 the society handed over their churches to the Synod of the United Presbyterian
Church which later become the Presbyterian Church of Jamaica

Uncertain location, Scottish Missionary Society, Communion token, obv. S.M.S, rev. THIS DO IN REMEMBRANCE OF
ME, oval, white metal, 29 x 24mm (Lyall 207; Burzinski 6333; Roehrs 1238). Fine, extremely rare  £150-£200

236

Provenance: Bt. 1992

Uncertain location, Scottish Missionary Society, Communion token, obv. S.M.S, rev. LUKE XXII 19 20 THIS DO IN
REMEMBRANCE OF ME, oval, white metal, 29 x 24mm (Lyall - ; Burzinski 6334; Roehrs 1239). Fine, extremely rare,
perhaps only one other specimen recorded  £200-£300

237

Made by Harry Vendryes, in Kingston

KINGSTON, Kingston Pumping Station, pay tokens (3) for casual labour, incuse KPS and value (1/-, 6d, 3d) uniface,
rectangular with bevelled corners, copper, approx. 42 x 27mm (Lyall - ) [3]. First two very fine last about fine, with
surface corrosion, all pierced as issued  £20-£30

238

NEGRIL, Rick’s Cafe, ‘Good For $1.00 In Trade’ tokens (5), legend both sides, rev. value, [Steel / Curpo-Nickel], 29mm,
date 1999; 2000 (2); Name both sides; Name, rev. cannabis plant, blue plastic, 28mm (Lyall - ) [5]. All as issued

£10-£20

239

The shark tooth drinks tokens were used from 1976 to 1979 and were designed as a ‘poppet bead’ in order that hotel guests could link
these together to form bracelets as often swim wear did not have pockets to carry cash.

NEGRIL, Negril Beach Village, drink token in the shape of a shark’s tooth, white plastic (Lyall 201); Coral Seas, legend,
rev. Good for One Pop, white plastic, 29mm (Lyall - ); Wavz Events, uniface, legend and logo, plastic (1 blue; 1 yellow),
32mm (Lyall - ); Tropical Insanity-Spring Break, yellow plastic, 32mm (Lyall - ) [5]. First slightly used, others as issued

£10-£20

240

The Seawind Beach Resort tokens were designed to be linked together so the guests did not have to carry cash, as swim wear often did
not have pockets

MONTEGO BAY, Casa Blanca Hotel, night club token or entrance ticket, ‘The Beachcomber’ and palm tree, rev.
legend, brass, 32mm (Lyall 179); Margueritaville Sports Bar & Grill, legend both sides (reportedly good for U.S.$1.00),
brass, 25mm (Lyall - ); Seawind Beach Resort, banana shaped tokens valued at U.S.$ 0.75 and used in the hotel shops
and bar, yellow plastic (Lyall 208) [3]. All very fine or better  £10-£20

241

Wonards owned a chain of retail shops selling electrical appliances and the tokens were used to operate washing machines sited in
apartment blocks in Kingston.  Maytag is the brand name of the washing machines

KINGSTON, Wonards, washing maching token, uniface, legend around a central concave depression, rev. a central
raised boss, brass, 24mm (Lyall 216); Jamaica Telephone Co., token for special ‘pay-phone, both sides blank, shaped
aluminium, 23mm (Lyall 191); Desnoes & Geddes; PEPSI, rev. Red Stripe LAGER BEER; cupro-nickel, 22mm (Lyall - );
Ushima Coffee Co, Good for a Canned Drink, legend both sides, brass, 26mm (Lyall - ) [4]. All very fine or better

£10-£20

242

The Cresset Auto Co. token was attributed to Jamaica by Ray Byrne, but found to be the product of a British amusement machine
company

KINGSTON, John M. Crosswell, pin back badge given to customers on the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria (1897) or
on her death (1901); Cresset Auto Co. Ltd, Fruit Machine token, uniface, legend around a star shaped central piercing,
copper, 16mm (cf. Lyall ‘Re-Attributions) [2]. Very fine  £10-£20

243

The purpose of these countermarks has not been identified

Countermarked Pennies (3), 1871, obv. countermarked incuse E SANSOM; 1882, rev. countermarked incuse M over 9;
1869, rev. countermarked incuse M over 7 [3]. First fair, pierced and plugged, others fine or nearly so  £10-£20
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Lerenzo Dow Baker (1840-1908) founded the company in 1880, buying bananas in the Port Antonio and Bowden areas and selling
them in Boston.  The business expanded into the Boston Fruit Co. in 1885 and, after a later merger, into the United Fruit Co. in 1899

L. D. Baker Fruit Company (Port Antonio), uniface, incuse L.D.B. under makers name AMER.RY.S.CO. (American
Railway Supply Inc), brass, 19mm (Lyall 280; Roehrs 1181). Pierced as issued, fine, very rare (reportedly 4 known); the
earliest Jamaican fruit tally  £100-£150

245

Possibly a later tally of L.D. Baker or an early tally of the Boston Fruit Co. Both companies were founded by Lerenzo Dow Baker in
1880 and 1885 respectively

L.D. Baker / Boston Fruit Company (Port Antonio), uniface, incuse B, brass, square 18mm (Lyall 281; Roehrs 1202 ).
Pierced as issued at 9 o’clock and additional piercing at 3 o’clock, fine, very rare (reportedly 2 known)  £100-£150

246

The Boston Fruit Co, founded in 1885 by Lorenzo Baker and others, merged into the United Fruit Co. in 1899

Boston Fruit Co. (6), all stamped B.F.CO, circular (4), brass, 18mm (Lyall 287); rev. countermarked H [Hermitage] (Lyall
289); rev. countermarked K [Kildare] (Lyall 290); rev. countermarked triangle of 3 stops (Lyall 291); octagonal, brass,
18mm (Lyall 292); square, brass, 19mm (Lyall 293); (cf. Roehrs 1183) [6]. Pierced as issued, generally very fine, rare,
fourth very rare  £100-£150

247

Albion Estate, owned by Emma Silvera had some 150 acres of bananas

Albion Estate (St. Mary), uniface oval, c. 1920, Albion, brass, 28 x 23mm (Lyall 219; Roehrs 1178). Pierced as issued,
fine, rare (reportedly 3 or 4 known)  £30-£50

248

It is thought this could be from an estate in St. Mary, as this is were the tokens were found, but no issuer with these initials has been
traced

Unknown Issuer, A.E.B.... (?), uniface incuse monogram, brass, 26mm (Lyall 282). About fine, slightly crinkeled, very
rare (reportedly 3 known)  £30-£50

249

These tallies were locally made by a tinsmith in Highgate

Ballards Valley Estate (St. Mary), uniface, incuse R, zinc, crudely circular 29mm (Lyall 283; cf. Roehrs 1182); uniface,
incuse G, zinc, crudely square with bevelled corners, 24mm (Lyall 284; cf. Roehrs 1182) [2]. Hand made, both about
fine, rare  £20-£30

250

Brimmer Hall, an estate of some 300 acres was owned by Atlantic Fruit Co. prior to their take-over by Standard Fruit in 193. By the
1950’s the estate was owned by Douglas A. Hall and the tallies, used for field to stand carrying, were worth 6 cents in 1978

Brimmer Hall Estate (St. Mary), square bracteate, stamped BH, iron, 24mm (Lyall 295; cf. Roehrs 1184); rectangular with
bevelled corners, incuse BH28 x 25mm (Lyall 296; cf. Roehrs 1184); circular, incuse B, aluminium, 26mm (Lyall 297;
cf. Roehrs 1184) [3]. First very fine, others fine  £20-£30

251

Dingwall Estate was owned by E.K. Bonner Shekell. The letters on the tally stand for Shekell and Dingwall. The Drax Hall tallies were
obsolete by 1977; DH stands for Drax Hall, D for Drax, but the meaning of the W is unknown. The issuer of the tally with incuse F is
unknown, but they were found in St. Mary

Dingwall Estate (St. Mary), uniface, incuse SD, rectangular with bevelled corners, aluminium, 28 x 22mm (Lyall 302; cf.
Roehrs 1187); Drax Hall Estate (3), all uniface, incuse DH, brass, 23mm (Lyall 303; cf. Roehrs 1187); incuse D, square
with bevelled corners, copper 26mm (Lyall 304; cf. Roehrs 1187); incuse W, square with bevelled corners, copper,
28mm (Lyall 305; cf. Roehrs 1187); unknown issuer, incuse F, aluminium, 26mm (Lyall 306; cf. Roehrs 1187); unknown
issuer (the consignor believes this could be Bernard Lodge Estate), incuse WR, copper, crudely circular, 22-24mm (Lyall
- )[6]. Generally fine, some crudely hand made  £40-£60

252

As the Crescent Estate tallies are thought to predate the introduction of dollars and cents in Jamaica, the ‘values’ cannot by monetary
and presumably refer to a tally of loads or perhaps pack sizes. The Cuyamel Fruit Compnay was incorporated in 1911 by Samuel
Zemurray and was a major competitor to the United Fruit Co, who bought out Cuyamel for U.F.Co. shares in December 1929

Crescent Estate Ltd., circumstantial evidence indicates these were issued by Crescent Estates Ltd. in St. Mary (3), uniface,
10 C.E. LTD; similar 15; similar 20, aluminium, 32mm (Lyall 533, 534, 535; cf. Roehrs 1186); Cuyamel Fruit Company
(2), uniface, incuse C.F.C., brass, 24mm; similar, aluminium, 24mm (Lyall 301, 536; cf. Roehrs 1186) [5]. Generally
fine, rare  £80-£100

253

A. Augustus Brown shipped bananas in the early 1900’s. He also had a general store in Port Antonio c. 1895 for about 20 years and
he was an agent for the Royal Mail Steam Packet Co at Port Royal.

Samuel C. Burke owned Rhine Estate in St. Thomas in the last few years in the 19th Century

A. A. Brown (Port Antonio), uniface (2), incuse AAB, brass, 18mm (Lyall 298; cf. Roehrs 1185); incuse AAB, brass,
24mm (Lyall 299; cf. Roehrs 1185); S. C. Burke (St. Thomas), uniface, incuse S.C.B., brass, 18mm (Lyall 300; cf. Roehrs
1186) [3]. Generally fine, the first pierced as issued, all rare  £80-£100
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John Beecham Goffe was a banana shipper; he also owned Roslyn Estate in St. Mary from before 1915 to after 1930. There was a Goffe
Wharf at Port Antonio

J. B. Goffe (St. Mary and Port Antonio), uniface (6), octagonal with beaded boarder, stamped J.B.G., brass, 23mm (Lyall
319; Roehrs 1191); round with beaded boarder, stamped J.B.G., brass, 21mm (Lyall 320; Roehrs 1191); scalloped edge
with beaded boarder stamped JBG (3) brass, 25mm, 22mm, smaller letters, 22mm (Lyall - ); scalloped edge with beaded
boarder, not stamped, brass, 22mm (Lyall - ); Perhaps issued by J. B. Goffe, round with beaded boarder, stamped G,
brass, 22mm (Lyall 317) [7]. Fine or better  £80-£100

255

Fruit Importing Co. was a short-lived business founded by David Gideon in 1904 to compete with the United Fruit Co. It merged with
the Atlantic Fruit Co

Fruit Importing Company (Port Antonio), uniface, stamped F.I.CO., brass, 24mm (Lyall 312; Roehrs 1190). Good fine,
later centrally pierced by the Standard Fruit Company, very rare (reportedly 3 to 4 known)  £80-£100

256

Frontier Estate was owned by Mr. Clemetson. In 1924 the estate was 318 acres, but by 1952 part had been sold off and the estate was
reduced to 220 acres

Frontier Estate (St. Mary), uniface, oval with a beaded boarder (2), stamped FRONTIER, brass, 30 x 21mm, 28 x 22mm
(Lyall 313, 314; Roehrs 1189); uniface, oval, FRONTIER on a black background, aluminium, 32 x 19mm (Lyall 315;
Roehrs 1189); Jamaican regal Halfpence, design turned off and stamped FR, 22.5mm (Lyall 316; Roehrs 1189) [4]. Fair
to Fine, first two pierced as issued, rare  £80-£100

257

Quebec Estate was acquired by D.S. Magnus, c. 1954

Quebec Estate (St. Mary), crudely made various shapes (5), tin plated iron, round, stamped M/TS 25mm; oval, stamped
INT 30 x 25mm; square with bevelled corners, stamped A, 24mm; square with bevelled corners, stamped MT, 25mm;
oval, stamped TM, 24 x 22mm (Lyall 355, 356, 357, 358 and 359; Roehrs 1196). Fair, hand made  £60-£80

258

The Atlantic Fruit Co., founded in 1905 by Joseph di Giorgio, went through a number of configurations and shareholders until it
became a limited liability concern in 1923. the compnay was sold to the Banana Company of Jamaica Ltd., a subsidiary of Standard
Fruit & Steamship Co., in 1931

Atlantic Fruity Company (Ltd), fruit tallies, (8), A.F.CO with serifs and 3 lines above and below, brass, 19mm, blank
reverse; rev. stamped DC; rev. stamped MB; rev. stamped M8; rev. blank with central punched hole; rev. blank with
offset drilled hole; rev. stamped crude V; rev. stamped crude V and central punched hole (Lyall 220 to 227; cf. Roehrs
1179) [8]. Generally fine, the last two rare  £30-£50

259

Atlantic Fruit Company (Ltd), fruit tallies (5), A.F.CO with serifs, brass, 20mm, rev. blank; rev. stamped DC; rev. stamped
M8; rev. blank with central punched hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 228, 229, 231, 232, 233; cf. Roehrs
1179); fruit tallies (6), A.F.CO small letters, no serifs, brass, 19mm, rev. blank; rev. stamped DC; rev. stamped MB; rev.
stamped M8; rev. blank with punched central hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 234 to 239; cf. Roehrs 1179)
[11]. Generally fine, some rare  £40-£60

260

Atlantic Fruit Company (Ltd), fruit tallies (5), A.F.CO, medium size letters, no serifs, brass, 19mm, rev. blank; rev.
stamped MB; rev. stamped M8; rev. blank with central punched hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 240, 242,
243, 244, 245; cf. Roehrs 1179); fruit tallies (6), A.F.Co large letters, no serifs, brass, 19mm, rev. blank; rev. stamped
DC; rev. stamped MB; rev. stamped M8; rev. blank with punched central hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall
246 to 251; cf. Roehrs 1179, 1180) [11]. Generally fine, some rare  £40-£60

261

Atlantic Fruit Company (Ltd), fruit tallies (5), A.F.CO, large size letters, no serifs, brass, 21mm, both sides with beaded
boarder; rev. blank; rev. stamped MB; rev. stamped M8; rev. blank with central punched hole; rev. blank with offset
drilled hole (Lyall 252, 254, 255, 256, 257; cf. Roehrs 1180); fruit tallies (2), A.F.C, very large letters, no serifs, both
sides with serrated boarder, brass, 21mm, rev. blank with punched central hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall
260, 261; cf. Roehrs 1180); fruit tallies (3), A.F.Co, large letters, no serifs, brass, 22mm, rev. blank; rev. bland with
punched central hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 262, 263, 264; cf. Roehrs 1180); fruit tallies (2), A.F.CO,
large letters, no serifs, brass, 24mm, rev. blank, rev. blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 265, 268; Roehrs 1180) [12].
Generally fine, some rare  £40-£60

262

Atlantic Fruit Company (Ltd), fruit tallies (7), A.F.CO. LTD., no serifs , brass, 19mm, rev. blank; rev. stamped DC rev.
stamped MB; rev. stamped M8; rev. blank with offset punched hole; rev. blank with offset drilled hole; rev. stamped M
and attempted piercing near edge (Lyall 269 to 274, the last not recorded in Lyall; cf. Roehrs 1180); fruit tallies (3), A.F.
CO LTD, no serifs, both sides with serrated boarder, brass, 25mm, rev. blank; rev. blank with cental drilled hole; rev.
blank with offset drilled hole (Lyall 275, 276, 277; cf. Roehrs 1180) [10]. Generally fine  £30-£50

263

The united Fruit Company was formed in March 1899 in New Jersey and in time had a near-monopoly of the Jamaican banana trade
until the early 1930’s. In its pursuit of business it dominated competitors, governments, railroads, planters, fought organised labour and
exploited consumers and its workers. The various tallies were used over 70 years and the different shapes and styles were to identify
specific work tasks and rates of pay

United Fruit Company, fruit tallies (17), brass, U.F.Co., letters with serifs and 3 lines above and below, 19mm, rev.
blank; rev. stamped S rev. stamped K; rev. crude F; rev. stamped with 3 dots; square, 19mm, rev. blank; octagonal,
19mm, rev. blank; oval, 24 x 16mm, rev. blank; larger letters, 19mm, rev. blank; no lines, 19mm, rev. blank; no serifs,
1912, scroll design above and below, 19mm; larger letters, no date, scroll design above and below, 19mm, rev. blank;
octagonal, U.F.Co with serifs, rev. blank, 17mm; similar with crude F stamped on obv.; octagonal, no serifs, ornamental
lines above and below; triangular, no serifs, 20mm; as first type with crude x on rev. (Lyall 388, 389, 390, 391, 392,
393, 395, 396, 397, 398, 400, 401, 408, 409, 410, 412, last not recorded in Lyall) [17]. Generally fine, all pierced as
issued, some rare  £80-£100

264

United Fruit Company, fruit tallies (15), brass, uniface, stamped G.S.P.W.; U.F.CO. G.S.P.W; G.S.W.P. U.F.CO.; G.S.P;
U.F.C or variations thereof, differing shapes, some with piercings, some die struck (Lyall 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407,
413, 417, 417 var., 418, 419, 425, 422, 423, 424, the last three might be from Guatemala; cf. Roehrs 1199) [15].
Generally fine, some better, some rare  £80-£100
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United Fruit Company, fruit tally, brass, uniface, square, 20 x 20mm stamped UFC, an o within the C, and B (for
Bowden), rev. large B; similar (19) each stamped both sides with a different letter: B, C, D, G, H, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S,
U, V, W, X, Y, Z (Lyall 415, 416; cf. Roehrs 1199) [20]. Generally fine, some rare  £80-£100

266

United Fruit Company, fruit tallies (8), aluminium, uniface, stamped U.F.Co., M.B.L, , B.L., P.L, differing shapes and
styles (Lyall 426, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434; cf. Roehrs 1200); United Fruit (Jamaica) Company, fruit tallies (2),
aluminium, uniface, stamped U.F.J.CO/P.L, rectangular and octagonal (Lyall435, 436; cf. Roehrs 1200); Brass coat
buttion, UNITED FRUIT COMPANY, rev. SCOVILL MF’G CO. WATERBURY [11]. Fine to very fine, Lyall 431, 432 rare

 £60-£80

267

Robert Fletcher (c. 1881-1978) emigrated to Jamaica in 1902 and established his business in 1925. The firm specialised in lumber,
building materials and, as an agent for the Jamaica Banana Producers Association Ltd, banana shipping

Fletcher & Co. Ltd. (Montego Bay), banana tallies (5), FLETCHER & CO. LTD. *MONTEGO BAY* around a large 1, rev.
ONE/1928/STEM, aluminium, 27mm; similar but brass; similar, aluminium, dated 1932; similar but brass; similar but tin
(Lyall 307 to 311; Roehrs 1188) [5]. Fine, some staining on the brass tallies and considerable tin pest on the last, the last
rare  £40-£60

268

Jamaica Fruit & Shipping was formed in 1919 by Charlie Johnston, Captain S. D. List and Adolph Levy & Brothers, of Kingston. The
company was formed to combat the threatened monopoly of the United Fruit Co. The company operated a weekly steamship service
to New York from Kingston. Kingston Wharves Ltd. exported fresh grapefruit segments and cartons of orange concentrate to the U.K.
The company started in 1945 and operated from Harbour Street, Kingston; they then moved to 3rd Street, New Port West, Kingston in
about 1967. Jamaica Banana Producers’ Association was formed in 1929. The Association acted as a co-operative to give the growers
a united body for their protection against the monopoly that the United Fruit Company sought to establish. The Jamaica Fertilizer
Products Ltd was founded in 1929 and registered as a limited company on Market Street, Montego Bay in 1934. It was founded by Mr
and Mrs James M. Whiteside who visited the Windsor Caves in Trelawney. Mr Whiteside was a chemical engineer and recognised the
fertilizer potential of the bat manure which abounded in the caves (up to a depth of about 30 feet).

KINGSTON, Jamaica Fruit & Shipping Co. Ltd., (5), uniface, aluminium, 21mm, JAMAICA FRUIT & SHIPPING CO.
LTD. around 1919; similar but with a six spoke counterstamp; similar but 1921; similar but with a six spoke
counterstamp; similar but 1923; aluminium, 27mm, JAMAICA FRUIT & SHIPPING CO. LTD.* around KINGSTON, rev.
1928; similar but 1930 (Lyall 330 to 336; Roehrs 1192); Kingston Wharves Ltd., (9), uniface, aluminium, stamped K.W.
L. between curved lines (2), round, 21mm; square 26mm (Lyall 337, 338; Roehrs 1192); stamped K.W.L. (7) different
shapes (Lyall 339 to 345; cf. Roehrs 1192); Jamaica Banana Producers’ Association Ltd. (2), aluminium, 27mm, legend,
rev. J.B.P.A. JAMAICA around 1932; similar but dated 1937 (Lyall 327, 328; Roehrs 1192); Jamaica Fertilizer Products
Ltd (Falmouth), uniface, aluminium, 27mm, legend, rev. J.F.P.L./ 1 / FALMOUTH (Lyall 329) [19]. A couple fair, the rest
fine to very fine  £80-£100

269

Phoenix Fruit Co. were shilpping agents and estate owners.  They were established in 1915 and ceased trading in 1931

KINGSTON, Phoenix Fruit Co, fruit tally, P.F.Co., ornaments above and below, rev. JAMAICA, ornaments above and
below, aluminium, 19mm (Lyall 352; Roehrs 1195). Very fine with surface staining, very rare (reportedly 4 known)

£150-£200

270

Greenwood Estate was owned my May Farguharson (b. 1884) and was a citrus estate. Harold V. Lindo was a sugar planter, banana
planter in the 1920’s and 30’s. He also operated as an agent for Atlantic Fruit Cimpany. Imperial Direct West India Mail Service Co.
was formed in 1900 or 1901 and commenced service in February 1901. It was granted a subsidy by the British Government of
$40,000 per annum for 10 years to buy and carry 20,000 stems of bananas every two weeks from Jamaica to the U.K. The enterprise
was started by Alfred Jones and used Avonmouth as its British port. In May 1901 the company was reformed into Elders & Ffyfes and
in 1903 having suffered financial problems as a result of the hurricane of that year became a subsidiary of the United Fruit Co. Morris
Part was owned by Mr Duncan A. Nairn. It was a banana estate of less than 100 acres and the tallies were first used in 1964. The
estate later became part of Bernard Lodge sugar estate. Tropical Fruit Corp was owned by Mr Sam DiGirogio and appears to have
been in operation from 1923 to 1926 when it ceased trading in Jamaica.  Magnlus and Tinling had wharves at Oracabessa.

Greenwood Estate (St. Mary), uniface, stamped MF, pierced as issued, aluminium, 23mm (Lyall 321; cf. Roehrs 1191);
H.V. Lindo (St. Catherine), uniface, stamped H.V.L., pierced as issued, brass, 20mm (Lyall 346; cf. Roehrs 1193);
Imperial Direct West India Mail Service Company, bracteate, IDWI, pierced as issued, square brass, 22mm (Lyall 326;
cf. Roehrs 1191); Morris Part Estate, uniface, N, brass, 23mm (Lyall 350; cf. Roehrs 1193); Tropical Fruit Corp (2) legend
around date 1923, rev. FTC; similar but later pierced, aluminium, 22mm (Lyall 377; cf. Roehrs 1197); Magnus & Tinling
(St. Mary), uniface, stamped MT, brass, 24mm (Lyall - ; Roehrs 1194); MSC or CSM or SCM (St. Mary?), uniface, pierced
as issued, monogram aluminium, 28.5mm (Lyall 347; cf. Roehrs 1193) [8]. Fine to very fine, all rare  £100-£150

271

The company was registered on 14 May 1901 and was dissolved in 1916.  It may have been owned by a Mr Goffe.

St. Mary Fruit Grower’s Association, uniface, legend around ANNATTO BAY / JA, brass, 24mm (Lyall 365; Roehrs - ).
Fine with some surface stains, extremely rare (perhaps the only recorded specimen  £200-£300
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St. Mary Fruit Grower’s Association, uniface, legend around PORT MARIA / JA, brass, 24mm (Lyall 366; Roehrs - ). Fine
with some surface stains, extremely rare (perhaps only one other specimen recorded  £200-£300

273

Roslyn was a banana estate owned by Lester Goffe. Russell Hall Estate was a small 17 acre banana estate owned at one time by Mr O.
Champagnie. Standard Fruit & Steamship Co. was formed in 1924; the company bought the Jamaican interests of Atlantic Fruit Co. in
when Atlantic went into liquidation in 1931. Seaverns & Co. operated in the late 19th Century and ran steamships shipping bananas
ffrom Jamaica to Boston. S.S. Smith Co. shipped bananas from Port Antonio to the USA from before 1904 until about 1915. S&H are
clearly associated with the banana or fruit trade, but it has not been possible to trace this issuer. Sunridge Farms Ltd. used regal Half-
Pennys, as this was presumably cheaper than having flans made. Stanton Estate was owned byt Hannah Mordecai in the 1940’s and
1950’s when these tallies were first used.

Roslyn Estate (St. Mary), square with bevelled corners, uniface stamped R, copper, 21 x 24mm (Lyall 361); Russell Hall
Estate (St. Mary) (2), uniface, stamped C (or G), iron, roughly square with clipped corners, approx. 20mm, similar,
aluminium (Lyall 362); Standard Fruit and Steamship Co (Ltd.), fruit tallies (Kingston & Port Morant), (5), uniface, brass,
20mm, STANDARD; similar with hole as issued, similar with edge clip, similar countermarked P, blank flan with central
hole as issued (Lyall 368, 369, 370, last two unlisted; cf. Roehrs 1197); Seaverns & Company, uniface, brass, 19mm
S&CO, c. 1890’s (Lyall 363; cf. Roehrs 1197); S.S. Smith Company (Kingston), uniface, brass, 19mm (Lyall 367; cf.
Roehrs 1197); S...& H..., uniface, S&H, brass, 19mm (Lyall 364, issuer untraced; cf. Roehrs 1197); Sunridge Farms Ltd.,
Jamaica regal Halfpenny, 1958, both sides stamped S (Lyall 375; cf. Roehrs 1197); Stanton Estate, (St. Thomas) (3)
uniface, stamped SE, brass, 25mm; unface, square, stamped M, aluminium, 26mm; similar but small M (Lyall 372, 373,
374; cf. Roehrs 1197) [15]. Varied state, some rare  £80-£100

274

Charles Pringle was a banana planter and a founding member of the Jamaica Banana Producer’s Association. The only known
specimens of this tally are holed by Standard Fruit Co.

Charles Pringle, uniface, stamped C.P. (later holed), brass, 19mm (Lyall 353).  Fine, rare  £30-£50275

Estate Tallies (?), uniface, stamped W, brass, 19mm (Lyall 439); Golde Vale Estate, uniface, stamped 50 and holed as
issued), brass, 28mm (Lyall - ); ?, uniface, stamped 2, steel, 28mm (Lyall - ); Jamaica Regal Half-Pennys, 1870, rev.
stamped JFD monogram;1871, obv. stamped 5 over CA; Jamaica Regal Farthing 1914 obv. stamped 19 (Lyall - ) [6].
Varied state  £20-£30

276

Trinity Estate is a banana estate owned by Robert Brahma in 1977. Tryall Estate is a banana estate of 70 acres, in 1952, when owned
by Lillian Motta. Tulloch Estate had a mixture of bananas, citrus and cattle over the years. It was owned by John H. McPhail up to his
death in 1936

Trinity Estate (St. Mary) (2), banana tallies, uniface, stamped R, square with bevelled corners, iron, 25 x 26mm; similar
but rectangular with bevelled corners and holed, iron, 30 x 24mm (Lyall 376; cf. Roehrs 1197); Tryall Estate (St. Mary),
uniface, stamped T, aluminium, 25mm (Lyall 378; cf. Roehrs 1198); Tulloch Estate (St. Catherine) (8), uniface, stamped
‘annulet’; stamped 2 ‘annulets’; stamped 3 ‘annulets’; stamped 4 V’s formed as a cross; stamped J.H.M.; stamped TE;
stamped TE; stamped 8; various materials, shapes and sizes (Lyall 379 to 384, 386, the last unlisted; cf. Roehrs 1198)
[11]. Varied state, some rare  £80-£100

277

Verdun Estate was owned by Sidney Clarke and the tallies were first used in the 1950’s. Woodstock Estate was owned by Stephen
Samuel Stedman and was banana estate of about 200 acres

United Estates (St. Mary), uniface, stamped UE / F (Lyall 387); Verdun Estate, uniface, stamped V (Lyall 438); Wentworth
Estate (4), stamped W, various material and sized (3); stamped RR (Lyall 440 to 443); Woodstock Estate, near Buff Bay,
uniface, stamped S.S. / W. / B.B., brass, 18.5mm; similar, but holed as issued, 23mm (Lyall 445, 446; cf. Roehrs 1201)
[8]. Varied state, the last extremely fine, sizes and materials, some rare  £60-£80

278

Gray’s Inn is a sugal factory near Annatto Bay. The Jamaica Railway was founded in 1843 and the first trains ran in 1845. It was
founded by William and David Smith but became the property of the Jamaica Government in 1900 after financial troubles

Gray’s Inn (Jamaica) Central Factory Ltd., employee identification (3), GRAY’S INN CENTRAL, brass, uniface, holed as
issued, 39mm (Lyall 185); GRAY’S INN (JAMAICA) CENTRAL FACTORY, around incuse 27, brass, uniface, holed as
issued; similar but incuse F (Forman ?), Lyall 186, 187); Jamaica Government Railway, perhaps an employee
identification tag or a pass, brass, uniface, holed as issued, 39mm (Lyall 188) [4]. Fine or better, all rare  £40-£60

279

Kingston Pumping Station, tool checks or employee identification tags (4); CANADA DRY GRAPE BEVERAGE, rev.
stamped J.L. KENNEDY/98, brass, 25mm; GRAPE SODA ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR AND COLOR ADDED, rev. stamped
39/W, brass, 39mm; stamped KPS, rev. stamped 96/J.L. KENNEDY, brass, crude octagonal shape, 36mm; WATER
COMMISSION KPS around 118, rev. stamped 24, brass, 29mm (none listed in Lyall; cf. Roehrs 1214); Dog Tax tickets
(3), uniface, stamped 63 64 and crown; 66 67 and crown; 1979 / 379 and crown, first two aluminium, last brass, all
24mm (Lyall 184) [7]. Varied state, all holed  £30-£50

280

West India Sugar Co., Frome, Westmoreland was the venue for a major strike over pay in May 1938 during the building of a giant
sugar factory were 1000 workers walked out. The police were called and four workers were killed in the disorder that followed. The
jjpay dispute reverberated around the island, leading to multiple demonstrations in Kingston over the following weeks

Employee Pay or Identification tags (8), all uniface, brass, some holed as issued; PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT
BOARD around DRIVER/255, 38mm; PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT BOARD around CONDUCTOR/352, 38mm;
West Indies Sugar Co, WISCO/1853/FROME, 38mm; United Motors, c. 1933, UNIMOTORS/106, 29mm; Kingston
Industrial Works, KINGSTON INDUSTRIAL WKS around 179, 28mm (cf. Roehrs 1215); A. C. of Jamaica, 250/A C OF J,
29mm;  REEMA 296, 38mm; 17 M.T. Co., 38mm (none listed in Lyall) [8]. Generally very fine  £50-£70
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Employee Pay or Identification tags (3), uniface brass, KINGSTON AND ST. ANDREW CORPORATION around STREET
CLEANING/INSPECTOR / NO. 1, 45MM; PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT G.B.H. around 10, 45mm; MINISTRY OF
HEALTH PROGRAMME around 78/MALARIA/ERAD., 38mm; Cycle Park tags (4), brass, holed as issued; uniface,
PALACE/CYCLE PARK/ 154, 38mm; Tropical Cinema, TROPICAL/CYCLE STAND, rev. 10, 38mm; Carib Theater, CARIB
THEATER /B 30/CYCLE PARK, rev. B 30, square 38mm; Carib Cinema, CARIB/398 /CYCLE PARK, rev. 911, 38mm (not
listed in Lyall; cf. Roehrs 1215) [7]. Generally very fine  £50-£70

282

Morgan’s Harbour Hotel, Port Royal, tokens presumed for use at the bar for drinks (5), made in imitation of Spanish-
American cobs, design, rev. value; 100, 10, 5, 2, 1 Jamaica Dollars, crudely cast white metal in various sizes and
shapes; “SOON COME SHUTTLE”, bus service and Drink Token for use in hotels in Montego Bay in 1996, then ceased
trading, brass with coloured stick on legends both sides, 28mm; Ariguanaboa of Jamaica Ltd., bus tickets (2), used for
trip from the factory to the hospital gate, c. 1960, stamped incuse A, uniface, aluminium, 30mm; 24mm; Hotel Jamaica,
Ocho Rios c. 1991, TALLY, rev. logo, white metal, holed as issued, 19mm (none listed in Lyall) [9]. Generally very fine

 £30-£40

283

Java

Machine tokens (43), mostly from Jakarta, including Bamboo Den, Green Leaf, AAA Co, International Amusement,
Jaialai Fronton, Jaya Antjol, Jaya Senen, La Casa Cosindo, Matador Steamboat & Massage Parlour, Metropolitan Star
Billiards, Monte Carlo Amusement Centre, Pan Pacific Djaya, Taman Ria Remadja, etc [43]. Very fine; with identifying
tickets  £60-£80

284

Kenya

G. North & Son, Ltd, advertising token, uniface, GENUINE / ALLWEILER / PUMPS / SUPPLIERS / * / G. NORTH & SONS
LTD, aluminium, 24mm; IMPERIAL BRITISH EAST AFRICA COMPANY around TRANSPORT / PORTER / NO. 9052,
uniface, c. 1888 - 1896, brass pierced near edge as issued, 37mm; Queuing token, obv. THE EXCHANGE BANK OF
INDIA AND AFRICA LTD. around a central hole and incuse 25, rev. MOMBASA BRANCH, brass, 34mm [3]. First very
fine, others fine or better  £80-£100

285

Coffee Pickers tokens and tickets (12); AMANI Estate, rev. SL / 083, aluminium, 50 x 37mm; MUHOGO Estate, rev. SL /
020, aluminium, 39mm square; uniface, PW, brass, 38mm; uniface, J P W, brass, oval 37 x 54mm; TBS / C, tin plated
iron, 52mm; G W, rev. 775, galvanised zinc, crude mulit-sided, about 35mm; uniface, WAITANGI Estate (3), green
plastic, 32mm; similar, blue plastic; similar, yellow plastic; uniface, KIRIGA Estate, red plastic, 32mm; uniface,
SWAHARA / ESTATE, red plastic, 32mm; uniface, KAMUNDU / ESTATE, blue plastic, 31mm [12]. Generally crudely
made, plastic ones very fine or better  £80-£100

286

Liberia

Provenance:  bt. J. Schimmel, 1991

American Colonisation Society, One Cent, obv. LIBERIA over african figure and palm tree and sailing ship in the
distance over 1835, rev. AMERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY ONE CENT around FOUNDED / A.D. / 1816, copper,
28mm.  Fine  £40-£60

287

Macao

Amusement tokens (2), THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF WHIMSY around comical head, brass, 32mm; PARQUE DE
DIVERSOES around Micky Mouse, brass, 28mm [2].  Very fine, the first with some stains  £10-£20

288

Malaysia

bt. 2012

Jellani Estates was a coconut estate located about 50 miles from K.L.  The estate was offered for sale in 1903

Kuala Lumpur, Jellani Estate (2) c. pre 1903, 30 cents, obv. * JELLANI ESTATE * CENTS around 30 within a beaded
circle, rev. * GOOD FOR * CENTS around 30 within a beaded circle, brass, 22mm; similar, 10 cents, brass, 18mm [2].
First very fine, second good fine with some surface corrosion, very rare  £200-£300

289

bt. 2001

Segamat Johore, club tokens for Malaysian Army (3), c. 1950, for a tin of 555 State Express cigarettes, both sides tin of
cigarettes with a decorative design, all incuse, brass, 44mm; for a Remmer Beer, both sides a bottle of beer within a
decorative design, all incuse, brass, 38mm; for a pack of 20 Capstan cigarettes, both sides a pack of cigarettes within a
decorative boarder, all incuse, brass, 32mm [3].  Very fine  £40-£60

290

bt. various sources, 2002, 2003

Malacca, Bank queuing token, c. 1949, * OVERSEAS UNION BANK LTD. * MALACCA BRANCH around Chinese
characters and square central hole, rev. stamped 64, brass, 36mm; Malacca Rural Board (?), employee identification
badge (?), uniface M / R B / 1168, brass, diamond shape with suspension loop at the top, central hole; 31mm x 43mm;
MEE both sides (found in Malacca harbour area, aluminium, 39mm [3]. First very fine, others poor, last with
considerable corrosion damage on one side  £30-£40

291

Provenance:  first two bt. Taisai, 1994, last bt. H. Simmons, 1999

Estate Tokens (3), Pataling Rubber Estates Syndicate Ltd., c. 1903-20, uniface, P.R.E.S / G / RICE, brass, central hole,
32mm; obv. A.E. / K., rev. 10 / CTS, lead, central hole, 32mm; Straits Settlements, obv. KLING / RICE, rev. ONE
CANTONG, brass, central hole, 29mm [3].  Generally fine, rare  £80-£120
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Kuala Lumpur, uniface, K.L. / ABATTOIRS / PASS / 91, brass, pierced near edge as issued, 32mm; Ladies toilet token, c.
1992 (used in the KL Market), cupro-nickel, central hole, 19mm; Monorail token (opens barrier gate), blue plastic,
30mm, unknown issuer (2), KF (?), 1 and 2, Chinese characters, rev. stamped 295, 653, silver (?), both 22mm (found in
Perak) [5].  Generally very fine or better, the first and last two rare  £80-£100

293

Malta

Provenance: Bt. Farugia (in Malta), 1996

The business was founded in 1866 and operated as merchants and over the years became importers of various commodities. Up until
1939 the company was also in the coaling business

Joseph Arrigo, Coaling Tally (?), uniface, JOSEPH ARRIGO, MALTA around incuse 74, holed as issued, copper, 30mm
(Lyall 1001). Fine, rare  £20-£40

294

Provenance: Various sources in Malta between 1984 and 1996

Usage of the first token not specifically identified, the last appears to be for use in their bar and the other tokens were used in the fruit
machines

Charles & Samuel Brincat, uniface, C. S. BRINCAT * DISTRIBUTORS *, brass, with central hole as issued, 30mm (Lyall
1002); Fruit Machine tokens (6), uniface, C. S. BRINCAT GZIRA and incuse D, brass, central hole as issued 21mm (Lyall
1004); similar, brass, central hole, 18mm (Lyall 1005); similar but crudely made with C and N retrograde, brass, central
hole, 18mm (Lyall 1006); uniface, SAMMY’S GZYRA, brass, 21MM (LYALL 1007); similar but rev. countermarked MC
(Lyall 1008); uniface, SAMMY, brass, 21mm (Lyall 1009); 25 Cents, obv. SAMMY’S GZYRA, rev. GOOD FOR 25c IN
TRADE, brass, central hole as issued, 24mm (Lyall 1010) [8]. Fine to very fine, some light staining, some rare £100-£120

295

Provenance:  first two acquired in Malta, the last bt. Format 1996

Many of the bars in Malta engaged young ladies to entertain customers in conversation and dancing (many of these bars were
frequented by Royal Navy personal). The customers would buy the girls a drink, hence the ‘Sherry Girl’ reference, and the bar would
serve the girls a weak or non-alcoholic drink that looked like a proper drink. At the end of the night the girls would hand in their
tokens and receive 2/3rds of the value of the drink. The girls had to be licensed by the Police Department and were issued with a
numbered badge

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’, Bull and Bush Music Hall, obv. BULL & BUSH * MUSIC HALL * around JOSEPH LICARI, rev.
shield with a bull and bush, aluminium, 22mm (Lyall 1011); Cairo Bar Tabarin Music Hall (2), obv. CAIRO BAR over a
sphinx, SLIEMA underneath, rev. TABARIN + MUSIC HALL around a star and crescent, aluminium, 21mm (Lyall 1012);
similar but in brass (Lyall 1013) [3]. Fine to very fine, some stains on the last piece, rare  £60-£80

296

Provenance: Various sources in Malta

The Egyptian Queen was a Music Hall on Old Theatre Street and the business was operating before 1939 until it closed in 1984. The
Empire Music Hall was at the Gzira side of the corner of the Strand and Manoel Dimech Road, opposite Sliema Creek. It is thought to
ahve closed in 1946 with the decline in the number of Royal Navy ships anchored in Sliema creek after the war. As these tokens have
a value on them they may have had a different purpose prior to World War II

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’, Egyptian Queen, obv. EGYPTIAN QUEEN MUSIC HALL around a flag with three crescents and
stars, rev. C. BONAVIA / MALTA inside an ornamental boarder, aluminium, 20mm (Lyall 1026); Empire Music Hall (3),
obv. EMPIRE MUSIC HALL SLIEMA around C. GRECH, rev. 3d, brass, 18mm; similar but in aluminium; obv. EMPIRE
MUSIC-HALL . SLIEMA. around C. / GRECH, rev. 3d, cupro-nickel, lozenge shape, 16mm (Lyall 1027, 1028, 1029) [4].
First fine with some surface corrosion, second fine with an edge knock, others very fine, first rare, others very rare only 2
or 3 known for each example  £100-£120

297

Provenance:  First ex R. J. ford, 1990, others from various sources in Malta

The Flagship Music Hall was on the Mall in Floriana and opened in about 1916. There was no charge for admission, but during World
War II beer sold for 4 pence instead of the normal price in Malta of 3 pence; this was to pay for the cabaret entertainment. The
Klondyke was a music hall at 13, The Mall, Floriana and managed by Augustus Wood and his wife from before the First World War.
The business closed in 1958. The Victoria Music Hall was advertised in 1920 as being the oldest established and most up-to-date
music hall in Malta; established in 1881. The establishment was known as the Four Aces in the latter half of the 1950’s before being
re-named the Old Vic in about 1960

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’, Flagship Music Hall (3), obv. FLAGSHIP / MUSIC HALL / FLORIANA, rev. PROPRIETORS - DALLI
& BUTTIGIEG around a Royal Navy White Ensign, aluminium, 22mm, Lyall 1030); obv. incuse FS, rev. incuse number
(92), aluminium, 16mm (Lyall 1031); uniface, incuse FS, aluminium, 18mm (Lyall 1032); Klondyke Music Hall, uniface,
D.A. WOOD * FLORIANA * MALTA around KLONDYKE, aluminium, 24mm (Lyall 1042); Victoria Music Hall, obv.
HALL under a musical score, rev. 138 STRADA STRETTA VALLETTA around an old head bust of Queen Victorai,
aluminium, 24mm (Lyall 1070) [5]. Fine or better, the first rare  £120-£150
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Provenance: Various sources in Malta between 1986 and 2007

The United Service Music Hall was on the corner of Strait Street and St. Nicholas Street. The name Palmer is a incorrect spelling for
Palmier, who owned this music hall. The use of V in the legend rather than U is unusual. Palais Des Danses appear to date to the
early 1900’s, if not earlier. The building would seem to have been bombed during the 2nd World War and subsequently rebuilt. The
cataloguer can find nothing recorded in the owners notes for the White Swan Music Hall

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’, United Service Music Hall, obv. VNITED SERVICE-MVSIC HALL* around BY / CHARLIE /
PALMAR, rev. shield in which is *** over a lion and palm tree, aluminium, 22mm (Lyall 1069); Palais Des Danses, obv.
PALAIS DES DANSES separated by a double fleur-de-lis, around a circle inside which is = / 34 SDA / STRETTA / -, rev. a
dancing couple in Victorian clothing, brass, 27mm (Lyall 1061); similar but no inner circle on obv., brass, 27mm (Lyall
1062); White Swan Mucia Hall, obv. THE / WHITE SWAN / MUSIC HALL / *, rev. SDA. CONSERVATORY . FLORIANA
around a swan within an inner circle (Lyall - ) [4]. First about fine, second and last very fine, third damaged with
extensive pitting, rare  £80-£100

299

Provenance:

Charlie’s Bar was located at 107, Strait Street. Origianlly named Remely’s Bar it later became Popeye’s Bar and lastly Charlie’s Bar
(after it closed it became a bakery). HB stands for Harry Bianco, who took on the bar in 1936. Later Bianco leased the bar to someone
with the initials GS. The Majestic Bar was at 108 Strait Street on the corner of St. Christopher Street. It is not known when the bar
opened but it was redeveloped in 1997. The New Life Music Hall was located at 64 Strait Street and was more of a bar than a music
hall. It closed in the late 1980’s. Roy Bar was a small establishment located at 129 Strait Street. the Union Jack Bar was located at 70
Strait Street. It colsed in the early 1970’s.  It was owned by Joe Muscat from about 1939 and then by his con Lolly.

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’, Charlie’s Bar (3), uniface stamped incuse HB, zinc plated iron, 24mm; uniface stamped incuse HB,
aluminium, 16 x 15mm; both sides stamped incuse GS / number (122), yellow anodized aluminium, oblong, 23 x
19mm (Lyall 1015, 1016, 1017); Majestic Bar, uniface, stamped incuse MAJ, brass, 16mm (Lyall 1044); New Life Music
Hall (3), uniface, stamped incuse NL, brass, oblong, with bevelled corners, 19 x 17mm; uniface, stamped incuse NL,
aluminium, 19mm; uniface, stamped NL, aluminium, 23mm (Lyall 1055, 1056, 1057); Roy Bar, uniface, stamped incuse
R, brass, square with bevelled corners, 20mm (Lyall 1063); Union Jack Bar, uniface, stamped incuse UJ, brass, oblong
with bevelled corners, 19 x 17mm (Lyall 1068) [9]. Varied condition, generally fine to very fine for these hand made
tokens  £80-£100

300

Provenance: Acquired from various sources in Malta between 1988 to 2008

‘Sherry Girl Tokens’ (7), all found in Malta, but it has not been possible to attribute to a specific bar or Music hall; GM,
uniface, stamped incuse GM 1, brass, 20mm; uniface, stamped incuse GM, brass, oblong with bevelled corners, 19 x
16mm; uniface, stamped incuse GM, brass, 25mm; (Lyall 1033, 1034, -- ); CZ, uniface, stamped incuse C.Z, brass,
27mm (Lyall 1071); EZ, stamped incuse EZ both sides, brass, 24mm (Lyall 1072); MC, obv. stamped incuse MC. in large
letters, rev. stamped incuse MC in small letters, white metal, 19mm (Lyall --); Z, uniface stamped incuse Z, brass, 24mm
(Lyall -- ) [7]. Varied condition, generally fine  £40-£60

301

Provenance: Various sourced in Malta between 1988 and 2002

The first submarine cable telegraph in the Mediterranean was installed between Malta and Alexandria in 1868 and operated by the
Malta Alexandria Co. The Eastern Telegraph Co. Ltd. was formed from combining the Malta Alexandria Co. and the Mediterranean
Extension Telegraph Co. in 1883. The company operated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and so the staff had a company mess where
these tokens were used.  The tokens were used until 1928 when the company became Cables & Wireless Ltd.

Eastern Telegraph Co. Ltd., Staff tokens for use in the company Mess/canteen (5), all uniface, obv. E.T.C. MESS around
1/2d within an inner circle; similar but 1d; similar but 2d; similar but 3d; similar but 4d, brass, 23mm (Lyall 1021 to
1025) [5]. Generally fine, 3d pierced near the edge  £30-£50

302

Provenance: First and third ex Spink Auction No. 79, 15 October 1990, Lot 357, The R. J. Ford collection; second bt. C. B. Fox, 1985

The Circolo Indipendente was active c. 1910-1915 at Strada Reale-Via San Giuseppe, in Hamrun. As these tokens have a value of
sixpence they must have been used my members within the club, why some were struck in silver and others in silver plated brass or
brass is not known

Circolo Indipendente, Private Club tokens (3), obv. CIRCOLO INDIPENDENTE / MALTA around a shield, rev. JETON / 6
surrounded by a laurel wreath, brass, 22mm; similar but silver plated brass, 22mm; similar but silver, 22mm (Lyall 1018,
1019, 1019a) [3]. Good very fine, very rare  £100-£200

303

Provenance:  First bt. H. Simmons, 1989; second bt. Henk, 1989

These possibly date to c.1884 or earlier. S. Genovese have been traced to 42-44, Strada Reale, which has now been renamed
Republic Street

S. Genovese, advertising checks (2), obv. * S.GENOVESE * / MALTA LACE / MITTENS AND / JEWELLERY / * / VALETTA-
MALTA / 42,44, STTRADA REALE, rev. H.M.G.M.QUEEN VICTORIA around young head bust of Victoria, brass shell
card, 22mm; obv. similar, rev. REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE around a French Liberty Head, brass shell card, 22mm (Lyall
1035, 1036) [2]. Very fine, first with much original colour, second toned, rare  £80-£120

304

Provenance: Two Shillings bt. J. Schimmel, 1989, others bt. S. E. Schwer, 1984

This society was registered on 28 April 1948 and it opened its first consumer store at 48B Tower Road, Sliema. The society closed after
only a few years of trading and one informant believed it was due to bankruptcy caused by lavish spending by the directors. The
checks were given to customers to record the value of purchases and the customer would return them periodically for dividend
payment.  They were made in England and are typical of British co-op checks

Malta Civil Service Co-operative Society Ltd., obv. MALTA / CIVIL SERVICE / CO-OP. / SOCIETY / LIMITED, rev. HALF /
SOVN. / ARDILL LEEDS all within a tulip wreath, brass, milled edge, 20mm (Lyall 1045); bracteate style (5) obv. MALTA
CIVIL SERVICE CO-OP. around SOCIETY / 2/- / LIMITED, tin plated iron, 22mm; similar, but 1/-; similar, but 6D; similar,
but 3D; similar but 1D (Lyall 1046 to 1050) [6]. Ten Shillings nearly fine, Two Shillings fair with considerable surface
corrosion, very fine  £80-£100
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Provenance: Bt. Andrew McMillan, 1086

The first non Roman Catholic Church in Malta was formed in 1824 by the Methodist minister, the Rev. John Keeling, who bought a
building on the corner of Old Bakery Street and Melita Street from the Government. This building was bought by the Free Church of
Scotland in 1843 for £900 and used for Presbyterian services; the Methodists vacating the building for another one in Senglea. In 1857
the Presbyterians build St. Andrew’s Church on land bought by the rev. Dr George Wisely on the corner of South Street and Old Bakery
Street.  This building continued in use until 1942 when German bombing destroyed the roof, which was restored in 1955

Scotch Church, Communion Token, obv. SCOTCH CHURCH / MALTA / 1849, rev. THIS DO IN / REMEMBRANCE / OF
ME / 1 COR. XI.24, white metal, rectangular with bevelled corners, 27 x 19mm (Lyall 1065). Very fine with some light
surface staining, very rare  £80-£120

306

Provenance: Bt. Valenzie (Malta), 1985

Zeitun is a town in the east of the island some 4 1/2 miles from Valletta. In the parish church during the 1930’s there was a payment of
3/4 pence to be made for a chair. However, there was a shortage of farthings for change, so the church had these checks made which
were good for a farthing in change. Their popularity was such that Zeitun shop keepers accepted them as they were readily
redeemable by the church. After a few years, the civil authorities told the parish priest that the use of the checks as small change was
illegal and so he had to withdraw them and their use was discontinued

Zeitun, church token valued at 1 Farthing, obv. ZEITUN with a beaded circle, rev. blank, but a beaded circle,
aluminium, 21mm (Lyall 1073). Fine  £20-£40

307

Provenance: Spink Auction No. 79, 15 October 1979, Lot 359, The R. J. Ford Collection

These tokens are presumably for small change purposes. A local informant says it was a men’s tailor located at 112 Strada Reale in
Valetta during the early years of the 20th century

P. P. Grech, value tokens (2), obv. TAILORING * P.P.GRECH * OUTFITTING * MALTA around THE / GENTLEMAN’S /
MAGAZINE / OF / FASHION, rev. 1/- surrounded by a wreath, brass, 20mm (Lyall 1038); similar but 3d, bronze, 20mm
(Lyall 1040) [2]. Extremely fine, or nearly so, very rare  £100-£150

308

Provenance: Various sources in Malta between 1985 and 2003

The M.M.D. token was obtained from a former member of the club, but sadly he did not recall the use. The National Pharmacy was
founded in the late 1920’s by Sav. Vella on Strada Reale in Hamrun. Later the business relocated to 194 High Street, Hamrun. These
are discount checks given to customers who spent a specific value and could later be redeemed for goods at a subsequent date. These
passed out of usage prior to 1975. The use of the Joseph Sarona token is not known. He issued a smaller token that apparently was a
Fruit Machine token. Nothing is known for certain about the Kicker token, but a number have been found in Malta on different
occasions; the legend suggests it is a machine operating token.

Various tokens and tags (8), M. M. D. Staff Club, uniface, incuse M.M.D. STAFF CLUB, copper, square with rounded
coners, 26mm (Lyall 1043); National Pharmacy, discount check, obv. THE NATIONAL PHARMACY- HAMRUN-around
S.V., rev. *, aluminium, 25mm (Lyall 1053); Joseph Sarona, obv. JOSEPH SARONA, MALTA, rev. 23462, brass with a
central hole, 30mm (cf. Lyall 1064); Kicker, machine token, obv. KICKER . Aachen ., rev. Automatic . Counter ., brass,
21mm (Lyall 1041); Malta Casino, Fruit Machine token, both sides, Casino De Malta around a design that looks like two
retrograde S’s, brass, 25mm; Circolo Maltese, Fruit Machine token, uniface, CIRCOLO MALTESE, brass, 21mm; La
Valetta Apartments, St. Georges, Laundrette token, c. 1994, uniface, COIN / METER / TOKEN, brass, oblong, 24 x
18mm; War Department, property tag, (found in Malta), uniface, incuse W broad arrow D, brass, holed as issued, 29mm
(the last 4 pieces not listed in Lyall) [8]. Generally very fine or nearly so  £60-£80

309

Masonic Lodge tokens (3), St. Andrew Lodge, obv. LODGE ST ANDREW NO. 966 MALTA G.C. around a Maltese Cross,
map of the islands and a George Cross, rev. THEY RECEIVED EVERY MAN A PENNY around Masonic symbols (c.
1996); obv. similar, rev. MARK MASTER MASON MILLENNIUM 2000 around Masonic symbols, both bronze, 29mm;
Broadley Lodge, obv. * BROADLEY LODGE OF M.M.M * VALLETTA, MALTA around various sympols and No. 1863,
rev. snake boarder around Masonic symbols (2005) brass, 32mm (all not listed in Lyall) [3]. As issued  £20-£40

310

Casino Gaming tokens, VenEzia Casino (3), c. 2001, obv. modern design and VENEZIA, rev. similar but MALTA, cupro-
nickel, 31mm (1 Lira), 28mm (50 Cents), 25mm (25 Cents); Dragonara Casino, obv. DRAGONANA CASINO around
depiction of the entrance to the casino, rev. similar but around stylised dragons head and MALTA, cupro-nickel, 25mm;
Jokers, Paceville, St. Julian, 10 Cent game token, obv. No Cash Value Amusement Only around a Jokers mask and
JOKERS, cupro-nickel, 24mm; Oracle Casino, 10 Cent, obv. ORACLE CASION twice around LM 0.10, rev. design
within a beaded boarder, brass, 21mm (all not listed in Lyall) [6]. Generally extremely fine, last near very fine  £30-£40

311

See the Lyall booklet for the extensive history of Malta Tramways & Lifts

Malta Tramways & Lofts, 1D, obv. * MALTA * TRAMWAYS & LIFTS, rev. 1D., maroon celluloid, 22mm (Lyall 1052); St.
Edward’s College, meal tokens (2), uniface, ST. EDWARD’S C/C, red plastic (= 5 Cents), central hole, 22mm; blue
plastic (=25 Cents), central hole, 22mm; The Flag Mineral Water Works, return bottle token, bracteate, THE FLAG /
MINERAL WATER / WORKS over crown and crossed flags / RETURNED BOTTLES / Doz, copper, shield shaped, 62 x
40mm (this would appear to be an un-issued check as at the top there is a space for piercing and above Doz there is a
place to enter a quantity) [4]. Extremely fine  £30-£40
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Capt. A. Caruana was a merchant nave captain and he founded his business in Valetta selling wine, spirit and tobacco in 1894 Guido
Caruana was the son of the founder and managed the business through the war years. Charles Grech was founded in 1881 as a wine
and tobacco merchant and as of 1996 it was still conducting business from the same address as on the IOU, although Kingsway is now
called Republic Street. Monico bar was located in Valetta, but the exact whereabouts have not been traced. The Mid Med Bank
canteen chits were used in the Information technology Services Dept. and were pre-purchased. The bank was taken over by H.S.B.C.
in about 1998 and the chits were no longer used

Card Tokens used during World War II, Captain A. Caruana, obv. I. O. U. / 3d. / CAPT. A CARUANA (initialled by hand
GC by Guido Caruana), rev. Capt. A. Caruana / 12 Kindsway / Valetta (Lyall 1075); Charles Grech, obv. CHARLES
GRECH / 10, KINGSWAY-VALETTA /3D within a circle / IOU, rev. similar but no IOU (Layall 1081); Monico Bar,
uniface, MONICO BAR / I.O.U. / 3d / p.p. Buttigieg Bros. & Co. the last line applied with a rubber stamp (Lyall 1084);
White Star Cabaret, obv. White Star Cabaret / VALETTA / I.O.U. / 3d, rev. young lady seated (Lyall -- ); Golden Ring,
points tickets (4),uniface, GOLDEN RING / 1/2 POINT / SALVU VELLA / EATON’S BUTCHER / & GROCER STORE /
PARISH PRIEST MUSCAT SQUARE-HAMRUN / PHONE 22802; another the same, buff coloured card; similar, but light
green card; similar, but 1 POINT, blue card; Mid Med Bank, Canteen chits (4), used in the company Mess, uniface,
MESS ITSD / Mid-Med BANK 1c either side of a ‘sweet’, blue plastic card; similar but 2c either side of a coffee/tea cup,
red plastic card; similar but 5c either side of a hot dog; 10c either side of a burger (last 9 not in Lyall) [12]. Generally
fine, first four rare  £80-£120

313

Uncertain issuers or usage (6), all found in Malta; PACE / LEWIS, uniface, pierced as issued, brass, 26mm (Lyall 1060);
EO, uniface, pierced as issued brass, square bevelled corners, 20mm (Lyall 1091), Star Bar ?, Greek 1869 5 Lepta
stamped B 6 N and a five pointed star, all incuse (Lyall 1094); Anonymous, obv. 1 in block form, rev. 1 incuse, brass,
26mm; Geo. IV Farthing, 1826, obv. stamped 3 incuse; uniface 1/-, brass, 26mm (last 3 not listed in Lyall) [6]. Fair to
about fine  £20-£30

314

Enamelled Badges (2), lapel button, .VICTORIA-MUSIC-HALL. MALTA in blue enamel boarder around head of Queen
Victoria, old head, in white enamel with brass lines on a red field, 18mm; pin badge, MALTA / RACING CLUB on a
white enamel background with a red enamel stripe across the centre, oval 23 x 20mm [2].  £20-£30

315

Dog licence tags (22) [22]. Varied state  £20-£30316

Martinique

Provenance: Bt. 2002

Boutique Vive 1910, 50 Centimes, legend, rev. value, zinc, 25mm. Very fine, some surface corrosion, extremely rare
£150-£200

317

Provenance: Bt. 2002

Boutique Vive 1910, 5 Centimes, legend, rev. value, zinc, 25mm. Very fine, some surface corrosion, extremely rare
£150-£200

318

Mauritius

bt. 1986

Communion Token, St. Andrew’s Church, Port Louis, obv. ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH PORT LOUIS around 98, rev. THIS
DO IN / REMEMBERANCE / OF ME. / BUT LET A MAN / EXAMINE / HIMSELF, white metal, rectangular with bevelled
corners, 27 x 21mm (Burzinski 5721; Ford 629). Very fine with some surface roughness (corrosion), very rare, only 100
made  £300-£400
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bt. 1987

Schoenfeld Estate, 1 (cent?), obv. VICTORIA ILE MAURICE around young head bust of Queen Victoria, rev.
SCHOENFELD / 1 with an oak wreath, brass, 23.5mm (Ford. 625).  Nearly very fine, extremely rare  £200-£300

320

Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1989

Schoenfeld Estate, 2 (cents?), obv. VICTORIA ILE MAURICE around young head bust of Queen Victoria, rev.
SCHOENFELD / 2 with an oak wreath, copper, 22mm (Ford. 624).  Nearly very fine, extremely rare  £200-£300

321

Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1989

Mauritius Club, 1 Shilling, obv. MAURITIUS / CLUB, rev. ILE MAURICE / 1 / SCHILLING, curpo-nickel, 33mm (Ford.
623).  Very fine, extremely rare  £150-£200

322

Pdrovenance:  H. Simmons, 1991

Mont-Choisy, Good for a Day’s Labour, obv. ETABLISSEMENT MONT - CHOISY around ILE MAURICE, rev. 1852 / J.
LAMBERT / UNE JOURNEE, bronze, grained edge, 26mm (Ford. 626). Obv. weak about fine, rev. better, extremely rare

 £200-£300

323

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1896

St. Aubin Sugar Estate Co. Ltd., 15 cents, uniface, St AUBIN S. E.. CY. LD. / 15 / Cents, aluminium, 25mm (Ford 628).
Very fine with some corrosion, scarce  £80-£100

324

Provenance:  First bt. Format of Birmingham, 1989, second bt. C. B. Fox 1990, last bt. J. Schimmel, 1997

Society for Protection of Cruelty to Animals, 1938, obv. SPCA MAURITIUS around a cross within a beaded circle, rev.
RECD. NO. / 194378 / 1938 cupro-nickel, 30mm, Mauritius Society (?), obv. MRSAA as a complicated monogram
within a floral design, rev. 25 (cents?), cupro-nickel, 27mm; Z... (?), obv. Z / MAURITIUS, rev. 5 (cents?), copper, 18mm
[3].  All very fine  £50-£70

325

Montserrat

Provenance: Bt. 2005

The Vue Pointe Hotel, built by Michael Osborne was opened in December 1961. These checks were used to operate the flood lights
for the tennis court until the lights and much of the hotel was damaged by Hurricane Hugo in September 1989. The hotel was
renovated in 1994. Mt Soufriere erupted in 1995 and the island migration following that disaster caused the hotel to relocate several
times and finally close in 2008

ST. PETER, Vue Pointe Hotel, uniface, incuse legend, used to operate the floodlights on the tennis court, brass, 23mm
(Lyall - ). Very fine with some staining, very rare, apparently only two known  £80-£120

326

Netherlands Antilles

ARUBA, Club Scaramouche, gaming or advertising token, legend and design both sides, brass, 39mm; ST. MAARTEN,
advertising token, legend and Courthouse (issued 2006), rev. legend, aluminium, 39mm; ST. MAARTEN, Heineken
Regatta, legend and design, yellow plastic, 29mm [3]. All as issued  £15-£20
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Provenance: ex. K. V. Eckardt, 1985

Number 208 was in the group assigned to Saba. The same shaped tag was used in St. Maarten and St. Eustatius with different number
groups.

Saba (Dutch Antillies, Leeward Islands), Dog Licence, 1968/69, legend, rev. incuse 208, brass, bell shape, pierced as
issued. Extremely fine  £15-£20

328

New Guinea

Provenance:  first bt. J Buck, 2003; second bt. Spink & Sons Ltd., 1993

Head Tax check (2), 10 Shillings, uniface, TERRITORY OF NEW GUINEA around HEAD TAX / 1930-1931 / 10/-,
aluminium, 34mm, with suspender loop at top; similar but 1939-1940, 35mm, no suspender, but pierced as issued [2].
Fine or better the second with some surface staining, scarce £60-£80

329

Provenance:  W. J. Noble auction, 1993

Used on Badu Island (Mulgrave Island) in the Torres Straits on a coconut estate of 406 acres.

The Papuan Industries Ltd, 3 Pence, c. 1906, obv. THE PAPUAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED around Maltise cross under a
round badge FAITH AND WORKS and a sun rising over the sea, rev. 3 in a circle, aluminium, 32mm. Very fine, very
rare  £200-£300

330

Provenance:  W. J. Noble auction, 1993

It is not known what the ‘Coupon’ represents

The Papuan Industries Ltd, 1 Cupon, obv. THE PAPUAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED around Maltise cross under a round
badge FAITH AND WORKS and a sun rising over the sea, rev. COUPON. / NOT / NEGOTIABLE , surrounded by a
laurel wreath, copper, 32mm.  Extremely fine, very rare  £200-£300

331

New Hebrides

Provenance:  bt. Spink & Son Ltd., 1994 (ex Norweb)

Aneiteum Parish, Communion token, obv. NAKALASIA / ANEITEUM / 1852, rev. ACO NEDO / INEICKI PAR / IMIEHVA
NYAK / 1 KOR. XI.24 (In this way remember me), white metal, rectangular with bevelled corners, 26 x 19mm (Burzinski
386).  Very fine, but heavy surface corrosion, rare  £150-£200

332

Provenance:  bt. Spink & Sons Ltd., 1994; (ex Norweb)

Efate Parish, Communion token, obv. EFATI NEW HEBRIDES with a beaded boarder, rev. KO MROA KI AU (Think on
me or remember me) within a beaded boarder, aluminium, oval, 31 x 22mm (Burzinski 2401). As issued with a few very
small surface stains, scarce  £60-£80

333

Provenance:  bt. Edward Roehrs, 1988

Faureville, Gire et Rosiers, estate token, 3 Pence, obv. GIRE ET ROSIERS FAUREVILLE, around GR monogram, rev.
NOUVELLES HEBRIDES around 3D, white metal, 17mm. Very fine, with some light surface corrosion near the edge,
rare  £80-£100
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Provenance:  bt. I. S. Wright, 2001

Stuart & Wright, estate token, 2 shillings, obv. STUART ET WRIGHT * around SW monogram, rev. NOUVELLES
HEBRIDES around 2/-, white metal, 31mm.  Nearly very fine with some corrosion spots, very rare  £100-£150

335

Provenance:  ex Wm. Tankersley collection, 1995

Stuart & Wright, estate token, 1 shilling , obv. STUART ET WRIGHT * around SW monogram, rev. NOUVELLES
HEBRIDES around 1/-, white metal, 26mm.  Good fine with surface corrosion, very rare   £100-£150

336

Stuart & Wright, estate token, 6 Pence , obv. STUART ET WRIGHT * around SW monogram, rev. NOUVELLES
HEBRIDES around 6D, white metal, 20mm.  Good fine with surface corrosion, very rare   £100-£150

337

Provenance: bt.  C. B. Fox, 1991

Valesdir, estate token, obv. VALESDIR around N.A.T, rev. 1 $ (actual value 1 Shilling), white metal, 26mm. Very fine
with start of surface corrosion, rare  £60-£80

338

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1991

Valesdir, estate token, obv. VALESDIR around N.A.T, rev. 6D, white metal, 26mm. Very fine with start of surface
corrosion, rare  £60-£80

339

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1991

Valesdir, estate token, obv. VALESDIR around N.A.T, rev. 3D, white metal, 17mm. Very fine with surface corrosion,
rare  £60-£80

340

bt. 2005

Faureville, Louis Gabriel Frouin, estate token, 1 Shilling, obv. L. G. FROUIN FAUREVILLE around GF monogram, rev.
NOUVELLES HEBRIDES around 1, white metal, 26mm.  Very fine with some surface corrosion, rare  £60-£80

341

Santo Espiritu, U. S. Navy Officers Club chits (3), 5 cents (2), uniface, NAVAL OFFICERS’ / CLUB/ 5c between ornate
devices / Espiritu Santo; similar but 10c; Vanuatua Port Vila, dog license tag, obv. MUNICIPALITE (twice) PORT VILA
around dogs head, rev. stamped 1997 and 2356 (license number) above script A. J. Parkes (the manufacturer), holed as
issued [4].  All as issued  £20-£40

342

Nigeria

Provenance:  bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1986

The rarest of the three die varieties. Usually found in high grade and have a peculiar tarnished or cleaned appearance caused by an
improper acid treatment of the planchet prior to striking.  They may represent a rejected pattern for the circulation issue

MacGregor Laird, 1/8th Penny, obv. three-mast schooner-rigged steam ship, above the flag in Malayo-Arabic the
intended vale 1/400 (dollar), below the ship the date in Malayo-Arabic, 1274 (A.H.), rev. LAIRD above a scroll / 1/8
Penny, 1/400 Dollar / 1858, copper, 21mm (Vice FT 7, die 1; Prid. Lot 673). Extremely fine, but a weak strike, some
original colour, rare  £100-£150
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Provenance:  bt. A. H. Baldwin, 1986

MacGregor Laird, 1/8th Penny, obv. three-mast schooner-rigged steam ship with smoke coming from the funnel, above
the flag in Malayo-Arabic the intended vale 1/400 (dollar), below the ship the date in Malayo-Arabic, 1274 (A.H.), rev.
LAIRD above a scroll / 1/8 Penny, 1/400 Dollar / 1858, the denominations separated by a centre staff, copper, 21mm
(Vice FT 8, die 2; Prid. Lot 674).   Good extremely fine, much original colour, rare  £80-£120

344

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1986

Believed to have been issued c. 1870-1880 and although named the issuer has not been traced

Gilruth Brothers, advertising check?, obv. Queen Victoria, young head facing left, surrounded by the inscription
VICTORIA REGINA, rev. * GILRUTH BROs. * LAGOS around MERCHANTS in a plain circle, brass, milled edge, 22mm
(Vice FT 10; Prid. Lot 672).  Obv. good fine, rev. better, rare  £150-£200

345

Provenance:  bt. Gavin Scott, 2001

Alexander Miller, Brother & Co was founded in 1907 to trade with Nigeria and registered in Liverpool. In 1919 it merged with the
African Association and F. & A. Swanzy to form the African and Eastern Trade Corporation Ltd

Alexander Miller, Brother and Co, silver token, lion rampant left holding cross, rev. ALEX MILLER BROTHERS & Co.
around glasgow / liverpool / london, 24mm. Good very fine, extremely rare, perhaps only one other specimen recorded
(in the Liverpool Museum)  £300-£400

346

Provenance:  bt. N. Brodie, 1998

Alexander Miller, Brother and Co, silver token, lion rampant left holding cross, ALEX MILLER BROTHER & CO in cartouche
below, rev. GLASGOW LIVERPOOL LONDON around wreath, 29mm. About extremely fine, extremely rare, perhaps only two
other specimens recorded (one in the Liverpool Museum)  £300-£400

347

The company was formed in Liverpool in 1890 and established a presence in Nigeria in 1919. The business involved exporting palm
oil and they had many factories in Nigeria

African Association Ltd., check, obv. AFRICAN ASSOCIATION LIVERPOOL around LIMITED within a beaded circle,
rev. RECISTERED over a ‘manille’ and an arrow, brass, 24mm.  Very fine, pierced near the edge  £40-£60

348

Provenance: First, third and forth ex. Wm Tankersley collection, 1995, second bt 1991 (perhaps only 3 specimens known). The 1907
Penny is the first national coinage which started to reduce the need for tokens0

Palm oil industry tallies (6), Company of African Merchants, 1/2 Bushel Palm Kernels, uniface, C.O.A.M. / UZUAK. / 1/2
BUSH / KERNELS, brass with central hole, 32mm; The Niger Co. Ltd. (2), uniface, THE NIGERT COMPANY LTD. OIL
(for palm oil), brass with central hole, 38mm; name as previous KERNELS (for palm kernels, brass with central hole,
oval, 45 x 30mm; The United Africa Company Ltd., uniface card tally, 1 UMUAHIA / 1 BUSHEL KERNELS; African &
Eastern Trade Corporation Ltd. (2), uniface card tallies, OZUAKOLI / 1 BUSHEL KERNELS; similar, but 1/4 BUSHEL
KERNELS, all approx. 60 x 35mm; Tool or Pay checks (2), R. T. Brisco (Nigeria) Ltd Workshop-Fitter within a beaded
boarder, centre stamped incuse 37, pierced near edge as issued, uniface, aluminium, 30mm; BANCO PORTUGUES DO
ATLANTICO * LAGOS *, central piercing, stamped incuse 137, brass, 33mm, One Penny, Nigeria-British West Africa,
1907 [9].  All better than fine, first three very rare  £200-£300
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Nyasaland

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1986

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 2 Shillings 8 Pence, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around
2sh/8d within a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield
with a saltire and an S in a diamond in the centre, red vulcanite, 37mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

350

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1986

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 2 Shillings 6 Pence, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around
2sh/6d within a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield
with a saltire and an S in a diamond in the centre, red vulcanite, 33mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

351

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1986

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 2 Shillings, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 2sh
within a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a
saltire and an S in a diamond in the centre, red vulcanite, 30mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

352

Provenance:  bt. R. J. Ford, 1991

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 1 Shilling, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 1sh
within a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a
saltire and an S in a diamond in the centre, red vulcanite, 28mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150
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Provenance:  bt. Spink & Son, 1987

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 8 Pence, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 8d. within
a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a saltire and
an S in a diamond in the centre, black vulcanite, 37mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

354

Provenance:  bt. Spink & Son, 1987

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 4 Pence, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 4d. within
a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a saltire and
an S in a diamond in the centre, black vulcanite, 33mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

355

Provenance:  bt. Wm. Tankersley, 1995

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 2Pence, obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 2d. within
a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a saltire and
an S in a diamond in the centre, black vulcanite, 30mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

356

Provenance:  bt. Wm. Tankersley, 1995

Kubula Stores Blantyre, 1 Penny obv. *AT KUBULA STORES BLANTYRE * AGAINST GOODS ONLY around 1d. within
a plain circle, rev. E.CH.A.SHARRER SHIRE HIGHLANDS BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA around a shield with a saltire and
an S in a diamond in the centre, black vulcanite, 28mm. Extremely fine, rare  £100-£150

357

Provenance:  bt. H. Simmons 1995

Likoma Island, Unliversities Mission to Central Africa, 8 Pence, uniface, obv. incuse U.M.C.A., brass, 26mm. Very fine,
rare  £80-£100

358

Palestine

Jerusalem Hotel c. 1880 (2), One Piaster, obv. * JERUSALEM HOTEL * A around JAFFA, rev. 1 / PIASTER / *, brass,
20mm (Noble Lot 1750); similar, obv. B, rev. 1/2, brass, 18mm; Oman, Amusement Token, SINBAD WONDER CENTRE
around stylised Sinbad, rev. O.K. / CENTRE / OMAN within a beaded circle, cupro-nickel, 23mm [3]. First two nearly
very fine and extremely rare, last good very fine  £200-£300

359

Papua New Guinea

Provenance:  bt. M. Freehill, 1999

Bulolo Golf Club, drink token, obv. BULOLO GOLD CLUB around some characters and a central hole, rev. 1 BEER
BGH stamped in small letters, brass, 24mm.  Very fine, scarce  £40-£60
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Penang

Provenance:  First two bt. Taisai, 1994, last bt. R. J. Ford, 1986

International Bodega & Resturant (3) c. 1892 ?, 20 cents, obv. INTERNATIONAL BODEGA & RESTURANT *, rev. 20,
brass, 24mm; similar, 10 cents, 20mm; similar, 5 cents, 18mm [3]. First extremely fine with a few stain spots, others
nearly very fine with some staining, rare  £80-£100

361

bt. various sources, 1991 - 1994

Trengganu, Jokon [= 24 Keping] (2), Chop Hiap Chin, both sides with local and Chinese characters, white metal, with
square central hole, 32mm; Teck Soon Company, issued by Sin Hee, both sides with local and Chinese characters, Sin
Hee’s name painted out, countermarked ‘Wang’ to prevent forgery, white metal with square central hole, 32mm;
Unknown issuer, both sides with local and Chinese characters, brass with square central hole, 30mm [3]. Generally
nearly very fine  £50-£80

362

Turf Club Passes (2), PENANG TURN CLUB, SUBSCRIBING / MEMBER / LADY / 1931, rev. stamped BF, brass, pierced
near edge as issued, 33mm; enamelled badge, obv. 1984 / PENANG / TURF CLUB / ORDINARY / MEMBER, enamelled
in white, blue and red, rev. NOT / TRASNFERABLE / stamped 75 / makers details, brass, quatrafoil shape with
suspension loop; *** SELANGOR *** TURF CLUB around STC within a laurel wreath, rev. race horse and rider, cupro-
nickel, 30mm [3]. First nearly very fine, others extremely fine  £40-£60

363

Provenance:  First bt. J. Schimmel, 1992; second bt. Spink & Son, 1996

Advertising token, Newbest Jewellers, design as U. S. $10 gold piece, Liberty Head with PENANG on headband
surrounded by 13 stars and 1946, rev. NEWBEST YRELLEWEJ LARTNEIRO around American Federal Eagle, shield on
breast and arrows and laural branch in talons, brass, 28mm; Selangor, c. 1911 obv. KWONG LOONG CO. KUALA
LUMPUR . , rev. British St. George and Dragon over 1911, copper, 20mm [2]. Both good very fine and rare, first with
much original colour  £100-£150

364

Provenance:  First bt. 2005; others bt. Taisai, 1994

Kelantan, Estate Shop tokens, Kelantan Rubber Estates Ltd. (3), One Dollar, obv. KREL SHOP, rev. Chinese characters /
$1., brass, central hole as issued, 31mm; similar, 50 CTS, 26mm; similar, 50 CTS, but both sides twice countermarked 1
(to re-value from 50 cents to 1 dollar?); Kuala Pahi Estate (2), obv. KUALA PAHI ESTATE / 50 CTS. / SHOP, also
countermarked 50 both sides, brass, offset central hole, as issued, 26mm; similar, 10 CTS, also countermarked 5 both
sides (to devalue to 5 cents?), 20mm [5].  Generally fine, all rare  £150-£200

365

Philippines

Rio Grande Estates, was a public company in Edinburgh. They established a rubber tapping company in March 1910 in the Rio
Grande Valley, Mindanao.  The company ceased operations in the Philippines in 1913 and was dissolved in 1918

Rio Grande Estates Ltd., 50 Cents c. 1910-1913, RIO GRANDE ESTATES LTD. around 50 / CENTS, rev. similar, brass,
30mm.  Nearly very fine, rare  £80-£100
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Puerto Rico

Dog Rabies Vaccination tags (3), 1980, 1982, 1984, various shapes and colours (anodised aluminium); Cayman Islands,
Dog Licence, star shape, red anodised aluminium [4]. All as issued and pierced for suspension  £10-£15

367

Rhodesia

bt. various sources 2004 to 2008

Dairy Tokens (5), CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERIES OF N.R. LTD around 1 PINT, rev. similar, black plastic, 26mm; similar,
yellow plastic; similar white plastic; similar, HALF-PINT, black plastic, 19mm; similar, cream plastic; Zambia, 10
Ngwee, school training token for new coinage 1988, uniface, 10 ngwee, grey plastic, 24mm; Zimbabwi, Adversising
token, uniface, BIRDWOODS ZIMBABWI, brass, 18mm; uncertain location, obv. stamped I.S., rev. stamped 2/-, brass,
23mm (found with a lot of Rhodesian coins) [8].  Fair to very fine  £30-£50

368

St Bartholomew

Provenance: ex. K. V. Eckardt, 1976

From a small hoard of these pieces found by K. V. Eckardt at the salt ponds of La Grande Salines, in August 1975.

The swamp lands at La Grande Salines were first exploited for salt during the Swedish occupation of the island, but because prices
could not compete with salt harvested from other islands the trade collapsed in 1872. Taken over by France, the French government
incentivised those on St. Barts to restart the business, but after a hurricane in 1924 trade collapsed until William Beal took over the
concession in the early 1930’s. The largely female workforce worked an oppressive salt harvesting ‘season’ of 3 months. The trade
ceased in 1972

LA GRANDE SALINE, salt token by Katz, c. 1935-1948, W. BEAL, rev. BON POUR UN BARIL DE SEL, 19mm (Eckardt,
TAMS Journal December 1987; Roehrs 1248; Ford 672; Tankersley 369). About very fine with some surface corrosion

£40-£60

369

Provenance: ex. K. V. Eckardt, 1977

These gaming tokens were never used as they were impounded by the Police on the night they were first to be released and used in
1970

LES CASTELETS VILLAGE, gaming token, 1970, legend around the Roman head of the owner, rev. legend around double
headed eagle and value One Shilling (redeemable for U.S.$1.00).  As issued  £20-£30

370

St Eustatius

Provenance:  Bt. K. V. Eckardt, 1977

The date 1771 on the Gossling tokens most likely refers to the establishment of the business, as the nature of the tokens suggests a
British denominational issue after the capture of St. Eustatius by Rodney in 1781. Herman Gossling was a successful trader in spices
and sugar and owned various properties in Lower Town, which was the coastal commercial part of the capital town on the island.

LOWER TOWN, Herman Gossling, One Bitt, legend and 1771 around value, rev. legend around grazing goose, brass,
23mm (Lyall 452; Prid. p.263, fig. 45; Scholten 1432). Very fine, rare  £200-£260

371

Provenance:  Bt. Edward Roehrs, 1977

LOWER TOWN, Herman Gossling, Half-Bitt, legend and 1771 around value, rev. legend around grazing goose, brass,
20mm (Lyall 453; Prid. p.263, fig. 46; Scholten 1432).  Very fine with some original colour, rare  £200-£260

372

St Helena

Provenance:  bt. A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 1986 (ex Pridmore)

Solomon was engaged in business at Jamestown as a storekeeper and lodging house keeper.  Mintage reported as 70,560

Solomon Dickson and Taylor, Half Penny token, c. 1821, obv. ONE HALF PENNY around SDT monogram, rev.
PAYABLE AT ST. HELENA * around BY / SOLOMON / DICKSON / AND / TAYLOR, edge graining left, copper, 29mm
(David Vice FT. 5; cf. Pridmore Lot 721); Dog Licence tag, c. 1995, uniface, incuse 764, aluminium, 26mm, holed as
issued [2].  First good very fine, scarce, second as issued  £60-£80
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Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1985

Believed to have been struck during the period of the Boer War and intended to be used at the Royal Artillery Canteen by British
soldiers whose duty it was to guard Boer prisoners-of-war

Royal Artillery Canteen, One Farthing, c. 1900-1902, uniface, R. A. CANTEEN, ST. HELENA around ONE / FARTHING,
zinc, 25mm (David Vice FT. 6).  Fine, but some surface corrosion, extremely rare, possibly only 4 specimens known

£200-£300

374

St Kitts

Provenance: ex K. V. Eckardt, 1986

It is thought these licence discs were used in the 1950’s and were probably discontinued by the end of the 1960’s

GOVERNMENT LICENSING AUTHORITY, Cart Licence disc, uniface, stamped incuse P231/1960, brass, 38/40mm
(Lyall 449). Fine or better, holed as issued, rare  £30-£40

375

Provenance: ex K. V. Eckardt, 1986/1988

Nevis-Anguilla, annual PORTERS LICENSE C.N.A. (2), 1979/145; 1981/2, uniface, aluminium, square with rounded
corners, 26 x 26mm (Lyall 450) [2]. Very fine, holed as issued, rare  £20-£30

376

Provenance: First two ex K. V. Eckardt, 1986/1987

Nevis-Anguilla, Dog License, 1974/268, uniface aluminium, square with rounded corners 26 x2 6mm (cf. Lyall 451); St.
Kitts-Nevis, Dog License, 1986/3836, uniface aluminium, 32mm (Lyall 451); Anguilla, Dog License, 1997/1197, uniface
blue anodised aluminium, 32mm (Lyall -) [3]. All very fine or better, holed as issued  £20-£30

377

Advertising token, Freestay Caribbean, c. 2005/6, obv. Clock Tower at The Circus, rev. COIN REDEEMABLE FOR FREE
STAY, etc, aluminium, reeded edge, 39mm (Lyall -). Extremely fine with some light corrosion  £10-£15

378

St Lucia

Provenance: ex Geest Industries (W. I) Ltd, 1975

CASTRIES, Antilles Products Ltd., Banana Tally, uniface, valued at 4 1/2 Cents, c. 1953-57, stamped AP, red fibre,
29mm (Lyall 454; Devaux Type 1).  Fine or better, rare  £50-£60

379

Provenance: ex Geest Industries (W.I.) Ltd, 1975

CASTRIES, Geest Industries Ltd., banana tallies, uniface (2), both valued at 4 1/2 Cents, c. 1957, stamped G.I. (B.W.I)
LTD, c.1957, red fibre, 30mm (Lyall 469; Devaux Type 2); stamped G.I. (W.I) LTD, c.1958, red fibre, 30mm (Lyall 470;
Devaux Type 3) [2]. Pierced as issued, very fine  £50-£70

380

Provenance: ex Geest Industries Ltd., 1975

CASTRIES, Geest Industries Ltd., banana tally, uniface, stamped GEEST, valued at 4 1/2 Cents, c. 1967, green fibre,
30mm (Lyall 472; Devaux Type 4). Pierced as issued, very fine, rare  £50-£60

381

Provenance: ex Geest Industries Ltd. 1975

CASTRIES, Geest Industries Ltd., banana tally, uniface, stamped GI, for night work, valued at 5 Cents, aluminium,
22.5mm (Lyall 473; Devaux Type 5).  Very fine, central hole, as issued, rare  £30-£40

382

Provenance: ex Geest Industries Ltd., 1976

CASTRIES, Geest Industries Ltd., employee identification tag, uniface, stamped S/197 G.I., red fibre, 30mm (Lyall 474;
Devaux --). Pierced as issued, very fine, very rare (according to Lyall only 2 specimens recorded, cf DNW Auction, 14
February 2012, Lot 1261, The Edward Roehrs Collection)  £60-£80

383

Provenance: Bt. B. A. Seabys, 1974

CASTRIES, Barnard, Peter & Company, coaling token, uniface, Twopence, by Neal.London, brass, 37mm (Lyall 455;
Devaux Type 4). Some staining, otherwise very fine, very rare  £150-£200
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Provenance: Coin Galleries (New York) Mailbid Sale 15, November 1989 Lot 1221 (part); DNW Auction, 14 February 2011, Lot 1263,
The Edward Roehrs Collection

CASTRIES, Barnard, Peter & Company, coaling token, uniface, Fourpence, by Neal. London, brass, 43mm (Lyall 456;
Devaux Type 5). Some light staining and spotting, otherwise very fine, extremely rare, only two examples recorded

£400-£500

385

Provenance: Bt. Format of Birmingham, 1985

CASTRIES, Barnard, Peter & Company, coaling token, uniface, DAY, by Neal.London, brass, 29mm (Lyall 458; Devaux
Type 7). Very fine, extremely rare, only three examples recorded  £200-£300

386

Provenance: Bt. 1988

CASTRIES, Barnard, Peter & Company, coaling token, uniface, NIGHT, by Neal.London, brass, 29mm (Lyall 459;
Devaux Type 8). Very fine, extremely rare, only three examples recorded  £200-£300

387

Provenance: ex Geest Industries Ltd., 1975

With the break-up of the Barnard Peter partnership, Samuel Barnard established himself in business with his sons in 1891 and his
tokens were used until the industry collapsed in 1944

CASTRIES, Barnard, Sons & Company, coaling token, uniface, B (thick var.), brass, 24mm (Lyall 461; Devaux Type 21).
Fine, rare  £70-£90

388

Provenance: ex Geest Industries, Ltd., 1975

CASTRIES, Barnard, Sons & Company, coaling token, uniface, B (thin var.), brass, 24mm (Lyall 462; Devaux Type 22).
Fine, rare  £70-£90

389

Provenance: ex Geest Industries, Ltd., 1976

CASTRIES, Barnard, Sons & Company, coaling token, uniface, B (similar to the two previous lots, but different die var.),
brass, 24mm (Lyall 463; Devaux Type --). Fine,  rare (perhaps the only recorded specimen)  £70-£90

390

Provenance: first bt. B. A. Seaby, 1975; second ex Geest Industries, Ltd., 1974

James Burness & Sons, headquartered in London acquired the coaling business of Barnard & Sons in the mid 1930’s. It is reported that
these tokens were also used as banana loading tallies c.1957

CASTRIES, James Burness & Sons, coaling tokens (2), uniface, JAMES BURNESS & SONS by NEAL.LONDON, brass,
29mm (Lyall 464; Devaux Type 23); J. B. & SONS by NEAL.LONDON, brass, 24mm (Lyall 465; Devaux Type 24) [2].
Very fine  £40-£50

391

Provenance: Bt. K. V. Eckardt, 1978

CASTRIES, Chastanet, coaling token, uniface, CHASTANET SAINT LUCIA, wreath below, brass, 25.5mm (Lyall 466;
Devaux Type 1). Very fine with central hole, as issued, rare  £50-£70
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Provenance: Bt. 1990

Minvielle & Chastanet began as a business partnership between Henry Minvielle and Charles Chastanet in 1864. The coaling
operation of Chastanet was absorbed into the company in 1885 and the business ceased coaling operations in 1940

CASTRIES, Minvielle & Chastanet, coaling token, uniface, DAY M&C St. Lucia, brass, 28mm (Lyall 476; Devaux Type
10). Very fine with dark toning, very rare  £100-150

393

Provenance: Bt. 2002

CASTRIES, Minvielle & Chastanet, coaling token, uniface, M&C ST LUCIA around D [Day] in a central star, all in a zig-
zag boarder at the edge, brass, 27mm (Lyall 477; Devaux Type 11). Very fine with some light staining, rare  £50-£70

394

Provenance:  ex. E. C. Leslie collection, 1984

The Royal Mail Steam Packet Co. established a private coal yard in 1883, but had ceased coaling operations in St. Lucia in 1919, by
which timed Minvielle & Chastanet were acting as their agents

CASTRIES, Royal Mail Steam Packet Co., coaling token, uniface, R.M.S.P. Co. SAINT LUCIA, wreath below around
central hole, brass, 26mm (Lyall 496; Devaux Type 9). Very fine with dark toning, rare  £80-£100

395

Provenance: Bt. 1984

The first sugar factory was established in 1873 and supported by the Governor, who urged the planters to support a central factory
system. In 1874 Ordinance 34, known as the Central Factory Ordinance, was passed to promote The St. Lucia Central Sugar Factory
Co. Ltd. and to raise £30,000 for that company. Two other factories were established, but all had closed down between 1940 and
1974

CUL-DE-SAC VALLEY, St. Lucia Central Sugar Factory Co. Ltd., coal tally for movement of coal to the factory
boilerhouse, obv. legend, rev. COAL, copper, 25mm (Lyall 494, Devaux - ). Very fine or better, dark toning, extremely,
the only recorded specimen  £240-£300

396

Provenance:  Bt. B. A. Seaby, 1974

CASTRIES, Peter and Company, coaling tokens, uniface, Fourpence by Neal, PETER AND CO around 4, brass, 38mm
(Lyall 479; Devaux Type 13), a brockage; Twopence by Neal, PETER AND CO around 2, brass, 32mm (Lyall 478;
Devaux Type 12) [2]. First fine the second better, both with staining, the first rare  £60-£80

397

Provenance: Bt. 1974

Peter and Co. was established in 1891 by William Peter and was the leadilng coaling operator in St. Lucia; Peter himself was known
colloquially as ‘King Cole’; the company ceased operations in 1944

CASTRIES, Peter and Company, coaling token, uniface, oval, One Shilling, by Neal, PETER AND CO above value and
star, brass, 43 x 24mm (Lyall 480; Devaux Type 14). Fine with dark toning some staining  £40-£60

398

Provenance: first bt. 1974; second bt. 1977

CASTRIES, Peter and Co, coaling tokens, uniface, square (for Day use), PETER AND CO above a star, lettering with
serifs, brass, 26mm (Lyall 481; Devaux Type 15); similar, san serif lettering, brass, 25mm (Lyall 482; Devaux Type 16)
[2]. First very fine and rare, second fine, both toned  £60-£80

399

Provenance: bt. 1975

CASTRIES, Peter and Co, coaling tokens, uniface, (for Night use), PETER AND CO above a star, lettering with serifs
around N, brass, 25mm (Lyall 483; Devaux Type 19); similar, san serif lettering (44 dots in border), brass, 24mm (Lyall
484; Devaux Type 17); similar, san serif lettering (46 dots in border), brass, 24mm (Lyall 485; Devaux Type 18) [3]. First
very fine, others fine, all toned  £60-£80

400

Provenance: Bt 1974

CASTRIES, The Peter Coaling Company Ltd., coaling token, uniface, oval, One Shilling, PETER COALING COMPANY
Co. Ld. around value and star, brass, 44 x 23mm (Lyall 489; Devaux Type 28). Fine with dark toning  £40-£60

401

Provenance: Bt. 1974/75

CASTRIES, The Peter Coaling Company Ltd., coaling tokens, uniface, Fourpence, PETER COALING COMPANY Co. Ld.
star (two points of star upwards) around value, brass, 38mm (Lyall 487; Devaux Type 26); similar (one point of star
upwards), brass, 38mm (Lyall 488; Devaux Type 27); similar, Twopence, brass, 32mm (Lyall 486; Devaux Type 25) [3].
First two fine with dark toning, third extremely fine with some original colour, all with some staining  £60-£80
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Provenance: Bt. B. A. Seaby, 1974

CASTRIES, The Peter Coaling Company Ltd, coaling tokens, uniface, square, THE PETER COALING Co. Ld. star around
D (day use), brass, 26mm (Lyall 490; Devaux Type 29); round, similar around N (night use), brass, 24mm (Lyall 491;
Devaux Type 31) [2]. Fine or better, dark toning  £30-£50

403

Provenance: from a hoard of 150 pieces discovered, in 1970 by Jim Jordan, at the offices of the newly established National Provident
Fund, Castries.

See R. J. Devaux, SNC, February 1975, p. 54, for specific details of the july 1831 legislation relating to these historical labour tickets,
only issued to qualified labourers, free or slaves. Upon discovery of the hoard authorisation was given for the tickets to be scrapped,
but numbers 45 and 71 were saved.

CASTRIES, Government issue, uniface rectangular labour ticket (authorised July 1831, stamped incuse 45, copper, 38 x
37.5mm (Lyall 475, this piece illuystrated). Pierced as issued, surface somewhat dull with light corrosion, otherwise fine,
extremely rare as only one other specimen is known (cf. Roehrs 1283)  £200-£300

404

Sarawak

bt. 1988

Water Token, Binatang District Council, c. 1963, 4 gallons water, obv. B . D . C . , rev. 4 GALL ., brass, central hole as
issued, 20mm.  Good extremely fine with much original colour  £40-£60

405

Senegal

bt. 1992 and 2005

Chamber of Commerce (2), obv. * CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE * ZIGUINCHOR around 1 FR, within beaded circles,
rev. SENEGAL 1921 around palm trees, brass, 26mm; similar but value 50 c, 23mm [2].  Both fine  £80-£100

406

Seychelles

Casino Tokens (3), 50 Rupee, obv. MAHE BEACH RESONR AND CASINO around 50, rev. Palm frons over logo and
MAHE BEACH / RESORT AND CASINO, cupro-nickel, 28mm; similar, 5 Rupee, 26mm; similar, 1 Rupee, 24mm;
uniface, 1980 / DOG / LICENSE / 17117, aluminium, blue anodise, bell shape, 29 x 29mm [4]. First three nearly
extremely fine, last fine  £20-£30

407

Sierra Leone

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox, 1986

Macaulay and Babington, One Penny, obv. European and African clasping hands with details of an African village and
field hands working, inscription above WE ARE ALL BRETHREN, in exergue: SLAVE TRADE ABOLISHED BY GREAT
BRITAIN 1807 G.F.P., rev. an Arabic translation of the English obverse, J. P. FECIT. at the bottom, copper, 36mm (Vice
FT 1; Prid. Lot 727; R. J. Ford coll, Lot 184).  Good very fine  £80-£100

408

bt. 1999

Struck for use at Isaacs, Reader and Co.’s trading station on Matacong Island, sixty miles north of Freetown. The business partnership
lasted from 1855 to 1859

Isaacs, Reader & Co., 3 pence, obv. *MATACONG & * LIVERPOOL around ISAACS / READER / & Co., rev. THREE /
PENCE / 1855, lead alloy, milled edge, 28mm (Vice FT 6). Good fine, but corrosion at parts of edge both sides,
extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded specimen  £300-£400
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bt. 2004

Listed in the Sierra Leone Handbook of 1901 stating “Affords every convenience to the Better Class of Visitor”

Victoria Hotel, 3 pence, obv. * VICTORIA HOTEL * FREETOWN, rev. 3 D, brass, central hole as issued, 23mm (Vice - ).
Very fine with some slight staining, very rare  £100-£150

410

Singapore

Tokens imitating official coinages, One Keping (6), Island of Sumatra 1804 around arms of E.I.C. (Prid. 5, 7); obv.
Fighting cock (cf. Prid. 20-30), one incuse S countermark, one countermarked PIPPER [6].  Generally nearly very fine 

£15-£25

411

bt. various sources, 1987 to 2006

Pulau Samboe is a Dutch owned island 20km from Singapore

Singapore Harbour Board, coaling tallies (4), 2 cents ?, obv. SHB around central hole, countermarked incuse J 2, rev.
retrograde incuse SHB, brass, 34mmm (Prid. - ); Half-Cent, blank octagonal flan, tinned Iron, 25mm (Prid. 73); One
Cent, bracteate, SHB around 1 within a plain circle, tin, 34mm (Prid. 74); Half-Cent, similar, 1/2 within a plain circle,
24mm (Prid. 75); Asiatic Petroleum Co., Pulau Samboe Island, bracteate, P. SAMBOE. around 1 in a plain circle, tin,
29mm (cf. Prid. 79) [5].  Generally nearly very fine, second with corroded surface, rare   £200-£300

412

bt. various sources, 2001 - 2006

Bank Queuing tokens, CHARTERED BANK SINGAPORE, rev. stamped 19 within a laurel wreath, brass, central hole,
32mm; Overseas Union Bank (2) c. 1949 * OVERSEAS UNION BANK LTD * NEW BRIDGE BRANCH around Chinese
characters and square central hole, rev. stamped C.A. / No 117; brass, 38mm; similar but NO 121 [3]. Generally very
fine  £40-£60

413

Provenance:  All found in a Singapore market

Military Installation Passes (5), obv. crown over CTG, rev. stamped M / 5898, cupro-nickel, octagonal, 26mm; obv.
‘crown’, rev SUPS; TN; R.A.F.; ORD., brass, various shapes and sizes, all holed as issued [5].  Generally very fine

£40-£60

414

Dog Licence Tags (5), for years 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964, uniface, brass, various shapes and sizes; Rabies
Vaccination Tag for 1963, aluminium, cross shaped, 27mm. [6]. Generally fine or better  £20-£30

415

Provenance:  first bt. Howard Simmons; second bt. J. Schimmel, 1995

Great Exhibition Pass, uniface, MALAYA BORNEO - X - around 1922 within 3 plain circles, white metal, holed near
edge as issued, 34mm; *SARKIES * BROTHERS around POOL, rev. similar, brass, 25mm; EMMERSON’S SINGAPORE
around POOL; rev. similar, brass, 22mm; Ling Yuen ?Club (Friendly Society Members Ticket, uniface, Chinese
characters, plated brass, 29mm; Yamato Paradise, 10 cent (Japanese Military Club, c. 1941-1945), obv. $0.10 in black
between lotus flower and Japanese characters in red, rev. lotus flower and stamped 4945; Amusement tokens (3) all
different, brass, 20mm [8].  Fine to very fine    £60-£80

416

Singapore Municipal Gas Dept., Equipment identification tag, stamped J 9418; Advertising token, Tiger Beer, Tiger and
Palm tree; Bee Huat & Co., Beach Road Service Station, winged horse motif c. 1951; Underwater World Sentosa,
concession token; Kentucky Fried Chicken, $1.00 discount; Singapore IslandCountry Club; enamelled medallet, fighting
cock; paper chit, R. N. FLEET CANTEEN / SINGAPORE / Issue One Bottle of Beer [8]. Various sizes and materials,
generally very fine, some better  £40-£60

417

South Africa

Provenance:  both bt. 1988, second ex C. B. Fox

BECHUANA-LAND, Tati Gold Mining Co. (2) c. 1868, Four Shillings, uniface. TATI CO over 4/-, brass, 37mm; Six
Pence, uniface, TATI CO over 6D, brass, 19mm [2]. First fine, darkly toned, second very fine with minor staining, both
rare  £150-£200

418

Provenance:  first bt 1987; second bt. C. B. Fox,  1989, lastex. J. Noble & Dodds coll (Noble 64B), this is the rarest in the series

BECHUANNA-LAND, Border Police Canteen (3), 1 Shilling, obv. B.B.POLICS CANTEEN around 1893, rev. 1S., brass,
23mm; Six Pence, similar, rev. 6D., zinc, 23mm; Three Pence, similar, rev. 3D., zinc, 19mm [3]. First nearly very fine,
others near fine, with some corrosion, rare  £150-£200

419
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South Georgia

Provenance: bt. A. Davidsen, 2002

A South Georgia based whaling enterprise registered in Buenos Aires in 1904. Most of the whalers were Norwegians thus the ore and
kroner denominations. The tokens were to control access to alcoholic beverages at the Grytviken whaling station and they went out of
usage in July 1914

Compania Argentina de Pesca, Whaling Station token, c. 1908-1914, 1 Krone, obv. Ornate CAP monogram, C.Y AF
ROSSI (the token manufacturer), rev. 1 / KRONE, aluminium, shaped flan, 39 x 32mm. Nearly very fine, extremely rare

 £300-£400

420

Provenance:  bt. Oslo Mynt  HA, 1996

Compania Argentina de Pesca, Whaling Station token, c. 1908-1914, 50 Ore, obv. CAP monogram, C.Y AF ROSSI (the
token manufacturer), rev. 50 / ORE, aluminium, octagonal, 27mm.  Nearly very fine, 50 slightly weak, extremely rare

£200-£300

421

Provenance:  bt. C. B. Fox,1992

Compania Argentina de Pesca, Whaling Station token, c. 1908-1914, 10 Ore, obv. CAP monogram, C.Y AF ROSSI (the
token manufacturer), rev. 10 / ORE, aluminium, octagonal, 21mm. Good extremely fine, small edge knock, extremely
rare  £200-£300

422

Southern Rhodesia

bt. various sources 2004

Dairy Tokens, Dairyman’s Co-op (2), 1 Pint, obv. DAIRYMAN’S CO.OP LTD . SALISBURY . rev. 1 PINK MILK,
aluminium central hole as issued, 27mm; similar, 1/2 PINT MILK, 20mm; Dairy Marketing Board (5), obv. DAIRY
MARKETING BOARD, revf. PASTEURISED MILK around 1 PINT, green plastic, 26mm; similar, pink plastic; similar,
brown plastic; similar, blue plastic; similar with additional rev. legend CHANNEL ISLAND, yellow plastic; ZAMBEZI
CO-OP DAIRIES LTD -, rev. 1 Pint / S&P, blue plastic, central hole as issued, 25mm [8].  Generally very fine  £30-£50

423

Provenance:  First bt. Gavin Scott, 2003; others bt. 2003 and 2011

Gold Mining (?) Store tokens (2); uniface, TIGER REEF STORE around GOOD FOR 1/- GOODS within a plain circle,
brass, 32mm; uniface, GOLDEN RIDGE CONCESSION STORE around GOOD FOR 6D GOODS, brass, 26mm;
RHODESIA RAILWAYS (central design obliterated), employee identification or pay check, rev. stamped 257, brass,
pierced near the edge, 28mm [3].  First two near very fine, last fair, all rare  £80-£100

424

Surinam

Provenance: Bt. B. Dawson, 1986

Societeit van Suninam, 1 Doit, 1769, date and tree, rev. legend, copper, 19mm (Scholten 1436). Nearly very fine.
£50-£80

425

Provenance: first 3 ex Howard Simmons, 1984, 87

COMMEWIJNE, Plantage Marienberg, plantation work tokens (3), 25 cent, uniface; 25 cent, rev. countermarked M; 10
cent, rev. countermarked Z, pierced twice; all brass, 22 x 20mm (cf. Byrne 237; Tankersley 397; Rulau 16); Telesur
Suriname, telephone tokens (2), logo with 2 grooves, rev. NATIONAL, zinc, 23mm; logo with 2 grooves, rev.
INTERNATIONAL, steel, 23mm (cf. Tankersley 398) [5]. First three fine or better, last two extremely fine  £80-£120
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Provenance: ex. K. V. Eckardt

Henriques de la Fuente, b. 28 February 1839, d. 8 August 1886; perhaps he operated a carting business

H. De La Fuente, Wagon Load, uniface, usage not identified, brass, 29mm (cf. Scholten 1445, where the diameter is
listed as 23mm., this size could be an error). Extremely fine, with some original colour remaining, extremely rare,
perhaps the only recorded specimen in this size  £500-£600

427

Swaziland

Provenance:  bt. Howard Simmons, 2010

For local trade use

Heinrich Reinstorf, Missionary, 3 Pence, uniface, * H. REINSTORF * DWALENI around 3D, brass, 20mm. Good fine,
extremely rare  £200-£300

428

Tahiti

Provenance:  first bt. Spink & Son Ltd., 1993

Tahiti Coml. & Sugar Company Limited, I kilo ice, obv. TAHITI COML. & SUGAR CO. LTD. around a fleur-de-lis, rev.
BON POUR KO . GLACE around 1, aluminium, 25mm; Quinn’s Tahitian Hut, drink token?, uniface, QUINN’S
TAHITIAN HUT around TAHITI, brass, 24mm [2]. First very fine with some light surface staining, rare, second very fine

 £80-£100

429

Tobago

Provenance: Bt. 1996

Sun Amusements were located on Main Street, Scarborough

SCARBOROUGH, gaming (fruit machine) token at Sun Amusements, legend, rev. NO CASH VALUE, brass, 24mm (Lyall
- ). Extremely fine with much original colour  £15-£20

430

Togo

Provenance:  ex Jim Noble and Wm. Tankersley collections, 1999

J. B. Carrol was an English merchant who operated in Togo and Porto Novo.  He is listed in directories of 1882 and 1883

J. B. Carrol, estate token?, obv. a shield design, rev. J.B.C / LOME (?), lead, 27mm. Poor and suffering from lead pest,
very rare  £80-£100

431

Trinidad

Provenance: Bt. K. V. Eckardt, 1985

PORT OF SPAIN, J.G. d’Ade & Co, Farthing, c. 1870, legend, rev. value, copper, 21mm (Lyall 498; Prid. 6). Very fine,
very rare  £200-£260
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Provenance: Bt. 1983

The Carlisle was located at 44 St. Vincent Street, Port of Spain. An advertisment in an 1897 publication shows it was a hotel offering
“first class accommodation for single gentlemen.” The Carlisle had a restaurant, bar and billiard room and was owned by Croney &
Co. who also owned the Ice House Hotel in 1903.  The tokens are pre-purchase checks for services at the hotel

PORT OF SPAIN, The Carlisle Hotel, uniface, THE CARLISLE TRINIDAD around 72 c (= 3 Shillings), all incuse, cupro-
nickel, 32mm (Lyall 499). Very fine, extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded specimen  £300-£400

433

Provenance: Bt. 1986

PORT OF SPAIN, The Carlisle Hotel, uniface, THE CARLISLE TRINIDAD around 48 c (= 2 Shillings), all incuse, cupro-
nickel, 32mm (Lyall 500). Very fine, extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded specimen  £300-£400

434

Provenance: Jess Peters Auction 78, 13-14 June 1975, Lot 1190, The Ray Byrne coll.; DNW Auction, 14 February 2012, Lot 1298, The
Edward Roehrs coll.

The company was located at 46-48 King Street, Port of Spain. It was founded in 1869 and owned by C.L. Haley & Co. who sold it to
Croney & Co. The name was changed to Ice House sometime between 1897 and 1903. The business not only sold ice, but was one
of the best grocers in Trinidad and sold meats, fruits, wines, spirits and soft drinks. The Ice House Hotel was located over the retail
shop

Sold with a paper ICE ticket for 25 pounds of ice, from Furness Withy & Co. Ltd., Port of Spain

PORT OF SPAIN, Ice Establishment, Twopence, legend around value, incuse, rev. John Robbins/Boston (the maker)
incuse, brass, 36mm (Lyall 502). Extremely fine, pierced as issued, extremely rare, perhaps the only recorded specimen

 £300-£400

435

Provenance: Bt. C. B. Fox, 1985

La Union Estates in both Trinidad and Tobago. The Trinidad property was a cocao estate owned by Mr J. H. Reyes. The meaning of 1
Fifth and ET has not been established. The token is attributed to Trinidad as it is very similar to the 1 Rod tally for Tuckers Valley Estate
in Trindad

MANZANILLA, La Union Estate, One Fifth, uniface, LA UNION ESTATE. 1 FIFTH, around ET and a central hole, copper,
24mm (Lyall 505). Very fine, dark toning, extremely rare, possible the only recorded specimen  £300-£400
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Provenance: Bt. 1981

John Lee Lum, originally from Kwangtung, China, started a business in Trinidad in 1885 and imported European and Far Eastern goods
and exported cocoa, coffee and copra. He opened a chain of stores and eventually had over 60 stores in different locations around the
island. It is known that there were at least 22 different values (stamped onto the tokens). It is believed the tokens were issued in the
1890’s and apparently withdrawn in the 1920’s

LA BREA, Lee Lum, 13 Cents, square uniface, LEE LUM No. 1, 13 (incuse) CENTS, LA BREA, copper, 26mm (Lyall 506).
Very fine with some small stains, extremely rare  £260-£300

437

Provenance: Spink Auction No. 79, 15 October 1990, Lot 695, The R.J. Ford coll., Part 1

The company was owned by Friedrich Uhrich and Anselm Gerold and was involved in producing various products from coconuts.
The employees were paid on a task basis and there could have been other value tokens for the payment of various tasks

MAYARO, Mayaro Manufacturing, 10 Cents, uniface, incuse legend around 10 CTS, rev. John Robbins, Boston (the
maker), copper, 36mm (Lyall 507). Fine or better, doubly pierced (near the edge and probably as issued; centrally and
unofficial) the central piercing slightly distorting the token, dark toning and some surface corrosion, extremely rare and
likely to be the only recorded specimen  £300-£400

438

Provenance: Bt. C. B. Fox, 1987

Horatio Edwin Rapsey emigrated from England to Trinidad prior to 1860. He established a bakery and grocery business at 9 Fredrick
Street which passed to his son John Alfred Rapsey about 1887.  The token was issued c. 1860 (certainly prior to 1868)

PORT OF SPAIN, H.E. Rapsey, Half Stampee (at the time 1 cent), legend around value, rev. legend around a shamrock,
thistle and rose, copper, 27mm (Lyall 508; Prid. 5). Fine with some surface corrosion and dark toning, rare  £150-£200

439

MANZANILLA, La Union Estate, One Task, uniface, LA UNION ESTATE . 1 TASK, around ET and a central hole, copper,
35mm (Lyall - ). Very fine, extremely rare, possible the only recorded specimen  £300-£400
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Provenance: Jess Peters Auction 78, 13-14 June 1975, Lot XXX, The Ray Byrne coll.

The business was established by Mr W. Tucker as a coconut estate and first planted with coconut trees about 1885 and the tallies were
used as labour tallies.  The likely period of the token usage was shortly after 1885 to about 1905

CUESA VALLEY, Tucker’s Valley Estate, One Task, uniface, TUCKER’S VALLEY ESTATE 1 TASK, brass, milled edge,
34mm (Lyall 513). Very fine with dull and slightly corroded surface, very rare  £150-£200

441

Provenance: Bt. Howard Simmons, 2003

CUESA VALLEY, Tucker’s Valley Estate, One Task, TUCKER’S VALLEY ESTATE 1 TASK, rev. incuse W.T (Wm. Tucker)
brass, milled edge, 34mm (Lyall 514). Very fine with some obv. distortion due to countermark on the rev., very rare

£150-£200

442

Provenance: Bt. Edward Roehrs, 1977

CUESA VALLEY, Tucker’s Valley Estate, One Rod, uniface, TUCKER’S VALLEY ESTATE 1 ROD, brass, milled edge,
24mm (Lyall 515). Very fine with dull surface, very rare  £100-£150

443

Provenance:  Bt. Henry Christensen, 1983

CUESA VALLEY, Tucker’s Valley Estate, One Rod, TUCKER’S VALLEY ESTATE 1 ROD, rev. incuse W.T (Wm. Tucker
and only T visible) brass, milled edge, 24mm (Lyall 516).  Fine with dull rev. surface, very rare  £60-£80

444

Provenance: Bt. Texaco Trinidad, 1884

LA CARRIERE, Trinidad Leaseholds. Ltd., uniface rectangular, employee identification tag, legend and incuse 4839 (the
employee number), brass, 51 x 27mm (Lyall 511). Fine, pierced as issued, extremely rare, the only recorded specimen

£200-£300
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LA CARRIERE, Trinidad Leaseholds. Ltd., uniface rectangular, employee identification tag, legend and incuse 1501 (the
employee number), aluminium, 51 x 27mm (Lyall 512). Very fine, some surface corrosion, pierced as issued, extremely
rare, the only recorded specimen  £200-£300

446

Francios Declos was a barber in Port of Spain, There are at least 18 different examples of the FD countermark, many are very crude as
the temptation to double the value of a coin by the addition of a simple FD countermark was very strong.

PORT OF SPAIN, Francois Declos, One Stampee, various Halfpenny size coins, countermarked incuse FC to increase
the local value from a Half-Stampee to 1 Stampee, some are very crude and likely to be counterfeits of the time, copper,
typically 25-28mm (cf. Lyall 501; Prid. 7) [4].  Varied state, poor some better  £40-£60

447

PORT OF SPAIN, Francois Declos, One Stampee, various Halfpenny size coins, countermarked incuse FC to increase
the local value from a Half-Stampee to 1 Stampee, some are very crude and likely to be counterfeits of the time, copper,
typically 25-28mm (cf. Lyall 501; Prid. 7) [4]. Various state, poor some better  £40-£60

448

PORT OF SPAIN, Francois Declos, One Stampee, various half-penny size coins, countermarked incuse FC to increase
the local value from a Half-Stampee to 1 Stampee, one with a later incused countermark JF, some are very crude and
likely to be counterfeits of the time, copper, typically 25-28mm (cf. Lyall 501; Prid. 7) [5]. Varied state, poor some
better  £50-£80

449

Turks & Caicos Islands

Provenance: ex K. V. Eckardt, 1986

John Ney Reynolds was involved in the Newfoundland lumber trade before migrating to Grand Turk Island, where he was in business
as a salt harvester and exporter from c. 1865; his business was sold to Alfred Stubbs in 1883

J.N. Reynolds, Twenty-Five Cents, DELIVER BEARER 25 IN VALUE both sides, cast brass, 28mm (Lyall 517; Prid.
[Jamaica] 157 -). Very fine, extremely rare (perhaps only 2 others known)  £500-£600

450

Provenance: Bt. Lew Egnew, 1984

J.N. Reynolds, Twelve-and-a-Half Cents, DELIVER BEARER 12 1/2 IN VALUE both sides, cast brass, 21mm (Lyall 518;
Prid. -). Very fine, extremely rare (perhaps only 1 other known)  £500-£600

451

Provenance: Glendining Auction, 21-2 September 1981, The Pridmore Sale, Lot 140

J.N. Reynolds, Six-and-a-Quarter Cents, DELIVER BEARER 6 1/4 IN VALUE both sides, cast brass, 19.5mm (Lyall 519;
Prid. -). Fair, with corroded surface, later lacquered, and some edge damage, extremely rare (perhaps only 2 others
known)  £500-£600
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Provenance: bt. 1999

Frith Brothers, possibly salt harvesting tokens (3), buttons used as tokens, FRITH BROS/TURKS ISLAND; FRITH BROS T.
I.; FRITH BROTHERS, base metal and pierced as clothing buttons, 17, 16 and 13mm (Lyall -) [3]. Fair to fine,
presumably rare  £20-£30

453

Provenance: bt from various sources between 1977 and 1982

WEST CAICOS, West Caicos Sisal Co., cupro-nickel Two Shillings, One Shilling, by Quint, Philadelphia, W.C.S. CO.,
rev. STORE TOKEN and value, 32.5mm and 24mm (Lyall 520, 521); brass Sixpence, Threepence and Penny, by Quint,
similar, 32.5mm, 24mm, and 20.5mm; brass Half-Penny, by Quint, similar but reads STORE and value, 16mm (Lyall
522-5) [6]. Fine to very fine, rare as a set  £200-£260

454

Provenance: bt. 1995

Veterinary Association, Rabies Tag, 1123, c. 1988, ‘Which Doctor’ (Witch Doctor was the radio call sign and most
likely spelt on the tag ‘Which’ in error), octagonal, uniface, chrome plated steel, 28mm (Lyall -). Virtually as new,
pierced as issued  £10-£15

455

Uganda

Provenance:  Bt. R. J. Ford, 1991

Societa Coloniale Italiana, Rubber Estate Tokens (3), obv. SOCIETA COLONIALE ITALIANA * around ENTEBBE, rev.
Lion fighting a snake, brass, 25mm; obv. SOCIETA COLONIALE ITALIANA *, rev. AFRICA EQUATORIALE around a
radiated star, zinc, 23mm; similar, but brass with a central piercing [3]. All fine or perhaps better, second with some
surface corrosion, rare  £100-£150

456

bt. 2011

Uganda Cement Industries Ltd., commemeration or advertising token, :UGANDA:CEMENT:INDUSTRIES:LTD:
TORORO: around depiction of a a portland stone rock above ROCK / PORTLAND / CEMENT, rev. large water fowl
standing in a marsh above TORORO / 1957, cupro-nickel, 30mm.  Very fine  £40-£60

457

Provenance:  First two br. C. B. Fox 1993, last bt. Format of Birmingham, 1989

Uganda, Posts & Telecommunications Corp, Telephone Tokens (3), obv. UGANDA POSTS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION around TELEPHONE / TOKEN, rev. NOT LEGAL TENDER 50 SHILLINGS,
brass, 25mm; similar but 20 shillings, 23mm; similar, but 5 shillings, 21mm [3].  All good very fine or better  £20-£30

458

Provenance:  first bt. D. Vorley, 1987, others bt. 1996 and 2006

UGANDA ADMINISTRATION around VR, rev. LABOUR TICKET around D and incuse 433, c. 19th Century, brass,
39mm; Uganda Public Works (?), British East Africa Half-Penny, obv, stamped U / P W after central design removed,
rev. stamped incuse broad arrow over 3; THE CLAEDONIAN LODGE OF UGANDA 1389, around Masonic symbols
and a large water fowl, rev. THEY RECEIVED EVERY MAN A PENNY around Masonic and Scottish symbols, bronze,
29mm [3].  First fair, second fine, last extremely fine  £30-£50

459

Washington & Fanning Islands

Provenance:  bt. Spink (Australia), 1989

Washington & Fanning Islands, One Dollar check, c. 1910, obv. WASHINGTON & FANNING ISLANDS around
CHECK, rev. GOOD FOR $1.00, aluminium, 38mm.  Very fine with some surface staining, scarce  £80-£120

460

Provenance:  bt. Wm. Tankersley, 1995

Washington & Fanning Islands, One Dollar check, c. 1910, obv. WASHINGTON & FANNING ISLANDS around
CHECK, stamped incuse 2 (for $2.00 ?) rev. GOOD FOR $1.00, aluminium, 38mm. Fine with some considerable
surface staining, very rare  £150-£200
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Provenance:  bt. Format of Birmingham, 1991

Washington & Fanning Islands, 50 cents check, c. 1910, obv. WASHINGTON & FANNING ISLANDS around CHECK,
rev. GOOD FOR 50 CENTS, aluminium, 31mm.  About very fine with uniform surface staining, very rare  £150-£200

462

Provenance:  J. Lepcyek auction, 1987

Washington & Fanning Islands, 25 cents check, c. 1910, obv. WASHINGTON & FANNING ISLANDS around CHECK,
rev. GOOD FOR 25 CENTS, aluminium, 24mm. About very fine with some surface staining and a small edge knock,
very rare  £150-£200

463

Provenance:  bt. 1987

Washington & Fanning Islands, 12 1/2 cents check, c. 1910, obv. WASHINGTON & FANNING ISLANDS around
CHECK, rev. GOOD FOR 12 1/2 CENTS, aluminium, 20mm. About very fine with some surface staining, extremely
rare, perhaps only 3 specimens recorded  £300-£400

464

West Indies

Wooden Nickels (6), Bahamas, Holiday Inn; Bermuda, Bermudiana Hotel; Anguilla, 1st Year of Independance; St. Croix
(U.S.V.I.), Steele’s Smokes & Sweets; Suniname, K. Lagerwey; Aruba, Instituto di Cultura, Numismatic Museum, 38mm
[6].  All as issued  £20-£30

465

Slave Badge, perhaps a travel pass or permit to work on a hired out basis, a uniface copper sheet, 43 x 42mm, with a
naive hand engraved African head.  As made with some creases and pierced as issued, presumed to be extremely rare

£200-£300

466

Uncertain location

End of Sale

Uncertain, SHOE BLACK / 6 / HAMRUN, zinc, oval, 97 x 64mm, holed at each end for mounting possibly to a wall;
BOATMAN / 186, brass, oval, 69 x 43mm holed at the top, possibly an identification ticket or licence; Gzira Bakery,
receipt for a loaf of bread to be baked, incuse GP / 99, tin plated iron, pierced at top, 57mm; bakery token given as a
receipt for home-made dough to be baked, zinc plated iron, rectangular with bevelled corners, pierced near the top, 42
x 33mm [4]. First two about fine with some corrosion and stains, last two heavily corroded  £10-£20
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not conform to Dix Noonan Webb’s published bidding increments 
which may be found at dnw.co.uk and in the bidding form 
included with the auction catalogue. 

3 The premium 

The buyer shall pay to DNW a premium on the ‘hammer price’ in 
accordance with the percentages set out above and agrees that 
DNW, when acting as agent for the seller, may also receive 
commission from the seller in accordance with Condition 15. 

4 Value Added Tax (VAT) 

The buyers’ premium is subject to the current rate of Value Added 
Tax if the lot is delivered to the purchaser within the European 
Union. 

Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% on the 
hammer price unless re-exported outside the EU. 

The provision of a VAT form C88 is subject to the discretion of 
DNW and will be subject to an administration fee of £50. 

5 Payment 

When a lot is sold the buyer shall: 

(a) confirm to DNW his or her name and address and, if so 
requested, give proof of identity; and 

(b) pay to DNW the ‘total amount due’ in pounds sterling within 
five working days of the end of the sale (unless credit terms have 
been agreed with Dix Noonan Webb before the auction). Please 
note that, as stated above, we will not accept cash payments in 
excess of £5,000 (five thousand pounds) in settlement for 
purchases made at any one auction. 

6 DNW may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with the 
buyer before an auction under which the buyer will be entitled to 
take possession of lots purchased up to an agreed amount in value 
in advance of payment by a determined future date of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

7 Any payments by a buyer to DNW may be applied by DNW 
towards any sums owing from that buyer to DNW on any account 
whatever, without regard to any directions of the buyer, his or her 
agent, whether expressed or implied. 

8 Collection of purchases 

The ownership of the lot(s) purchased shall not pass to the buyer 
until he or she has made payment in full to DNW of the ‘total 
amount due’ in pounds sterling. 

9 (a) The buyer shall at his or her own expense take away the lot(s) 
purchased not later than 5 working days after the day of the 
auction but (unless credit terms have been agreed in accordance 
with Condition 7) not before payment to DNW of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges on any lot not taken away within 5 working 
days after the day of the auction. 

(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by DNW staff is 
undertaken solely as a courtesy to clients and, in the case of 
fragile articles, will be undertaken only at DNW’s discretion. In no 
event will DNW be liable for damage to glass or frames, 
regardless of the cause.  Bulky lots or sharp implements, etc., may 
not be suitable for in-house shipping. 

10 Buyers’ responsibilities for lots purchased 

The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to lots purchased 
from the time of collection or the expiry of 5 working days after 
the day of the auction, whichever is the sooner. Neither DNW nor 
its servants or agents shall thereafter be responsible for any loss or 
damage of any kind, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, 
while any lot is in its custody or under its control. 

Loss and damage warranty cover at the rate of 1.5% will be 
applied to any lots despatched by DNW to destinations outside 
the UK, unless specifically instructed otherwise by the consignee. 

11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchase 

If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with 
Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is any other breach of either of 
those Conditions, DNW as agent of the seller shall, at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it may have, 
be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and 
remedies: 

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of 
contract. 

(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the 
defaulting buyer at the same or any other auction. 

(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public auction or 
private sale and the defaulting buyer shall pay to DNW any 
resulting deficiency in the ‘total amount due’ (after deduction of 
any part payment and addition of re-sale costs) and any surplus 
shall belong to the seller. 

(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the 
defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, either at DNW’s 
premises or elsewhere. 

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 2 percent per month 
on the ‘total amount due’ to the extent it remains unpaid for more 
than 5 working days after the day of the auction. 

(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same buyer at the sale 
or any other auction and release it only after payment of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

(g) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of the 
defaulting buyer at any future auctions or obtaining a deposit 
before accepting any bids in future. 

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale then due or at any time thereafter 
becoming due to the defaulting buyer towards settlement of the 
‘total amount due’ and to exercise a lien on any property of the 
defaulting buyer which is in DNW’s possession for any purpose. 

12 Liability of Dix Noonan Webb and sellers 

(a) Goods auctioned are usually of some age. All goods are sold 
with all faults and imperfections and errors of description. 
Illustrations in catalogues are for identification only. Buyers should 
satisfy themselves prior to the sale as to the condition of each lot 
and should exercise and rely on their own judgement as to 
whether the lot accords with its description. Subject to the 
obligations accepted by DNW under this Condition, none of the 
seller, DNW, its servants or agents is responsible for errors of 
descriptions or for the genuineness or authenticity of any lot. No 
warranty whatever is given by DNW, its servants or agents, or any 
seller to any buyer in respect of any lot and any express or implied 
conditions or warranties are hereby excluded. 

(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate forgery’ may be 
returned by the buyer to DNW within 15 days of the date of the 
auction in the same condition in which it was at the time of the 
auction, accompanied by a statement of defects, the number of 
the lot, and the date of the auction at which it was purchased. If 
DNW is satisfied that the item is a ‘deliberate forgery’ and that the 
buyer has and is able to transfer a good and marketable title to the 
lot free from any third party claims, the sale will be set aside and 
any amount paid in respect of the lot will be refunded, provided 
that the buyer shall have no rights under this Condition if: 

(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of the sale was in 
accordance with the then generally accepted opinion of scholars 
and experts or fairly indicated that there was a conflict of such 
opinion; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of publication of 
the catalogue that the lot was a ‘deliberate forgery’ was by means 
of scientific processes not generally accepted for use until after 
publication of the catalogue or a process which was unreasonably 
expensive or impractical. 

(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall be limited to any 
amount paid in respect of the lot and shall not extend to any loss 
or damage suffered or expense incurred by him or her. 

(d) The benefit of the Condition shall not be assignable and shall 
rest solely and exclusively in the buyer who, for the purpose of 
this condition, shall be and only be the person to whom the 
original invoice is made out by DNW in respect of the lot sold. 

Conditions of Business



Conditions mainly concerning Sellers and Consignors 
13 Warranty of title and availability 

The seller warrants to DNW and to the buyer that he or she is the 
true owner of the property or is properly authorised to sell the 
property by the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any third party claims. 
The seller will indemnify DNW, its servants and agents and the 
buyer against any loss or damage suffered by either in 
consequence of any breach on the part of the seller. 

14 Reserves 

The seller shall be entitled to place, prior to the first day of the 
auction, a reserve at or below the low estimate on any lot 
provided that the low estimate is more than £100. Such reserve 
being the minimum ‘hammer price’ at which that lot may be 
treated as sold. A reserve once placed by the seller shall not be 
changed without the consent of DNW. DNW may at their option 
sell at a ‘hammer price’ below the reserve but in any such cases 
the sale proceeds to which the seller is entitled shall be the same 
as they would have been had the sale been at the reserve. Where 
a reserve has been placed, only the auctioneer may bid on behalf 
of the seller. 

15 Authority to deduct commission and expenses 

The seller authorises DNW to deduct commission at the ‘stated 
rate’ and ‘expenses’ from the ‘hammer price’ and acknowledges 
DNW's right to retain the premium payable by the buyer. 

16 Rescission of sale 

If before DNW remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the buyer 
makes a claim to rescind the sale that is appropriate and DNW is 
of the opinion that the claim is justified, DNW is authorised to 
rescind the sale and refund to the buyer any amount paid to DNW 
in respect of the lot. 

17 Payment of sale proceeds 

DNW shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller not later than 35 
days after the auction, but if by that date DNW has not received 
the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer then DNW will remit the 
sale proceeds within five working days after the date on which the 
‘total amount due’ is received from the buyer. If credit terms have 
been agreed between DNW and the buyer, DNW shall remit to 
the seller the sale proceeds not later than 35 days after the auction 
unless otherwise agreed by the seller. 

18 If the buyer fails to pay to DNW the ‘total amount due’ within 
3 weeks after the auction, DNW will endeavour to notify the seller 
and take the seller’s instructions as to the appropriate course of 
action and, so far as in DNW’s opinion is practicable, will assist 
the seller to recover the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If 
circumstances do not permit DNW to take instructions from the 
seller, the seller authorises DNW at the seller’s expense to agree 
special terms for payment of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, 
store and insure the lot sold, to settle claims made by or against 
the buyer on such terms as DNW shall in its absolute discretion 
think fit, to take such steps as are necessary to collect monies due 
by the buyer to the seller and if necessary to rescind the sale and 
refund money to the buyer if appropriate 

19 If, notwithstanding that, the buyer fails to pay to DNW the 
‘total amount due’ within three weeks after the auction and DNW 
remits the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the ownership of the lot 
shall pass to DNW. 

20 Charges for withdrawn lots 

Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, DNW reserve the right 
to charge a fee of 15 per cent of DNW’s then latest middle 
estimate of the auction price of the property withdrawn, together 
with Value Added Tax thereon if the seller is resident in the 
European Union, and ‘expenses’ incurred in relation to the 
property. 

21 Rights to photographs and illustrations 

The seller gives DNW full and absolute right to photograph and 
illustrate any lot placed in its hands for sale and to use such 
photographs and illustrations and any photographs and 
illustrations provided by the seller at any time at its absolute 
discretion (whether or not in connection with the auction). 

22 Unsold lots 

Where any lot fails to sell, DNW shall notify the seller 
accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer 
the lot for sale or to collect the lot. 

23 DNW reserve the right to charge commission up to one-half of 
the ‘stated rates’ calculated on the ‘bought-in price’ and in 
addition ‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold lots. 

General Conditions and Definitions 
24 DNW sells as agent for the seller (except where it is stated 
wholly or partly to own any lot as principal) and as such is not 
responsible for any default by seller or buyer. 

25 Any representation or statement by DNW, in any catalogue as 
to authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of 
opinion only. Every person interested should exercise and rely on 
his or her own judgement as to such matters and neither DNW 
nor its servants or agents are responsible for the correctness of 
such opinions. 

26 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best served by 
attendance at the auction, DNW will, if so instructed, execute 
bids on their behalf. Neither DNW nor its servants or agents are 
responsible for any neglect or default in doing so or for failing to 
do so. 

27 DNW shall have the right, at its discretion, to refuse admission 
to its premises or attendance at its auctions by any person. 

28 DNW has absolute discretion without giving any reason to 
refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots, 
to withdraw any lot from the auction and in case of dispute to put 
up any lot for auction again. 

29 (a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all 
actions, proceedings costs, expenses, claims and demands 
whatever incurred or suffered by the person entitled to the benefit 
of the indemnity. 

(b) DNW declares itself to be a trustee for its relevant servants and 
agents of the benefit of every indemnity under these Conditions to 
the extent that such indemnity is expressed to be for the benefit of 
its servants and agents. 

30 Any notice by DNW to a seller, consignor, prospective bidder 
or buyer may be given by first class mail or airmail and if so given 
shall be deemed to have been duly received by the addressee 48 
hours after posting. 

31 These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with English law. All transactions to which these 
Conditions apply and all matters connected therewith shall also 
be governed by English law. DNW hereby submits to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the English courts and all other parties concerned 
hereby submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English 
courts. 

32 In these Conditions: 

(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate, 
price list or other publication; 

(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is knocked 
down by the auctioneer to the buyer; 

(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in respect of the 
lot sold together with any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable 
and additional charges and expenses due from a defaulting buyer 
in pounds sterling; 

(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the intention 
of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or 
source which is not shown to be such in the description in the 
catalogue and which at the date of the sale had a value materially 
less than it would have had if it had been in accordance with that 
description; 

(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the seller being 
the ‘hammer price’ of the lot sold less commission at the ‘stated 
rates’ and ‘expenses’ and any other amounts due to DNW by the 
seller in whatever capacity and howsoever arising; 

(f) ‘stated rate’ means DNW’s published rates of commission for 
the time and any Value Added Tax thereon; 

(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means DNW 
charges and expenses for insurance, illustrations, special 
advertising, packing and freight of that lot and any Value Added 
Tax thereon; 

(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 per cent more than the highest bid 
received below the reserve. 

33 Vendors’ commission of sales 

A commission of 15 per cent is payable by the vendor on the 
hammer price on lots sold. 

34 VAT 

Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising are subject to 
VAT if the seller is resident in the European Union.





We were established in 1991 and are locat-
ed in a six-storey Georgian building in the
heart of London’s Mayfair, two minutes walk
from Green Park underground station. 

Our staff of experts collectively have over
300 years of unrivalled experience on all
aspects of numismatics, including coins of
all types, tokens, commemorative medals,
paper money, orders, decorations, war
medals, militaria and numismatic books. 

We hold numerous auctions each year, the
full contents of which are published on the
internet around one month before the sale
date, together with a unique preview facility
which is available as lots are catalogued and
photographed. Printed auction catalogues for
auctions are mailed to subscribers approxi-
mately three weeks prior to each sale.

In addition, we handle discreet private treaty
sales of fine orders, decorations and medals. 

Our offices, open from 9am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday,
include a pre-auction viewing room, enabling us to offer this
facility to clients during the three weeks prior to an auction. 

Auctions are held in our building at 16 Bolton Street, Mayfair,
where sales may be attended in person. Free online bidding is
available using our own live bidding system or by placing 
commission bids, all of which and much more being available
via our website at www.dnw.co.uk.

We look forward to welcoming clients to Bolton Street and
assure you of a warm reception.

www.dnw.co.uk
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